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PREFACE

Many-facet Rasch measurement (MFRM) was born out of necessity. A conscientious test
director realized that the conventional method of basing decisionsfor rated performances
directly on raw scores is unfair to examinees who encounter severe raters. It is also
potentially life-threatening when incompetent examinees in some crucial discipline are
certified merely because they encounter lenient raters. This realization motivated the
question: “How canfair and meaningful measures be constructed from inevitably dubious
ordinal ratings?” MFRM providesthe answer.

From the familiar ordinal raw scores, MFRM constructs linear, objective measuresof known
precision (standard error) and quality (fit), freed as far as statistically possible, from all the
local details ofthe rating situation. MFRM is based on an unachievable theoretical ideal.
It does not attempt to describe any particular set of data. In fact, no empirical data fit the
model exactly, but MFRM prescribes what characteristics data must have if they are to
support the construction of fair and meaningful measures. Though MFRM is expressed as
a logitlinear model, it deliberately avoids the interaction terms and arbitrary
parameterizations of regression analysis.

MFRM does not model the cognitive processesof the rater. How a rater chose the rating
is as irrelevant to MFRM as whyyou gained weight is to your bathroom scale. MFRM
merely requires that the original observations, usually ratings, be ordered qualitatively on
the variable, dimension, construct or latent trait of interest. A higher rating must be
intended to correspond to “more” of the variable. MFRM provides several diagnostic aids
for detecting instances where the data fall short of this intention.

If data don’t fit MFRM usefully, then the data are ambiguous. What is useful fit?
Unfortunately, statistical significance tests won't help you decide this. All they will do is to
tell you that the data aren't perfect. But we know this already. Useful fit means that
aberrations in the data don't affect the substantive meaning of the measures. If in doubt
about the overall quality of your data, remove the worst part. Are the measures
substantively different? If not, you have a useful fit. Of course, the higher the quality of
the original ratings, the better the resultant measures.

MFRM is a powerful measurement tool. Researchers in many fields have discovered that
it solvestheir measurement problems. Then better measurement leadsto clearer thinking,
and clearer thinking leads to improvements in both theory and practice. Many “ceiling” and
“floor” effects are discoveredto be mere artifacts of ordinal raw scales. Rater training istransformed from inculcating mindless conformity into encouraging intelligent self-
consistency. Better measurement even leads to improvement in ordinal scales as test
construetors discover which rating scale categorizations work to produce valid measurement.
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ASSAY-PIECE CONSTRUCTING MEASUREMEN
WITH A MANY-FACET MODEL

A.1 RASCH MEASUREMENT MODEL FOR JUDGING

The construction of linear measures from qualitative observations is a conceptual and
statistical advance of recent vintage. Rasch (1960/1980) obtains it for dichotomous
responses by examinees to test items. Andrich (1978) and Masters (1982) expand the Rasch
model to responses in ordered categories, e.g. attitude surveys and partial credit test items.
This previous work has focussed on observations resulting from the interaction of two
components or “facets”, objects and agents. In practice, a third facet is often encountered:
a judge, rater or grader whose task is to award a rating to an examinee based on
performance on a test item. The “many-facet Rasch model” extends the Rasch model to
situations in which more than two facets interact to produce an observation. It enables the
construction of a frame of reference in which quantitative comparisons no longer depend
on which examinee happened to be rated by which judge on what item.

A.L1 The many-facet Rasch model

A many-facet Rasch model for a typical essay examination, using a rating scale of M+1
ordered response categories with “0 labeling the lowest and “M” labeling the highest, is

an log) <5, ~~ C, - F,
wijk-1

where
Pg,is the probability of examinee n being awarded on item i by judge j a rating of

Pj. is the probability of examinee n being awarded on item i by judge j a rating of

B, is the ability of examinee n
D;is the difficulty of item i
GC; is the severity of judge j
F,is thedifficulty of the step up from category k-1 to category k and k=1,M.

It can be seen that this is similar to Andrich’s (1978) model, but with an additional judge
severity additional parameter. The probabilistic log-linear formulation of this model is
distinctive of Rasch rating scale models, since, unlike many approaches to analyzing ratings,
the numerical labels attached to the rating scale categories are not assumed to be interval
measures. The Rasch approach makes the weaker assumption that the numerical labels
indicate the ordering of the categories alongthe scale.
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The absence of interaction terms common in log-linear models is deliberate, since this
modelis designed to implement the axioms underlying all Rasch models (Rasch 1960/1980):

a) the contribution of each element of each facet to the observations is dominated by a
single parameter with a value independent of all other parameters within the frame of
reference. It is this parameter value, e.g. an examinee’s reading comprehension, which the
testing situation is intended to discover. This single parameterization is necessary if
examinees are to be arranged in one order of merit, or items indexed by one kind of
difficulty on an item bank, or judges calibrated by one kind of severity in a judge
management scheme.

b) the parameters combine additively to produce the observations. Additivity implies that
all the parameters share one linear scale. Not only does linearity assist the analyst in
understanding the meaning underlying the data, it also provides a useful basis for further
analysis, because many commonly used statistical procedures assume linearity in their data.

c) the estimate ofany parameteris dependent on the accumulation of all ratings in which
it participates, but is independent of the particular values of any of those ratings. This
axiom of“local independence” allows the statistical estimates of the measures to be as free
as possible of which particular judge rated which particular examinee on which particular
item, and so to have meaning generalizable beyondthe local details of the judging situation.

This modelis prescriptive rather than descriptive. The model implements a set of linear
measurement intentions on the part of the analyst, so misfit between data and model does
not indicate failure on the part ofthe model. Rather it indicatesthat the data do not
support the construction ofinterval measures. In the practical application of Rasch models,
globalfit is misleading, because localized misfit within the data setis just as threatening as
global misfit.
Consequently, fit statistics are obtained for each parameter, and the success of the analysis
is determined from an inspection of these.

Depending on the nature ofthe misfit and the motivation for the analysis, the analyst's
intentions can be revised, so that, say, each judgeis specified to use the rating scale in a
different way. Moreover, the data can also be revised to remove or amend aberrant
observations such as guesses or ratings by idiosyncratic judges. Though these techniques
can improvethefit of the data to the model, theylessen the generality of the parameter
values estimated.

With this in mind, the many-facet measurement modelcan be expressed in manyforms to
meetthe requirements of specific testing situations. Other forms include:

A judge-scale model, in which each judge uses his own interpretation of the rating scale:
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P,mij

Pur
(A2) log( Beiawhere

F,is the difficulty of the step from category k-1 to category k for judge j, and
k=1M,

and other parameters are defined as before.

An item-scale model, in which each item is constructed with its own rating scale:

a3 log") <8, -D, - ¢, - F,=where
F, is the difficulty of the step from category k-1 to category k of the scale unique to

item i, and k=1,M,
and other parameters are definedas before.

A four-facet model, in which each of the items is modelled to apply to each of a number
of tasks:

[ov ofr) «5, 4, -D,~C, - F,
en

‘where
A, is the difficulty of task m
and otherparameters are defined as before.

A2 THE NON-LINEAR RATING SCALE

Rating scale categories are often labelled with integer values, causing the non-linearity of
the ratings to be overlooked. As fig. A.1 illustrates, ratings originate on an ordinal, not an
interval, scale. Rating categories are conceptualized as representing qualitatively distinct,
butordered, performance levels. Thescaleis printed with equal spacing in order to invite
raters to devote equal attention to each of the alternatives. The range of performance
corresponding to each of the ordered categories can only be discovered empirically by how
raters behave. The highest and lowest categories always represent infinite ranges of
performance above and below the intermediate categories. The ranges of performance
represented by intermediate categories depend on how their definitions are interpreted by
the judges. Conventional analysis mistakesthe scale designer's choice of numerical labels
for measures and so ignores the inevitably non-linear functioningof the scale, but it is how
the scale functions, not how it is presented, that produces the measures.

Equation A.1 specifies the intended relationship between the ordered categories of a rating
scale and thelatent performance continuum they imply. This is a logistic ogive which
satisfiesboth the axiomatic requirements for measurement and the form of the rating scale
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The scale as it is printed:
Deficient Boor Medium Good Excellent : (Word label)

1 2 3 4 B : (Numerical label]

The scale asit functions:

Deficient-Poor= Medium = Good =Excellent : (Ordered labels)
- - : (Estimated location)

1 2 3 3 s © (Numerical label)
° 1 2 3 : { (qualitative steps)

Fig Al. Presentation and measurement perspectives on a representative
rating scale.

defined by the way the judges use it. The unequal widths of the performance ranges
corresponding to the intermediate categories are parameterized and estimated by the Fy

terms. Theinfinite performance ranges atthe extremes of the scale are mapped into the
corresponding finite top and bottom response categories. Fig. A2 illustrates the
relationship between the average rating awarded each examinee and the examinees measure
based on simulated data. Thesolid ogive traces the raw score to measure conversion when
all judgesrate all examinees on all essays. Each X represents a conversion when only some.
of the judges rate an examinee’s performance. Examinee A has a higher measure, but lower

average ratinglabel than Examinee B, because A happenedto be rated by more severe
judges than B.

A3 PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND MISSING DATA

The marginal raw score is a sufficient statistic for each parameter. Consequently, a
‘maximum likelihood estimate for each parameteris obtained whenthe expected marginal
scorefor observations in which the parameter participates is set equal to the observed score.
A modelled asymptotic standard error, the estimates reliability, can also be estimated. The
degree to which the parameter estimate is valid is measured by statistics quantifying the fit
of the data to the measurement model (Wright & Masters, 1982). This is implemented in

the Facets computer program (Linacre, 1988)

A valuable by-product of this method of estimationis that there is considerable latitude for
missing data. Each parameteris estimated only from the subset of observations in which
it participates directly. Accordingly a unique finite estimate for cach parameteris obtained
provided that
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Fig. A2 Average category labels for examinee performance plotted
against estimated logit measures for simulated data.

1) all observations in which the parameter participates are notin the same extreme
category. This would require the estimate to be infinite, corresponding to a minimum or
maximum possible score. In the FACETS program, infinite estimates can be replaced by
estimates corresponding to scores one-third ofa score point away from the extreme scores.

2) the observations formalinked network such thatevery parameter can be estimated
unambiguously within the same frame of reference.

An example of ambiguity occurs when Judge B rates all the boys, while Judge G rates all
the girls. Then it is unclear whether better performance by the boys is due to their higher
ability or Judge B's more lenient judging style. If some children are rated by both judges,
this ambiguity would be removed. If the design of a test is such that the examinees are
allowed to select whichtwo out of four essays they wish to write, then linkage across essays
becomes inevitable as examinees choose different pairs of essays. There is no requirement
for statistical randomness in the assignment of judges or selection ofessays.

There is no need to impute values to missing observations. In the exampleofthe selection
of two essays from four, thereis no needto attempt to determine how the examinee would
have performed on the two unwritten essays. Thestructure of the test is such that the
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examinee is encouraged to exhibit a higher level of performance than would be exhibited
were all four essays requiredto be written. If this higher level is not what is required, then

the test needsto be redesigned

A4 AN EXAMPLE OF MANY-FACET RASCH ANALYSIS

The example considered here is a selection examination for admission to a graduate
program. 19 members of the admissions’ committee, the judges, rated 100 examinees on
14 items of competency using a 5 point rating scale. Each examinee was rated

independently by three, four or five judges according to judge availability. Judges assigned

ratings on an item only when there was sufficient information to make a judgment
Consequently not all judges awarded 14 ratings to each examinee that they rated. One

judge rated 97 of the examinees. Another judge rated only one.

In Fig. A3, the examinees, judges and items of the admission examination have been

measured on one common linear scale. The expected scores (in rating points in the right
hand column) are shown for examinees facing items of 0 logitdifficulty and judges of 0 logit

severity. Other expected scores are obtained by indexing the score scale at (examinee ability
- judge severity - item difficulty) logits.

The model predicts that the score-to-measure conversion will have an ogival form. Thisis
shown in Fig. A.4, where the average rating given an examinee on the admissions test has

been mapped against examinee measure. The solid ogive traces the raw score to measure
conversion that would have occurred if all judges had rated all examinees on all items.

Each point X represents the conversion for an examinee. Its placement depends on which

judges rated the examinee’s performance. Examinee A has a higher average rating, but a

Jower measure than Examinee B, because A happened to be rated by more lenient judges
than B. Most X's are displaced below the solid ogive because the most lenient judge rated

only a few examinees.

A5 QUANTIFYING JUDGE UNRELIABILITY

Even the most diligent judge training has failed to produce uniformity among judges

(Borman, 1978), but anydifference among judges threatens fairness because the examinee

raw score depends on which judge awards the rating. Indeed sometimes “there is as much

variation among judges as to the value of each paperas there is variation among papers in

the estimation of each judge” (Ruggles, 1911). Tt was this lack of judge reliability that was

identified as a chief drawback to judge-dependent tests (Ruch, 1929). Clearly, since

differences in judge severity can account for as muchratings variance as differences in
examinee ability (Cason & Cason, 1984), objective measurement requires that judge

behavior be modelled and statistically controlled

The Rasch approach recognizes and models two aspects ofjudge behavior. First, judges are

modelled to differ in severity or leniency. This can account forhalf the variance in judge
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Linear Measure|Examine Ability|Judge Severity|lim Difficulty|Expected Rating
(Able) (Severe) (Hard) (High)
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Fig. A3 Results of a many-facet Rasch analysis of the Admissions data.
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2.59
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Examinee Measure

Fig. A4 Average awarded ratings for examinee performance plotted
against estimated logit measuresfor the Admissions data.

ratings (Edgeworth, 1890). When the dominant judging behavior of a judge is captured in

one severity parameter, then that parameter characterizes the judge in exactly the same way

as an ability parameter characterizes an examinee and a difficulty parameter characterizes

an item.

Second, judges are modelled to exhibit some degree of stochastic behavior when awarding

ratings. Every observation is modelled to contain error. Both too much andtoo little error
in the observations contradict the measurement model and are a threat to the validity of the

‘measurement process.

From the measurement model presented in Equation A.1 is derived the model for an

observed rating value:
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(AS) Xy=Ey:s,
where

X,; = the observed rating and the expected rating valueis
u

(a6) EL ENR,=
and the modelled “error” variance of the observed rating around its expected value is

M

(AT) Buf=XkEuff Pug
I=

Compare this with the conventional modelfor ratings, in whichthe rating category labels
are treated as though they were linear measures (c.f. Braun, 1988):

gal yo Eye§
where

E,; is the expected score obtained from the sum of the mean values of the elements
which generated the rating.

(S')? is an unexplained error variance.

Even beyond the awkward use ofordinal, non-linear, and locally-defined rating labels as
though they were actual linear measures, thereare important differences between S,; and
S', In the Rasch equation, Equation AS, (S,,)? models the expected error variance for a
particular observation. The estimation procedure constructsalinear scale on which the
parameterestimates meet the condition thatfor each parameter, the observed and expected
marginal scores coincide. Once this condition is met, the modelled (i.c. expected) values
of S,; are also known. The two right-most terms of Equation A.5 are thus obtained
explicitly from the model equation, Equation A.I, and the parameter estimates. Error
variance is not attributed directly to the judges, but is a consequence of the stochastic
nature of the measurement process.

In contrast, the size of S), has no antecedent in the model and can only be determined
empirically. It is usually thought of as undesired judge-dependent “error” variance. The
ideal valueofzero can never be observed in a non-trivial situation. Any amount greater
than zero threatens validity.

A5.1 Fit to the Model

Equations A.1 and A.5 specify the stochastic structure ofthe data. The modelled. ie.
expected, values ofthe errorvariance associated with each rating are explicit. This enables
a detailed examination of the data forfit to the model. Not only too much, but also too
little, observed “error”variance threatens the validity of the measurement process, and
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motivates investigation, diagnosis and remediation of specific measurement problems. The
relationships between the modelled “error” variances and the observed “error” variances
(sums of squared residuals) are used as partial and global tests of fit of data to model
(Wright & Panchapakesan, 1969; Windmeijer, 1990).

TABLE A.1
JUDGE MEASURES AND FIT STATISTICS FOR THE ADMISSIONS DATA

% Frequency of Fit Statistics
Examinees | Toul Rating Mean Severity|Model

Judge Rated|Ratings Rating|Measure Error1|2]3|4]s Mean-|Sundardized
Square|(Approximate)

P 2 168 [0]o|3s|s3|uf 28|062|013|10 0

Q 3 62 |o|1|a2|a2f1s[ 27|oes[007|11 1

N (Noisy) 17 231 |o|6|3s|arf1sf 27|os|011|14 3

MMued)|73 1018 [0 [of3ife1]7] 28|063|005|07 ©

An example of Rasch fit statistics for four of the admission examination judges is shown in
Table A.1. Their severity measures (in log-oddsunits, logits) are about equal, but their
measures have different modelled standard errors. These indicate the precision or reliability
of their measures. Thesize of these errors is chiefly determined by the numberof ratings
the judge made. The more ratings a judge makes, the more information there is with which
to estimate a severity measure and so the smaller its standard error. A mean-square fit
statistic, based on the ratio of observed error variance to modelled error variance,is also
reported. It is chi-square distributed on a ratio scale with expectation 1 and range 0 to
infinity. Acceptable values are in the range 0.8 to 1.2. A standardized value of the mean-
square valueis also show to indicate the significance levels of these statistics. Since the
success of the standardization depends on the local distribution of the observations, the
standardized values do not support strict interpretation.

In Table A.1, Judges P and Q have mean-square outfit statistics close to their expected ™

values of 1. Judge N, however, shows considerable misfit. His mean-square outfit of 1.4

indicates 40% more variance in his ratings thanis modelled. Symptomatic of Judge N's
behavior is thedistribution of his ratings. He awarded considerably more high and more
low ratings than Judges P and Q. This wider spread of ratings is unexpected in the light of
the rating patternsof the other judges. Judge M, on the other hand exhibits a muted rating
pattern. His mean-square statistic of .7 indicates 30% less variancein his ratings than is
modelled. Judge M's ratings showa preference forcentral categories. He reduces the
rating scale to a dichotomy and so reduces the variance of his ratings. The fact that Judge
M's ratings are more predictable than those of the other raters might be regarded as
beneficial in a conventional analysis. In a Rasch analysis, however, Judge M's predictability
implies that Judge M is not supplying as much independent informationas the other judges
on which to base the examinees’ measures. Were Judge M perfectly predictable, e.g, always
rating in the same category, he would supply no information concerning differences among
examinees.
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guage [2 [2[3]a[s5[e[72]8[s frou ]rz
Essay |aBc|aBc|aBc|asc|asc|asc|asc|asc|asc|anc|asc|asc

1 [s53|686|877|687(777 685 [565667] 586 [567] 775636.
2 |a54(542|445|534(334(344|433|526 444 ]445)533 [534
3 |434(544|343|555/433|544 563243 [554 (454243323
4 |345(426|232|545|445(225|464 [456 642|426 |445|335
5 |443(548|656|545|657 448558466 (464 |448|547 [348
6 |544/846|843|565(633(357| 788673 |666|566 (564 [454
7 |s45|665|454|667( 755 646|773| 785 [874|565|745 [447
8 |553|763|655|675/775(653(773 |656|784 [576 |573 [574
5 |343|643|643|645 534 (523/665 674 (753 [546545 (765

10 |[s64|766(884(776|655 667875 |778| 778 |667| 649 [888
11 [535|524(537|544 (545435546|557326 [446|456 (334,
12 [436|644 444 |546|666|555|574|445745 |356| 763 [676
13 [44s5|486|657|566|246|366 368 |448|467 [348 |563 343)
1a [446(533(333|344|545(|343[463|353|354 (346|462|363]
15 [sas|8s5743(746| 766|656 [665|765| 854 [666|862 843
16 [64a|653|547[545(643|a54 [556 (457|666 [447558 667]
17 [414|817|625|628|536|518(425|618( 727 (627|639436
18 [33a]655|443(2a5|223]|473(445(747|654 |4a5|435 334
19 [747|745|837|756|755|847 654 |c88| 737656 827938
20 |443|666(735|556|557 (557588|667 |666 [557|476 (138
21 |242|443(336|465|245(243 (263245 441/253 (342254
22 |564|765(7a7|666 864577 |667| 576 |667|557| 667 [785
23 |445|566(753|646|444|565|475| 388576 [557| 557776.
24 [332|422(334(433|322|214|423|223|323(313{233|223]
25 [543|664|544|657|646 544 454 |248|547 [545456|463)
26 |e4|764|555|756|545 658 |655|867| 776 645|756|sas)
27 [342|346(334|344|346 234 256 |256| 345 345] 256 |253
28 [343|463335(334|465(573(341(475| 442243|262272
29 |433|444(323]426334(333(235 336 |423(336]323 [343
30 |s42|564(244|655 445/224 (536575 |645(416|a32 [555
31 [325|514/313[425|315)314|334|225(525 (314 [324314
32 |644|744|445|545|533|553|567|584|c64 247 [556364

Fig. AS "Complete" judging plan for the Essay data (Courtesy: Robert
G. Cameronofthe College Board).

In this example, the logistic ogive approximates linearity across the restricted range ofthe
observed ratings, as fig. A.4 indicates. Accordingly, modelling the ratings themselves as
interval measures would produce aboutthe same model-data fit as the Rasch approach
This, however, is irrelevant, because the primary intent of Rasch analysis is not to maximize
model-data fit, but to construct generalizable linear measures, each of known standard error
(reliability) and validity (fit), which supersede the locally-defined structure of the rating
scale. Incidentally, without the benefit of the Rasch analysis, the approximation to linearity
would have been an assumption, now it is an established property of the data.

A52 Control of judge behavior

It is always essential to monitor the quality of the ratings being awarded and to direct cach
judge’s attention to those areas in which there is doubt. Conventional analysis has placed
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Tomcor icssere|Examines Abin|Judge Seversy|Essay Difcuy|Expected Rating J
(Able) (Severe) (Hard) (High)
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Tincar Measure|Examince Abilty|Judge Severity|Essay Difficulty[Expected Rating

Fig A6 Results of a many-facet Rasch analysis of the Essay data.

a premium on unanimity across judges concerning the rating to be awarded to each

performance on each item. An advantage of the Rasch modelis that what is decisive is not

the numeric values ofthe ratings, but what they imply. Consequently judge self-consistency,
rather than judge unanimity,is the aim. The effective judge is one who maintains the same

severity level and shares the common understanding of the rating scale. Then, if the

difference between the observed ratings and their modelled values is only inevitable

measurement error,it is irrelevant whether any particular rater or group of raters agreed
with anyotherrater or group of raters as to the precise ratings awarded.

Inspection of the residual differences between the observed and expected ratings enables

unexpectedly harsh or lenient ratings to be identified. Further, each judge’s bias relating

to any particular items, groups of examinees, or the like, can be detected. This has two
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Essay |ABC|ABC|ABC|ABC|ABC|asc|ABC|ABC|ABC|ABC|ABC| ABC]

1 |s53)686
2 542|445
3 343585
a 545|4a5
5 657|448
6 367| 788
7 773|785
8 656(784
5 753546

10 667 (6491 456334)
12 [a3 €7¢
13 [ass 368
1s 533 353
1s 743 854
16 sas 447
17 536 639
18 an 338
19 [747 756
20 566 557
21 336 243
22 86 667
23 asa 388
22 214 323
25 asa sas
26 867 756
27 34s 253
28 [343 243
23 24 323
30 244 555
31 rating performed by any available judges
32 rating performed by any available judges

Fig A7 "Rotating test-book" judging plan: lower judge load.
convenient to administer.

benefits. First, unacceptably idiosyncratic ratings can be intercepted and,if necessary,
treated as “missing” without disturbing the validity of the remainder of the analysis.
Second, precise feedback to each judge about specific questionable ratings and rating
patterns can be used to foster improvements in the judging process.

A.6 THE JUDGING PLAN

The only requirement on the judging plan is that there be enough linkage between all
elements ofall facets that all parameters can be estimated without indeterminacy within one
frame of reference. Fig. AS illustrates an ideal judging plan for both conventional and
Rasch analysis. The 1152 ratings shown are a set of essay ratings from the Advanced
PlacementProgram of the College Board. These are also discussed in Braun (1988). This
judgingplan meets the linkage requirement because every element can be compared directly
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Fig AS  Minimal-effort judging plan. Each performance component
rated once. Simple to administer.

and unambiguously with every other element. Thusit provides precise and accurate
measuresof all parameters in a shared frame of reference, as shown in fig. A.6.

Less data intensive, but also less precise, Rasch estimates can be obtained so long as overlap
is maintained. Fig. A.7 illustrates such a reduced network of observations which still

connects examinees, judges and items. The parametersarelinked into one frame of
reference through 180 ratings which share pairs of parameters (common essays, common
examinees or common judges). Accidental omissionsor unintended ratings would alter the
judging plan, but would notthreaten the analysis. Measures are less precise than with

complete data because 83% less observations are made.

Judging is time-consuming and expensive. Under extreme circumstances, judging plans can
be devised so that each performance is judged only once. Even then the statistical
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requirement for overlap can usually be met rather easily. Fig. A.8 is a simulation of such
a minimal judging plan. Each of the 32 examinees’ three essays is ratedbyonly one judge.
Eachof the 12 judges rates8 essays, including 2 or 3 of each essay type. Nevertheless the
examinee-judge-essay overlap of these 96 ratings enables all parametersto be estimated
unambiguously in one frameof reference. The constraints used in the assignment of essays
to judges were that (1) each essay be rated only once: (2) each judge rate an examinee once
at most; and (3) each judge avoid rating any one type of essay too frequently. The
statistical cost of this minimal data collectionis low measurement precision, but this plan
requires only 96 ratings, 8% of the data in fig. AS. A practical refinementof this minimal
plan would allow each judgeto work at his own pace until all essays were graded, so that
faster judges would rate more essays. A minimal judging plan of this type has been
successfully implemented (Lunz et al., 1990).



1 THE ROLE OF JUDGEMENT IN OBTAINING
KNOWLEDGE

1.1 OBJECTIVE KNOWLEDGE AND SUBJECTIVE JUDGEMENT:
A CONVERSATION BETWEEN PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND PSYCHOMETRICS

Obtaining measures from data is much the same in “Hard” physical science and “Soft”
psychometrics, as the following hypothetical conversation illustrates.

Physical Science:
A printed table of physical constants gives the illusion of high precision, pin-point accuracy
and absolute truth. Yet, in a later edition ofthat same table every one of those numbers
may have changed (Browne 1987). Some mayhave altered due to a redefinition of what
they signify, but the predominant reason for amending the values of physical constants is
that better, butstill imperfect, values have been obtained.

Published definitive values, with their accompanying limits of uncertainty, are not experimental
data, but merely the author's inferences from such data. Inferences are always subject to
question; they may be criticized, reexamined, and revised at any time (Dorsey 1944, 3).

Psychometrics:
A list of examinees’ test scores gives the illusion of pin-point accuracy and absolute truth.
If another test of the same material is given, the scores will be different. Scores are often
criticized.

Physical Science:
The meaning of a physical constant, and even its existence, is determined by the manner in

which the Universe is modelled. -
It therefore seems inevitable that we should speak in terms of some definite theoretical model

of the world of experience. There appears, however, to be no meaning in supposing there (o exist

a unique final model that we are trying to discover. We construct a model, we do not discover

i.

Is it nevertheless true to say that models lead to the discovery of consiansin physics? The

answer seems to be yes, in the sense that a model may suggest a set of operations thatis found
10 lead to a “determination” of some constant. If so, then ever more refined repeatable
observations are found to lead to a more and more “accurate” value (McCrea 1983, 211).

16
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Psychometrics:
Totalk of an individual's “ability” implies thata theoretical model ofthat person's behavior
can be constructed in which the parameter corresponding to the term “ability” has some
constant value, however transitory. This modelis, by no means, an attempt to construct the
unique final modelwhich captures the individual's entire behavior.

Physical Science:
The methodology for obtaining the value of a physical constant is straight-forward in
principle.

The particular value yielded by a given apparatus, procedure, and observer is of no interest in
itself, but only in connection with such a study as will enable one to say with some certainty that
the value so found does not depart from the [actual value] by more than a certain stated
amount. No investigation can establish a unique value for the [actual value], but merely a
range of values centered upon a unique value (Dorsey 1944, 9).

Psychometrics:
The items which make up a particular test and the score made on the test are of no value
themselves but only as they provide information relating to an ability defined in a greater
context. The purpose ofthe testis to quantify that ability. No test can provide an exact
determination of the ability, but only an estimate ofit.
Physical Science:
Measurement is a comprehensive term. Itis both a process and its outcome.

Measurement is the assignment of numbers to material things (0 represent the relations existing
among them with respect to particular properties. The number assigned to some particular
property serves to represent the relative amount of this property associated with the object
concerned. In practice the assignment of numerical magnitudes 10 a particular property of
thingis ordinarily accomplished by comparison with a set of standards, or by comparison either
of the quantity itself [i.e. the thing], or of some transform of it [i.e. some effect of the thing],
with a previously calibrated scale (Eisenhart 1969, 23).

A measurement process is essentially a production process, the “product” being numbers, that
is the measurements. A characteristic ofa measurement process is that repeated measurements
of the same thing result in a series of non-identical numbers (Pontius and Cameron 1969, 13).

Psychometrics:
Educational measurement is a process involving the generation of numbers by counting the
number of right answers, which are essentially comparisons betweenthe ability of the
examinee and the performance standard implicit in the difficulty of each item. An examinee
responding to numerous itemsof identical difficulty is not expected either to succeed or to
fail on all of them.
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The examinees performance may also be assessed on a rating scale, calibrated in terms of

qualitative levelsof performance. This assessment may either be obtained directly from the
examinee’s response to the item, or be made by a judge based on his appraisal of the
examinee’s performance. Different judges can be expected to award different ratings.

Physical Science:
The subjective feeling of the observer is crucial in determining the outcome of an
experiment. The experimenter will perform what he feels to be a well-conducted

experiment.

Thus the experimenter presently will feel justified in saying that he feels, or believes, or is of the

opinion, that his own work indicates that the [actual value] does not depart form his own

definitive value by more than so-and-so, meaning thereby, since he makes no claim to
omiscience, that he has found no reason for believing that the departure exceeds that amount
(Dorsey 1944, 11).

Psychometrics:
The testing agency, or other judge of performance, feels that the test was valid and that the

test scores accurately reflect the examinees’ abilities.

Physical Science:
The physical sciences rely on the subjective judgements of observers in determining
objective knowledge. Those judgements must be informed judgements.

The experimenters opinion must rest on evidence, if it is to have any weight. And the only

evidence available comes from theory, the series of observations made in the course of the work,

and the diligence with which errors were sought (Dorsey 1944, 12).

Psychometrics:
Psychometrics relies on the subjective judgement of experts to decide when the testing -

process has been successful. They are guided by theories relating to the content and

analysis of the tests, the nature of the test responses themselves, and thecare with which

the whole process has been carried out.

Physical Science:
Having carefully constructed an experiment and collected many numbers as carefully as

possible, and obtained what we believeto be the definitive measurement, how do we know

that it is, in fact, the “true value” that meets our requirements?

On first though, the “true value” of the magnitude of a particular quantity appears(0 be a

simple straight-forward concept. On careful analysis, however, it becomes evident that the “true

value” of the magnitude of a quantityisintimately linked 10 the purposes for which knowledge

of the magnitude of this quantity is needed, and cannot, in the final analysis, be meaningfully
and usefully defined in isolation from these needs (Eisenhart 1969, 22).
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Psychometrics:
A concept such as “ability” and its numeric value can be expressed in many ways. Having
constructed a test which we feel will enable the particular form of ability in which we are
interestedto be manifested, we must choose in what way we wish to express its magnitude.
There is no “correct” way. A useful way would be to express the ability as a number which
is designed to have the properties usually associated with arithmetic, that is to be on a linear
scale. Further this numberis to be as free as possible from the particular itemson the test,
the particular judges who may have awarded ratings, and the particular abilitiesof any other
examinees who may have taken thetest. Such a number is of as general a nature as the
outcomeof a test can be. [tis this type of measure that is a “specifically objective” measure
(Rasch 1966, 21), and the research presented here demonstrates that the many-facet Rasch
model is a means ofobtaining such measures from judge-awarded ratings of examinees’
performances.

12 PSYCHOMETRIC MEASUREMENT WITH JUDGE INTERMEDIATION

In educational testing, the measurement problem is usually perceived in termsofa simple
direct interaction between a person anda set of test items. A test may be composed of a
list of multiple-choice questions, or may be presented computer-adaptively, or may be the
performance of some task, such as a chemical experiment, or may be in some other form.
In all these cases, thetest process is regarded as successful when the outcome, for each
item, is determined solely by the person’s ability and the characteristics of that item.

There are many areas of expertise, however, in which the level of performance can not be
determined by a test consisting of multiple-choice, true-false, or other “objective” questions.
There are aspects of language skills, artistic talent, and athletic prowess which must be
assessed by supposedly qualified judges in a subjective manner. Beyond the educational
sphere, judgement by experts is often required to assess the level of proficiency attained.
For instance, in measuring employee performance, “by far the most widely used
performance measurement techniques are judgmental ones” (Landy and Farr 1983, 57).

The various skills or behaviors on which the examinees are to be rated are here called
“items.” Judgementis usually expressed in terms of each judge making independent
numeric ratingsof each examinee’s performance on each of several items. Thejudge may
or may not observe all examinees, and may or may not rate all items. Thus the judging
situation may be as simple as each judge rating each examinee with 1 for success or 0 for
failure on the one assigned item, or as complex as each examinees’ performance being
assessed on a number ofitems, each of which has its own rating scale, with individual judges
assigned torate thedifferent examinees and items according to some network of over-
lapping judgements. The possible ratings on the rating scales are categories defined in
ascending order by the level of performance they are intended to represent.

Thejudging situation mayconsist of judges rating the performance of examinees on test
items, but it may also be expandedto include, say, sets of similar test items relating to a
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number of tasks to be performed. For convenience, the various aspects of the judging
situation, (be they judges, items, tasks, examinees, or whatever other terms are appropriate
in other such situations,) will be called “facets,” a term already used in an equivalent
manner by Louis Guttman.

A panel ofjudges mayattempt to agree among themselves asto the criteria to be used in

judging the items, and the standard that each category on a rating scale represents.
Nevertheless, when two judges rate the same performances, their ratings rarely agree
perfectly. The differences between their ratings contain both systematic and stochastic
elements. Thus, the accurate psychometric measurement of an examinee requires notonly
the administration of calibrated test items, but also quantitative knowledge of the
characteristics ofthe judges who rate the examinee’s performance.

The aim of the testing process is that the measures of performance given to cach examinee,
as derived from ratings given by judges, be as fair, accurate and useful as possible.
Consequently, although the measure given to an examinee is derived from the particular
judge or judges who rated that examinee, it must, in meaning and implication, be
independent of them. The measure must be “judge-free.” Further, when the judging
process is repeated for a new cohort of examinees, but criterion standards are to be
maintained, or examinee performances are to be compared across judging sessions, there
is the requirement that examinee measures beindependent not only of the composition of
the judging panel, and ofthe particular items chosen for demonstrating competence, but
also of the overall level of performance of the examinees at any session. That is the

measures must be “test-free” and “sample-free.” Moreover, the uses to which the measures
are put include many arithmetical operations, and so the measures must be expressible on
a linear scale. Consequently, the most useful measurement mode] is not that which most
completely describes any particular judging situation, but rather that which yields the most
generalizable measures, those that are “specifically objective.”

13 THE TYPICAL JUDGING SITUATION

In a typical judging situation, four factors dominate the rating given to an examinee’s

performance: the ability of the examine, the difficulty of the item performed, the severity
of the judge and the structure of the rating scale. Ina competitive diving competition each
diver performsaseries of dives (the test “items”). Several judgescach apply the rating
scale to each dive and each award a rating. Judges, however, seldom give the same rating
to the same performance. “Everyone knows that examiners differ in standard” (Harper and
Misra 1976, 2). “In rating examination papers, very great differences of standards appear
among supposedly equal judges” (Kelly 1914, 133). Though considerable effort has been
expended on diagnosing judge behavior (Guilford 1954, 278) and attempting to modify it.

complete agreement among judgesis rarely achieved (e.g. Harper and Misra 1976, 11).

Nevertheless, in our diving example, the overall goal is to determine the diverof the highest
skill, regardless of which dives are actually performed, and which judges happento rate
them.
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Under many circumstances, slight differences in the ratings of the same performance by
different judges might be acceptable. However, even this level of agreement is hard to
obtain.

In a study designed to see how free from error ratings could be under relatively ideal conditions,
Borman selected expert raters, used a carefully designed instrument, and tested it by using
videotapes of behavior enacted to present clearly different levels of performance; he succeeded
in getting an agreement among the raters of above .80, and yet concluded that ratings are far
from perfect (Gruenfeld 1981, 12).

If there are non-trivial differences between the ratings given by judges, the problem
becomes one of determining in what way judges differ, and how these differences can be
represented, and hence controlled, in a workable modelof the measurement situation which
will yield measures with the desirable properties of specific objectivity.

1.4 THE STATISTICAL ATTACK

The attainment ofthis goal of objectivity in judged examinations has motivated considerable
research for over a century. An early study reported that
1 find the element of chance in these public examinations to be such that only a fraction - from
a third to two-thirds - of the successful candidates can be regarded as safe, above the danger of
coming out unsuccessfully if a different set of equally competent judges had happened to be
appointed (Edgeworth 1890, 653).

Anotherearly study reported that
there is as much variation among the several judges as to the value of each [geography] paper
asthere is variation among the several papers in the estimation ofeach judge (Ruggles 1911).

Edgeworth’s 1890 paper is an indication of the lack of real progress made in the
development of objective measures from judge ratings in the last 100 years. Edgeworth
describes the idea of measurement error which underlies the “true-score™ approach to the
analysis of judge ratings, but further he reports that in his analysis of the ratings of English
composition, error variance is three times the size of variance due to differences in judge
severity. His concludingplea is for the further analysis of this problem,

1 submit that the technical treatment of the subject is not 10 be despised by those who would
discover how the element of chance may as far as possible be eliminated, and in what cases our
only course is to accommodate ourselves (0 inevitable uncertainty (Edgeworth 1890, 662).

For the most part, research is still attempting to eliminate chance, but finding itself forced
to accommodate it. Only with the many-facet Rasch modelis chance no longer regarded
as something to be eliminated butrather as a necessary component of the measurement
process.
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The development ofstatistical techniques in thefirst part ofthis century ledto the first
large-scale assault on the arbitrary nature of judged examinations, conducted at the
International Conference on Examinations held in May, 1931 at Eastbourne, England, to
which six countries sent representatives. Those from the USA included Edward L.

Thorndike of Teacher's College, and C. H. Judd of the University of Chicago. At that
conference there was unquestioned acceptance of one statistical method of analysis, now
known asthe true-score method (Hartog and Rhodes 1936, xiv). The only question was
which particular formulation wasto be preferred.

Since that time many more formulations and adaptations ofthe true-score method have
beensuggested, but, as will become clear in the following discussion of manyof the main
approaches, none of them have achieved the goal of estimating specifically objective
measures for the examinees.

The many-facet Rasch model, however, is a conceptually different approach to the problem
of variance in judge ratings, and does allow the estimation of specifically objective measures,
as will also be demonstrated.



2 THE “TRUE-SCORE” APPROACH TO VARIANCE
IN JUDGE RATINGS

2.1 “TRUE” AS IDEAL

Previous statistical attacks on the problem of disagreement between judges, expressedin the
way they award ratings, are now reviewed.

The concept underlying most approaches to the analysis of judged examinations is that each
performance can be thought of as meriting a particular “true” score, and that any other
observed score must represent a contamination of that “true” score by some additive
combination of judgment bias and random error. This concept is a similar to that of the
true-score modelas applied to the analysis of multiple-choice tests.

The ideal outcomeis considered to occur when all judges give exactly the same rating to
a performance of a particular merit. This ideal rating would be considered the “true” score.
Two benefits immediately follow. First, all ratings would be directly comparable. The same
numerical rating by different judges on different items of performance by different
examinees would represent the same performance standard. Second, each item of
performance needonly be rated by one such ideal judge.

Even if such an ideal set of ratings were obtainable, there is still a drawback in this
approach. Though equal ratings identify equal performances, itis necessary to make further
assumptions about the nature of the rating scale beforeit is possible fo determine the
qualitative distance between performances which receive different ratings.

22 APPROACHES WHICH ASSUME RATING SCALE LINEARITY

The most frequent assertion is that the ratings have been made on a linear scale, so that a
rating of “2,” given by a judge, is the same distance from a “3” as a “3”is from a “4.”
Thoughit is possible for this to be true at the centerof a scale,it cannotbe true at the ends
of a rating scale because each end represents aninfinite range of performance, poorat the
low end, good at the high end. Even in the centerof the scale the definition of categories
is arbitrary, and, thoughthe use of consecutive numbersto label the categories represents
the intention that they represent equal increments in performance, only a determination of
thestructureof the rating scale, based on an analysis of the empirical data, can reveal the
extent to which this intention has been fulfilled.

Within the true-score framework, several general approaches and many variations of those
approaches have been proposed. These all assume that the rating scale either is linear as
defined or can be made linear through some arbitrary transformation.

3
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22.1 Judges only Differ from the “Ideal” in Mean Level of Severity

It has been observed that differences in overall judge severity may account for about as
‘much variancein the numerical ratings given to examinees as do differences in examinee

ability (Cason and Cason 1984). An immediate and simple adjustment forthis source of
variance would be to subtract from each rating given by each judge the meanof all ratings
given bythat judge.

The fundamental idea underlying this approach has been considerably elaborated upon and
widely applied. That ideais that the numerical value of the ratings are equivalent to equally
spaced marks on a measuring stick. The problem of resolving differences in judge ratings
thus becomes a matterof equating the interval scales corresponding fo cach judge's
different interpretations of the rating scale. Once the equating process has been completed
and each judge’s interval scale has been aligned to match an “ideal” scale, each examinee’s
scoreis the sum total of the aligned ratings. Thus, adjusting the ratings by judge mean
rating is an attempt to establish a common origin for the scales.

This approach has been used, but it has not proved satisfactory because, when comparing
the way judges award ratings, “the differences in distribution are nearly as large as the
differences in mean. Furthermore, they are more important” (Harper and Misra 1976,

253). Realignment implies that judges differ by a fixed amount, so that no attempt at
realignmentcan eliminate the effects of random variation in the scores given by a judge.

2.2.2 A Simple True-Score Linear Modelof Rating

Theexistence of random variation is admitted by proponents of the true-score model but
decried as undesirable.

We shall consider an examiner who introduces into his marking random variations of a large
orderto be less precise in his marking than one whose marks contain less of this element, the..o,

perfect examiner being one who introduces no random variation into his marking. Now let us

Suppose that we had a “perfect” examiner, who could assign to each piece of work the “ideal”
mark. The ordinary examiner would differ from him in two ways: his standard might not be the

same, and he might introduce random variations into his marking (Hartog and Rhodes 1936,

186).

Linear true-score models can be constructed to represent this relationship between the
observed rating and the ideal or “true” rating. Here is that proposed by Rhodes (Hartog
and Rhodes 1936, 315). For each rated performance on a particular test item,

(2.1) X= VST, + My + Ey

where
X,, = the rating given by judge j to person n on the rated item
T, = the “true” rating
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V; = adjustment forspread of ratings by judgej(in most true-score analysis, this is assumed to be 1)
= adjustment for mean of ratings givenby judgej= random (error) component in rating given by judge j to person n, which is

assumed to be sampled from a normal distribution with judge-dependent
variance.

This has the form of a regression model, and Rhodes presents a method whereby the “true”
rating and the other parameters can be estimated (Rhodes and Hartog 1936, 31Sf£.). The
estimate of the “true” rating thus becomes the basis for assessing the examinee’s
performance, and the standard deviation ofthe error term distribution indicates the quality
of the judge. Though Rhodes assumes that every judge rates every examinee, this technique
has also been applied to data sets with many missing observations, with the assumption that
the ratings madeby any judgeare a random sample of his behavior (Lagueux and Amols
1986).

223 More Complex Linear Models of Ratings

One line of development of this linear modelhas been an attempt to decompose the error
terms intodifferent sourcesof variance. The intention is both to increase the accuracy of
the estimate of the “true” rating and also to increase thediagnostic powerof the model.

Studies of judge behavior have identified numerous reasonsfor consistent differences
between judges’ratings across all facets, particularly leniency (severity) level, halo effect and
central tendency (Guilford 1954, 278-280). Consistent differences are also found in
interactions of judges with particular facets of the judging situation. Thus a judge may be
consistently lenient on oneitem, but consistently severe on another. The part of each rating
which cannot be accountedfor in any systematic way is assumed to be random error.

Followingthis line of reasoning, numerous studies have attempted to recover the examinees’
“true” score from empirically observed ratings. The means for accomplishing this is to
construct a modelof the form (Saal et al. 1980):

(2.2) Observed Rating = True score + Judge effect + Interaction + Error

Thus, Guilford (1954, 281) presents an expanded version ofthe true-score model which
attempts to quantify various characteristics of judge behavior which have been observed in
the field. His model is

2.3) Tug = Tw + Sy + Hy + Cyt Ey
‘where

X,, = rating given to person n on item i by judge j
FT, = “true” rating of person n onitem i

= overall severity or leniency of judge j
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= “halo” error, the tendency of judge j to over or underrate person n
“contrast” error, the tendency of judge j to over or underrate item i

residual error

H,
GS

Es

As is customary, a complete matrix of ratings is assumed. If there are missing observations,
“there is no simple, generally applicable solution” (Guilford 1954, 289).

The introduction of interaction terms, such as halo error and contrast error, lessens the
generality ofthe meaning ofthe ratings given by judges, because these now depend on the
particular combinationsof judges and examinees that producedthe ratings. Nevertheless,
Guilford (1954, 284) claims that the judge means and item means provide a base of
“objectivity,” a topic that will be considered in detail later.

Saalet al. (1980, 413) describe further variations on this approach. The intention of the
various researchers is to partition out some particular aspects of rater behavior. But the
moreprecisely the model describes the particular set of ratings being analyzed, the more
the results obtained can only relate to the particular judging situation analyzed. If one more
person were rated, or one more judge wereto rate the performances, the conclusions of the
previous analysis would be altered.

2.24 Linearizing through Transformation

Treating a rating scale as aninterval scale ignores the constraint that there is a lowest
possible rating and a highest possible rating associated with the scale. Choppin (1982)
suggests a transformation of the observed rating scale from numbered categories into a
linear logistic scale. De Gruiter (1984) applies this idea to essay examinations and
constructs a true-score modelin which, for any particular item, each observation includes
a logistic term dependent on the ability of the person and the severity ofthe judge. De
Gruiter’s model is
(2.4) Ky om Tay + Bug

where
X,;=the untransformed rating given person n by judge j
E.,=the random error in the rating

(2.4.1) T, =m * exp(s, - 5,)/[1+exp(s, - 5,)]

a logistic transformation in which
m = highest category of rating scale, with 0 as the lowest

ability of person n
S,=severity of judge j

In evaluating his model in comparison with an additive linear model ofthe type described
previously, De Gruiter states
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When more accurate results are needed, for example, for intended score corrections, the additive
model is clearly inadequate. In such cases the more realistic nonlinear model might be used.
Unfortunately not much is known aboutthe properties of the estimates in this model (De Gruiter
1984).

The cumulative normal ogive has also been proposed as a useful transformation by Cason
and Cason (1984), and theyreport that it reduced error variance by about one third. In
practice, but not in theory, this ogive is similar to the logistic ogive.

Though the transformations described here mitigate the most blatant flaw in true-score
analysis, which is the non-linear character of the endsof the rating scale, they do not
address other irregularities in the structure of the scale, nordo they resolvethe problem
of random error.

22.5 Inter-rater Reliability using a Linear Scale

Since attempts to discover the “true” score have not been successful, an alternative
approach is to suppose that, if the judges agree in the waythey rate examinees, then the
observed scores are reliable measures of examinee performance. The inter-rater reliability
coefficient quantifies the extent of agreement among judges as to the ratings given to
examinees, and has been used as a measure ofthe quality, and hence accuracy, of the
judging process. Such a correlation coefficient has a range of 0 to 1 with higher values
regarded as more satisfactory. Then, if the judges are in close enough agreement,
differences in ratingsare assumed to be trivial and the “average” rating for each examinee,
however determined, is assumed to be a good enough estimate of the “true” rating. No
adjustment is made for differences in judge severity so that this approachrequires thatevery
judgerate every examinee.

Again, the ideal judging situation is that in which all judges agree on every rating, as though
the entire panel of judges could be replaced by one judge with no loss of information. The
ratings themselves are regarded as measures of the examinee performance, with the inter-
rater reliability an indication of how good the measures are. Inter-rater reliability thus
informsthe decision as to whether the level of agreement is satisfactory or unsatisfactory.

In general, the greater the “true” score variance as compared with the errorvariance in
equation 2.2, the higher the reliability. Thus, depending on theprecise formulation of the
coefficient being calculated, the reliability is a function of the range ofability of the
examinees, the range of severity of the judges, and the rangeof difficulty inherentin the
items. It is thus localto the judging situation and lacks any general significance.

Thé extent to which two or more raters independently provide similar ratings on given aspects
of the same individuals” behaviors is therefore accepted as a form of consensual validity...

Severalauthors, however, have expressed reservations regarding the status of inter-rater reliabil
or agreement as a criterion ofrating quality. Buckner offered data suggesting that high
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agreement among the ratings assigned the same men by different raters does not:pecessarily

imply predictable or valid ratings, and that disagreement among raters may be associated with

predictability and possibly validity (Saal et al. 1980, 419).

Harper and Misra (1976, 260) support this with the counter-intuitive statement that
examiners who agree are likely (0 be wrong.

Here is an example of how this can occur in practice, with a rating scale for a timed task:

1. 0 = 5.0 seconds
2. 5.1 - 5.3 seconds
30 sla - 5.6 seconds
4.5.7 - 6.0 seconds
5. 6.0 and above seconds

If examinees are rated on an item which generally takes about 5.5 seconds, the judges would

be expected to rate most examinees in the middle three categories, but not necessarily to

show a very high degree of agreement as to which category. But judges slow to start their

stop-watches would consistently agree in rating in the lower categories, while those

consistently slow in stopping their watches would agree in their ratings of the higher

categories. As a result, judge agreement would not imply accuracy in this case.

2.2.6 The Factor-analytic Approach

Another approach to judge reliability is factor analysis. Again the ratings are regarded as

linear measures, But now variance in judge scoresis regarded as caused by the contribution
of a number of factors. “The proportion of any observer's variance thatis objective in any

set of judgments depends upon the extent to which his judgments are determined by

common factors” (Guilford 1954, 254). The relationship between the variance attributable

to common factors and that which is judge-specific enables an index of reliability to be

calculated, which is again used to decide if the empirical scores are a good enough

substitute for the “true” scores.

22.7 The Multitrait-Multimethod (MTMM) Approach

Since the most undesirable feature of observed ratingsis felt to be their error variance,

attempts have been madeto reduce the variance analytically. Campbell and Fiske (1959)

and Kavanaugh, McKinney and Wolins (1971) attempt to identify one or more rated items

Whose ratingsare thought to be being highly correlated with a propensity for error. A

judge-item correlation matrix is then constructed, and the correlations with the identified

tems partialled out. The purpose is to improve both the reliability and validity of the

ratings by lessening the size of the error term in the linear true-score model. The efficacy

ofthis approach depends entirely on the existence of ratings on items which canbe thought

to be correlated with the error term, and even its proponents do not suggest it as a “cure”

for error prone ratings (Bannister et al. 1987).
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22.8 Generalizability Theory

An undesirable constraint in many analytical approaches to true-score analysis isthat every
judgerate every examinee on every item. Generalizability theory attempts to overcome this
constraint by determining the error variance associated with any particular judge’s ratings,
so that correction can be made to ratings awarded by a judge when he is the only one to
rate an examinee. For this to be useful, examinees must be regarded as randomly sampled
from some population of examinees which means that there is no way to correct an
individual examinee’s score for judge behavior, in a way which would be helpful to an
examining board. This approach, however, was developed foruse in contexts in which only
estimates of population parametersare of interestto the researchers.

Generalizability theory is based on analysis of variance (Cronbachet al. 1972). Itis a two-
stage approach intended to determine the reliability of a particular judge, or a random
judge from a group of judges. Each judge is considered to be a random representative of
a population of judges, and the intention is to determine the correlation (generalizability
coefficient) between that judge’s ratings and the mean ratings of all judges. In the first
stage, a “generalizability study,” a number of raters rate a small numberof examinees and
error variances are calculated using the simple linear true-score model described above. In
the second stage, the “decision study,”the substantive ratings are made (Crocker and Algina
1986, 1584.) from which the population parameters are estimated. The judges’ estimated
reliabilities are then usedto correct the variance of the population estimates. The precise
mannerin which the correction is made depends on the design of the judging plan.

As with all these approaches, there are endless opportunities for additional statistical
complications. Thus, de Gruiter (1980) considers not only variance but covariance in
attempting to determine the structure of the data, and hence its reliability.

A similar approachto generalizability theory, but one in which each judge is calibrated on
both severity and error variance,is that of Paul (1981). All judges take part in the
generalizability study which is used to estimate a severity and error variancefor each judge.
In order to dothis, the rating scale is assumed to be linear and Bayesian prior distributions
are assumed for all parameters. The size of the error variance is used as a guide to
selecting the most reliable judges for the decision study. Then each examinee in the
decision study can be given a score corrected for the severity of the judge who rated him.
This approach lessens, but does not eliminate, the problem of random error.

23 APPROACHES THAT AVOID ASSUMING RATING SCALE LINEARITY

The problem of determining the numerical nature of the rating scale, together with the
errors and adjustments which need to be made to such ratings on account of judge behavior,
opens the doorto approaches which do not require the rating scale to havearithmetical
properties.
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23.1 Rank Order Solutions wt

An attractive ideais that, even if judges differ in the ratings they award a candidate, the
judging process would be successful for many purposes, such as job promotion, ifthe judges
agreed on the orderingof the candidates.

Examiners who are asked to place answer books in rank order, or order of meri, are asked to
do a task which is far simpler for human judgement than is the assigning of absolute marks
(Harper and Misra 1976, 255).

The use of judge-created rankings of the performance of examinees on each test item,
instead of judge-awarded scores, removes from the test analysis the severity of the judges,
the difficulty of the test items and the arbitrary nature and idiosyncratic implementation of
rating scales.

The effect of using rank ordering as the basis of the scoring system is to remove score
differences betweenjudges caused by overall differences in judge severity, or due to
differences in interpretation of the improvement in observed performance associated with
an additionalstep up therating scale.

But several benefits of the judging process are lost if the outcomeof judging session is one
rank-ordered list of the examinees:
1) It is no longer possible to determine what substantive level of competence in individual

has reached. Indeed no frame of reference in which levels of competence are
specified is available.

2) It is no longer possible to compare individual performances quantitatively, (i.e. in a way
corresponding to measurement). Thus being ranked 3 places better than another
candidate may, or may not, representa tangible difference in performance level.

3) “Pass-fail” decisions must be made on a norm-referenced basis (e.g. 75% of candidates
)

pass), because no criterion-referenced basis (demonstrated competence at a pre-
determined level)is available.

4) Comparison of examinee performances between judging sessions containing different
sample of examinees requires the untestable assumption that performance levels are
equivalent.

Nevertheless, the crucial question is that of judge agreement on one ordering of the
examinees.

If there is such agreement, then the disagreement on actual marks is irrelevant, as these can be

adjusted by scaling. Thus it is important to know if agreement on orderof merit exists (Harper
and Misra 1976, 2).
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Butthe nature of rank ordering is such that the closer two examinees are in ability level,
the less likely it is that judges can agree as to their ordering. Consequently, if there are
many examinees of similar ability, there will be big numerical differences in the rank order
assigned to any one examinee by different judges. On the other hand, if examinees are far
apart in ability, there will be agreement in rank ordering any individual examinee, but only
small differences in rank between examineesof considerably different abilities.

TABLE 1

RANK ORDERING OF 8 EXAMINEES BY 2 JUDGES
IN TWO EQUALLY VALID WAYS

Examinee|Examinees' true|Examineesas|Examines as Judges’
ability ranked by ranked by combined

Judge P Judge Q rank order

A 50 1 1 1

B 32 2 2 2
C 30 3 3 3
D 3.0 5 5 4=
E 30 6 4 4=
F 30 4 7 6
G 30 7 6 7
H 0.0 8 8 8

Table1 illustrates the equally valid orderings given by two judges. Examinee A is clearly
superior and examinee H is clearly inferior, but the rankings do not make this obvious.
Indeed examinee B appears to be almost as competent as examinee A. Examines C
through G are equally competent, but the rankings make C look good, while there appears
tobe considerable disagreement on F. Rank ordering these examinees has not resolved the
problem ofrandom variation. In practice, each judge's perception of the ability level of an
examinee will not be so precise, so that each ordering will appear to have even moreof a
stochastic nature.

Since judges do differ in the way they order candidates, a further consideration is the
manner in which the orderings are to be combined to yield one overall ordering. However,

erall ordering is compiled by summing the ranks in the individual judge’s orderings,
is impossible to assess candidates consistently by only taking rank orders into

consideration” (Vassiloglou and French 1982, 191) for the simple reason that removing one
candidate or removing one judge can alter the conclusions to be drawn from the overall
ranking. In other words, such an overall ranking is not “judge-free” or “sample-free.”

Harper and Misra report that constructing a rank ordering for each judge based on thetotal
score he gave each examinee, and then assigning scaled scores to the ranked examinees,
based on a normal distribution of the same mean and standard deviation as the complete
set oforiginalscores, reduces the range ofthe scoresawarded each examineeby an average
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of one-third (Harper and Misra 1976, 258). This finding is in agreement with that of Cason
and Cason (1984) who report that 35% of variation in ratings is dueto variatioft in judge
severity.

Harper and Misra were required to make the assumption that examinee abilities are
normally distributed for their analysis, but this is contradicted by their own empirical
observation of marked skewness to the right in their chief data set (Harper and Misra 1976,
130). Theydo not appear to have noticed this inconsistency, but it is the reason for their
conclusion that “the highest agreementof marks was for the weakest candidates,but the
highest agreement on ranks is forthe best candidates” (Harper and Misra 1976, 14). If the
distribution of candidate abilities is somewhat normal, “organizing scores into rank orders
tends to conceal the magnitude of ability differences between ranks at the extremes (highest
or lowest ranks) and to exaggerate small differences in performance near the middle”
(Stanley and Hopkins 1972, 22).

More complex non-parametric models based on rank-ordering, paralleling in conceptual
structure the linear models described above, have also been presented in the literature
(Wall 1980).

Rank ordering as a device for eliminating random variation has not been successful. An
alternative approach, which capitalizes on the random variation, is presented later as a
special case of many-facet Rasch measurement

23.2 Ratings on Nominal Scales

Instead of considering ratings such as “positive, neutral, negative” as three categories on a
continuum, they can be regarded merely as three distinct and mutually exclusive categories.
Inter-judge reliability then becomes a statistic reporting to what extentthe judgesagree on
the categories they choose when rating the same performances. Numerous indices have
been suggested for contingency tables constructed on this basis (Zwick 1986, Hubert and -

Golledge 1983). This approach is deficient for performance assessment since judges whose
severity differs by one point of the rating scale may have perfect correlation between the
ratings they award, but never award the same category. Their substantive agreement is

perfect, but their nominal agreement is nil.

A probabilistic latent-class model, in which different classes of judgesare allowed different
judging styles, has also been suggested (Dillon and Mulani 1984). With such a model, the
concern is no longer to measure the facets but only to classify them, and to determine types
and degreesof agreementthat exist among the judges.

In nominal scale analysis, the problem of false agreement by judges, explained above, is

ignored, and decisions relating to examinee performance are an after-thought.
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24 AN ASSESSMENT OF ATTEMPTS TO REMOVE THE EFFECTS OF RANDOM
ERROR

Though much ingenuity and statistical expertise has been expended on the problem of
obtaining error-free ratings from judges, there is consensus that the solution has not yet
been found. “It is therefore imperative that psychologists pursue research that is designed
to maximize the desirable psychometric characteristics of ratings and to minimize or
eliminate the undesirable characteristics” (Saal et al. 1980, 426). The greatest single
problem perceived in judge ratings is random error. Theoft proposed solution is “better
training programs” (e.g. Bannister et al. 1987), but no examination board has achieved, or
can be realistically expected to achieve, the ideal of no random component in judge ratings.
Obvious solutions, such as attempts to lessen inter-judge variance by better defining the
performance level associated with each step upthe rating scale, do not necessarily improve
the situation (Kelly 1914, 133).

Even if perfect ratings wereto be obtained, and all judges awarded the same rating to each
examinee, numerous problems would still remain. Here are some:

1) How much better is a “3” on item 1 than a “2.”
What is the form of the rating scale?

2) Is a “2”on item 1 better than a “2” on item 2?

How do the items compare in difficulty?

3) Is a “2” on item 1 this year better than a “2” on item 1 last year? Have the
judges become more severe as a group, or the examinees more able, or the
items easier?

Thus even perfect judge agreement, and so perfect judge reliability, would not mean perfect
test interpretability.

2.5 THE PRACTICAL PROBLEM OF JUDGING PLANS

In view ofthe fact that random error does exist in the ratings, an often unstated assumption
in many of the analytical techniques mentioned here is that every judgerate every examinee
on every item, or thata statistically equivalent, and so generally complex and hard to
‘manage, judging design be followed. An example of such a judging planis a balanced
incomplete block design (Fleiss 1981). This requirement either imposes an impractically
large burden onthe individual judges, or an impractically difficult management problem on
the judging process. Even the most carefully managed judging studies contain mistakes.
“Substantial effort was devoted to insuring that the plan was followed exactly . ..The final
analysis. file [of 2934 ratings] contains only three missing values” (Braun 1986).
Nevertheless, values for these missing data had to be imputed in order for the analysis to
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continue, and consequently could have beena pointof dispute were these data to be used
for substantive decisionsbased on the performance of individual examinees. Large scale
judged examinations, or those conducted in less controlled circumstances, would be
considerably more prone to analytical problems due to errors in implementing the judging
plan.

In practice, judging is an arduous time-consuming task, and the universal desire of all
judging panels is to minimize the number of ratings that must be made. The ideal judging
plan would be one in which each performance is rated only once, and yet distributive
assumptions can also be avoided. Such plans are feasible with the many-facet Rasch model.

2.6 FINAL WORDS ON THE TRUE-SCORE METHOD

The multitudeof different methods proposed is a indication ofthe failure ofthe true-score
method to provide a satisfactory solutionto the problem of variance in judge scores. The
time has come to take a very different conceptual approach, one in which judge variance
is an aid rather than a hindrance to measurement. That approach is realized in the many-
facet Rasch model.



3 THE INEVITABILITY OF MEASUREMENT ERROR

3.1 AN INVESTIGATION OF JUDGE RATINGS

The discussion ofthe true-score method has revolved around the concept of measurement
error, which has been presented as inevitable. There is always, however, the hope that some
new form of analysis, or some new judge training technique, will removethe element of
chance from judge ratings, and produce perfect inter-rater reliability. This hope is vain, as
an investigation of judge behavior will make clear.

Examinees
123456

Judge A [434213
Judge B|434213

Fig. 3.1. Perfect agreement in judges’ ratings of six examinees
on some item. The rating scale has 5 categories in ascending
order of performance level, 0,4.

3.2 THE QUEST FOR PERFECT RELIABILITY IS DOOMED TO FAILURE

‘The ideal judging situation would appear to be that in which all judges agree on every rating
of examinees that they share in common. An example of this is shown in fig. 3.1.
Examinees have been given the same ratings by two independent judges. For the purposes
of this immediate discussion, the rating scale is assumed to be an equal interval scale, so
that the usual arithmetic operations can be performed onit. This is an assumption in most
analysis of rating scales, such as Guilford (1954, 278-301).

Whether perfect agreement is, in fact, the ideal has been questioned by a number of
researchers. On the one hand, from the empirical viewpoint, “when two examiners award
different marks, the average is more likely to be correct, or nearly correct, thanit is when
they award the same mark” (Harper and Misra 1976, 262). On the otherhand,from the
theoretical viewpoint,
it is usually required to have two or more raters who are trained 10 agree on independent ratings
of the same performance. It is suggested that such a requirement may produce a paradox of
attenuation associated with item analysis, in which 100 high a correlation between items, while
enhancing reliability, decreases validity (Constable and Andrich 1984).

35
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Examinees
123456

Judge A [434213
Judge C|323102

Fig. 32. Perfect inter-rater reliability between judges in the
rating of six examinees on some item. Judge C is one score-
point more severe than Judge A.

The topic of complete agreement, however, is a moot point, because it cannot be expected
to occur in any large-scale examination situation. Given thatraters do differ, let us consider
the question of perfect judge reliability. Fig. 3.2 gives an example of this, under the same
conditions and with the same six examinees as fig. 3.1.

It can beseen that the ratings given bythe judges are perfectly correlated, andso perfectly
reliable according to indices based on product-moment correlation. However, according to
indices based on nominal agreements in the ratings, such as Cohen's (1960) Kappa, there
is no agreement at all. It can be seen that these judges do agree on the rank order of the

examinees, so thatto report that they have no agreementat all is clearly misleading.
Accordingly we will consider these judgesto have perfect inter-rater reliability, but we

discern that judge A is one score-point more lenient than Judge C.

Examinees
123456

Judge A|434213
Judge D [333203

Fig. 33. Ratingsgiven by two judges when one judge is 0.5

score-points more lenient thanthe other.

The possibility of perfect inter-rater reliability of judges, whose severity differs by one score

point, raises the question of what would be the ratings given by a perfectly reliable judge
who is only 0.5 score points more severe than Judge A. Fig. 3.3 makes one suggestion.

Judge D must accommodate his behavior to the predefined rating scale, andthus his 0.5

point difference is expressed by awarding half the examinees a rating one point lower than

Judge A, and the other half of the examinees the same rating as Judge A. Consequently,

two judges, who, in intention, have perfect reliability, are observed to have a correlation

coefficient of 0.895.
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Examinees
123456

Judge A| 4 3 4 2 1 3

Judge D|353535250535
Fig. 3.4. Ratings given by two judges after a correctingfor a
judge severity of0.5 score-points.

Let us say that, as a result of some analysis, Judge D has been determined to be 0.5 score
points more severe than Judge A, and a correction of 0.5 points is made in all Judge D's
ratings. The outcome is shown in fig. 3.4. We can now test the hypothesis that “adjusting
scores for the differences between [judges] should improve the reliability” (Braun 1988, 8).
In fact, the inter-rater reliability has not changed, nor, after rounding to the nearestinteger
category, has the nominal agreement in categories. The correction for judge severity has
‘made no improvementin the reliability of this set of ratings.

Examinees
123456

Judge A|434213
JudgeE|424112

Fig. 3.5. Further example ofratings given by two judges when
one judge is 0.5 score-points more severe than the other.

Another judge, E, who is also 0.5 score points more severe that Judge A, now awards his
ratings and these are shown in fig. 3.5. Again, Judge E expressed his severity by awarding
half the examineesa rating one score point below that of Judge A, and the other half the
same rating as judge A. Again their agreement, in intention, is perfect but their correlation
coefficient is 0.895. Now compare Judges D and E, who are both 0.5 score points more
severe than Judge A. Their ratings are shown in fig. 3.6.

[Examinees
123456

Judge D|333203
Judge E[424112

Fig. 3.6. Comparison ofthe ratings awarded by two judgesof
© equal severity
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We know that both Judge D and Judge E have the same degree of severity and agree, in
intention, as to the standard of performance ofthe examinees, but the constraints of the
rating scale have caused them to express their opinions differently. Judge D and Judge E
are reported to have a correlation coefficient 0.645, but, from the point of view of an
examining board,even this understates the problem. If a rating of 3 or 4 constituted & pass,
and 0, 1 or 2 constituted a failure, then Judge D passes 4 examinees and fails 2, and Judge
E passes 2 examinees and fails 4. Judge E's two passes, however, are reported as maximum
scores of 4. In traditional analysis, Judge D would be reported as being more severe, but
generally in agreement with Judge A, while Judge E would bereportedas having a marked
inversion of “central tendency.”

This paradox of lack of reliability has been presented in termsofone judge being 0.5 score
points more severe than another. The very same situation arises, however, when one
examineeis 0.5 score points less able than another, even when thereis a perfect correlation
of judge intentions. Indeed, since the process of measurementis based on the concept that
there is a continuum of examinee performance, examinees will always be found who
perform, for any particular judge, at or nearthe transition between adjacent categories.

Probability Probability
ofa 2 ofa 3

091

0s
07
0s
os
04
03
021
01d

o ”
I 21 22, 23 24 25 7% 27. 28 29 3

Examinee ability (represented by score-points)

Fig. 3.7. Probability ofrating expected to be given to an
examinee of given ability.

Even given ideal judges, itis clear that a performance at a level of 2.5 score-points will be
awarded 2 points or 3 points with approximately equal frequency. However, with real
judges, however well-trained and experienced, it is not clear what will happen to a
performance at a level of 2.49 score-points. It cannot be expected that the judges will have
such precise discrimination that this performance will always be awarded a rating of 2, and
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never a rating of 3. Indeed we expect a greater frequency of 2's than 3's, but not a very
greatdifference. By extension ofthe same argument, the situation in fig. 3.7 can be
expected to result. Whatappeared to be a deterministic decision by judges is revealed to
be a probabilistic one. This stochastic element in rating is what dooms the quest for perfect
inter-rater reliability.

33 MOVING FROM RELIABILITY TO OBJECTIVITY: THE NATURE OF THE
RATING SCALE

The fact that the scale we have been discussing has categories numbered 0,1, 2, 3, and 4
does notforce the categoriesto represent equal increments in performance. In the next
judging session, the examining board might decide to introduce a new category between
previouscategories 2 and 3, and then renumberthe scale as 0, 1,2, 3, 4, and 5. If the old
scale were linear, then the new scale isn't, and vice-versa. The numbers assigned to
categories are merely a convenience of labelling which enables an orderingofperformance
levels, but they are not a direct expression of the amount of performance each category
represents. Fig. 3.8 illustrates this in the context of a realistic rating scale. Category 0,
“Unacceptable,” represents all levels of performance below category 1, and so represents
an infinite range of performance. Similarly category 4, “Superior” represents all levels of
performance above category 3, another infinite range.

Definition: Unacceptable | Defective | Low | Acceptable | Superior
Category: o | 1 {= 3 Loan

Less Able
i t y

More Able
Linear Performance Level Scale

Fig. 3.8. Relationship between category numbers and performance level.

Consequently, no matter how the categories are defined, it is impossible for all of them to
represent equal ranges of performance, and thusit is impossible for a numerical scale of
untransformed category numbersto be linear.

We have seen illustrated in fig. 3.7 that there is a stochastic elementto the awarding of
categories. If we extend this findingto fig. 3.8, it can be seen that category 2 represents
such a narrow range of real performance, that a “true” or latent performance level on the
threshold between a 1 and a 2 could well be rated not only as a 1 or a 2, but even asa 3.
In fact, the stochastic nature of judge rating implies that whatever the examinee’s
performance level, there is some probability that the judge may award a rating in any of the
categories, though, for a well designed scale, the category nearest the examinee’s
performance level has the highest probability. Fig. 3.9 depicts what occurs. This stochastic
behavior is what has caused the questfor reliability to fail, but it is this very behavior which
providesthe key to objectivity and soto fair and sample-free measures.
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Probability 3
of Rain,
0.8

£

[
2 Less Able More Able 8

Linear Performance Level Scale

Fig. 3.9. The probabilistic nature of the awarding of ratings by judges.



4 THE PURPOSE OF THE MANY-FACET MODEL

The nature of the solution which the many-facet Rasch model offers to the problem of
obtaining measures from judge-awarded ratings is now considered.

4.1 THE AIM OF THE JUDGING PROCESS

For an examination in which judges rate examinees ontest items, the ultimate goal of the
judging process, from the viewpoint of an examining board, is not to determine some “true”
rating for an examinee on each item, on which ideal judges would agree, but ratherto
estimate the examinees latentability level, of which each judge’s rating is a manifestation.
This is the very essence of objectivity. In orderto supersede the local particularities ofthe
judging situation, each judge must be treated as though he has a unique severity, each
examinee as though he has a unique ability, each item as though it has a unique difficulty,
and the rating scale as thoughit has one formulation applied identically by all the judges.

‘This means that manyinteresting aspects of behavior must be regarded as incidental, in the
same waythat, as has been remarked of observations in the physical sciences, “we areoften
compelledto disregard certain circumstances as unessential, though there is no doubtas to
their influencing the phenomenon” (Thiele 1903, 3). Thus each rating is considered to be
the probabilistic result ofonly four interacting components: theability of an examinee, the
severity of a judge, the difficulty of an item, and thestructureofthe rating scale.
With these assumptions, it is possible to obtain the outcome that the examining board
desires, which is an estimate oftheability of each examinee, freed from the level of severity
ofthe particular judges who happened to rate the performance andalso freed from the
difficulties of the items and the arbitrary manner in which the categories of the rating scale
have been defined. The more that incidental aspects of behavior are in evidence in the
ratings, the more uncertainty there is in the estimate of each examinees ability, and the less
confidence there is that the aim of the judging process has been realized in the judges’
ratings. Thus accurate measurement depends not on finding the one “ideal” judge but in
discerning the intentions of the actual judges through the way in which they have replicated
their behavior in all the ratings each has made.

42 THE MANY-FACET RASCH MODEL AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVITY

The statistical model which permits objective measures to be estimated from judge-awarded
ratingsiSthe many-facet Rasch model. But, before deriving the precise form ofthat model,
the requirements it is to meet will be clarified.

a
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Georg Rasch (1960, 1964, 1966, 1968, 1977) discusses the concept ofspecific objectivity
which motivates the construction of model. In my reading of Rasch, I find three key
axioms, but this is opento dispute. Fischer, quoted in Roskam and Jansen (1984, 296),
states “it is difficult to give a completely general definition of specific objectivity,” and
Roskam and Jansen (1984, 296) present an axiomatization based on ordering. The
axiomatization presented here is in accord with Schleibechner, as quoted in Roskam and
Jansen (1984, 296)

First, each separate component ofthe testsituation is represented by a parameter whose
value is independent of the other parameters. These parameters could represent examinees,
items and judges, and the independent set of parameters representing the structure of the
rating scale. These then combine to give the probability that any particular rating will be
awarded byany particular judge to any particular examinee's performance on any particular
item. In essence, this is the concept underlying Thurstone’s Law of Comparative Judgement
(Thurstone 1927a and 1927b).

Second, the method of combination ofthe parameters is additive. Since the rating scale
represents increasing amount of the same quality, this implies that the parameters can be
expressed on a shared linear scale. In other words, the test is uni-dimensional.

Third, the estimate of any parameteris dependent only on the accumulation of all the
ratings in which it participates, but is not affected by the particular valuesof any ofthem.
In other words, the sum of the ratings in which it participates is the sufficient statistic for
the estimation of the parameter (Fisher 1925, 27). Given a particular total score, an
unexpectedly high score by one judgedoes not inflate an examinee’s ability estimate, nor
does an unexpectedly low score by another judge deflate it. Such scores do, however,
threaten the validity of the estimates and so would tend to cause misfit ofthe data to the
model. This axiom appears to have been assumed by Rasch, and is always associated with
Rasch models (Andersen 1977), but whether a weaker axiom can be substitutedis unclear.
“It seems that the measurement argument ofspecific objectivity and the statistical arguments,
of sufficiency are not well separated in the literature of the Rasch model” (Roskam and
Jansen 1984, 296).

These three axioms combine to give parameter estimates with the greatest possible
independence, not only from each other, but also from the particular way in which they are
manifested by the empirical data. Further the linear, additive, properties of the parameters
are those which permit arithmetical manipulations of the estimates to maintain their
conventional meanings.

Theratings actually awardedby the judges to the examinees on the items are a realization
of the probabilities resulting from the combination of the parameters and may be used to
estimate their values. The distribution of the ratings across examinees, judges, itemsare
the means of determining the ability of each examinee, the severity of each judge, the
difficulty of each item, and the structure of the rating scale. In this approach, identical
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replications of an “ideal” judge are not informative. The modelled parameters can only be
estimated when there is some variance in the ratings awarded by the judges.

The axioms given here are equivalent to the requirements for “fundamental” measurement
in the physical sciences (N. Campbell 1920), which as Hempel (1952) explains, is not just
a matterof establishing operational rules for measurement but also of establishing general
laws and theories within which the measures have meaning. The theory underlying Rasch
measurement is that of an underlyingvariable,often referred to as the “latent trait.” The
parametersare quantitative representations on the underlying variable of abilities, severities,
difficulties or the like, whose meaning is determined by the qualitative nature of the test.
Thus the parameters estimatedfrom the responses to a properly constructed math test will
represent the examinees’ ability in math and the difficulty of the math test items. The
parameter estimates will not consist of random values, but, when ordered, will be seen to
represent increasing quantities of the underlying variable, which can be expressed as
increasing ability in math for the examinees, increasing difficulty for the math items, and
increasing severity for the judges.

43 THE MANY-FACET RASCH MODEL AS A STATISTICAL MODEL

The Rasch family of models are not intended as descriptive statistical models (either
exploratory or confirmatory) but as measurement models. The analyst designsa particular
specification of the model whichis intended to extract, from the data, estimates of measures
which have meaning outside of the particularities ofthe data. Consequently the criterion
for a successful analysis is not that the modelfits the data, but that the data fit the model.

In fact, it can be stated that no set of empirical observations, of any considerable size, ever
fits the Rasch model perfectly, just as, in the physical sciences, no measurement is ever
perfectly accurate. Nevertheless, the degree offit of the data to the model can be
calculated and the acceptability ofthe measures, for any particular purpose, determined.
This approach must be followed even in the physical sciences, for
considering now the invention, elaboration, and use of theories which are inconsistent, not just
with other theories, but even with experiments, facts, observations, we may siart by pointing out
that no single theory ever agrees with all the known facts in its domain (Feyerabend 1975, 55).

An axiom ofthe Rasch modelis that the variable to be measured is uni-dimensional.
General lack offit of the data to the model is an indicationthat the facets of the model do
not combine to realize one underlying variable, in which greater competence by the
examinees is expressed in termsof higher ratings awarded bythe judges. General lack of
fit is not unusual in practical examinations in which conflicting requirements such as speed.
accuracy and neatness are combined. Under these circumstances, any decision based on a
cumulative score involves an arbitrary weighting of the various non-homogeneous content
components by means of the waythat they have been included in the test by the testing
agency, Unlike true-score models which tend to hidethe underlying conflict, Rasch analysis
brings. this situation to the attention of the examination board, on whom the subjective
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policy decisions concerning the relative importance of these different content components
Tests. x

Significant misfit associated with particular parameterestimates, or unexpectedly large
residuals for particular observations, are aids to the identification and diagnosis of
anomalies in the behavior of the facets of the judging situation. Various forms ofremedial
action become available and errant (highly improbable) observations can be omitted or re-
rated priorto reporting results.

44 EXTENDING THE RASCH MODEL TO MANY-FACET SITUATIONS

In many assessment situations, the awarding of a score (category on a rating scale) must be
based on a judge’s subjective appraisal of the performance. In test situations where
independence from any particular judge's foiblesis desired, several judgesare used in an
attempt to balance out differences in overall severity and other systematic or random judge
effects. The intention is to obtain a measure for each of the examinees as independent as
possible of the particular personal attributes of the judges who happen to rate any particular
performance. This is to be done by quantifying the attributes of each judge and using this
information to eliminate the idiosyncracies of individual judges from thefinal measuresof
the examinees.

In “Probabilistic Models for Some Intelligence and Attainment Tests,” Georg Rasch writes
that “weshall try to define simultaneously the meaning oftwo concepts: degree of ability
and degree of difficulty” (Rasch 1980, 73) and he presents a model to enable this. Rasch’s
initial model has since been expandedto allow for rating scales through the inclusion of
parameters which describe the structure of the rating scale, or scales, underlying the
observations (Wright and Masters 1982, Masters 1982).

With the inclusion of judges in the measurement process, it is useful to define
simultaneously not only the ability ofthe examinee, and the difficulty ofthe test item, but *

also the severity of the judge. This is accomplished by expanding the rating scale modelto
include parameters describing each judge’s method of applyingthe rating scale. This
introduces the additionalfacet of judges into the previous framework of examinees and
items. The traditional paper-and-pencil test is a two-facet test, and the intermediation of
a judge makes the testing situation a three-facet one.

The introduction of facets need not stop at three, and the extra facets need not refer to a
judging situation. In principle, there is no limit to the numberoffacets that can interact
to produce a rating, but, in actual testing situations, each of the facets must have a specific
‘meaning forthe test developer and user. For instance, therearesituations in which each
test item is viewed as comprised of several tasks. Thus each answer on an languagetest
could be graded for correct spelling as one task, and correct grammar as another task. The
overall difficulty of each item is determined by the nature ofthe question posed, and the
measurefor each task is determined bythe difficulty of that task, e.g. “providingthe correct
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spelling” or “using the correct grammar,” relative to the overall difficulty characterizing the
item. These tasks can be specified to have the same relationship with every item, but each
task and each item is allowed to haveits own inherent difficulty along some common uni-
dimensional underlying variable.

Another example of a many-facet situation, which does not involve judgment, is that in
which soldiers areto hit a variety of targets at several distancesusing several typesof gun.
The underlying variable could be denoted as “accuracy.” The targets, each with its own
distance andsize, would be the test items, and the types of gun would represent tasks. The
further the targetis away, the harderit isto hit. However, it could be hypothesized that
one type of gun is inherently more accurate than another, and so makes the target easier
10 hit. The measurefor each soldier would quantify his level of marksmanship, and the
calibrations for the tasks (typesof gun) would indicate whichis the more accurate.

45 A THREE-FACET MEASUREMENT MODEL FOR JUDGING

In tests involving ratings made by judges, differences in judge severity have frequently been
observed, even though they have been hard to quantify or adjust for. The three-facet model
allows for the estimation of the difference in severity between judges, and consequently for
the corresponding adjustment of the measures ofthe test-takers, so that the effect of this
judge “bias” is eliminated.

“True score” methods have approached the judging situationin termsof the ideal of trying
to perfect the accuracy of each rating givenby each judge. The ultimate purpose of judging,
however, is to obtain an accurate measurement of each examinee. Of course, quality of
ratingsis important, and it is desirable to minimize the amount of random and systematic
error in the ratings. Nevertheless, error will always exist and consequently needs to be
regarded as inherent in the judging and, hence, measurement, process. The intention of the
judging situation is to quantify someor all facets of the judging situation so that they yield
results, that is to say measures, which are sufficiently general to be susceptible to further
analysis or interpretation, and ultimately to decision making

Consider the usual target of the judging process, the examinees. The intention is that
whichever judges rate an examinee and however differing be their ratings, the measures
obtained, as opposed to the actual rating given, should always be statistically equivalent.
Further, whichever judges rate whichever examinees, the examinee measures should always
bearthe same relationship to one another. This is thatspecific objectivity already discussed.

The measurement model which meets this requirement is an extension of that invented by
Rasch (1960), for the problem of obtaining objective measures from paper-and-pencil tests
comprisedof dichotomous itemsand thusis part of the family of probabilistic measurement
models described by Rasch (1961). Judge severity, item difficulty, examinee ability and
rating scale thresholds can be expressed as real numbers on a common interval scale. They
combingadditively to provide an expectation of the logarithm of the odds of a judge
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awarding a rating in one category to an examinee’s performance on an item, as compared
to that samejudge awarding theratingin the next lower category.

An example of judging to which this three-facet measurement model could be apply is

competitive diving, in which 3 or more judges rate contestants on a variety of dives over a
number of rounds. The type of dive would be the item (each diver performsa different
selection of dives). Each judgehas a unique judging style. The outcome ofthe measuring
process is intended to be an objective measure of each divers performance, enabling divers
to be compared.

46 THE RASCH MODEL AS AN AID TO INFERENCE

The ratings given by judges, or the observations however they were obtained, are
manifestationsofa local interaction between the facets such as examinees, items and judges.
These data remain ambiguous with respect to inference, unless they can be transformed into
‘measures with general meaning which transcends the data from which they were estimated.
It is essential for inference that the measures estimated from the observations be
independent of the particular sample of examinees and items comprising the test situation.
This requirement is especially apparent when examinees do not face identical testing
situations. In circumstances where examinees are rated by different judges, respond to
different sets of test items, or perform different demonstrations of competence, measures
must be independent ofthe particular local interactions have any meaning outside the
particularities of the analysis. The construction of this independenceis always necessary
when the intentionis to compare examinees on a common scale, and to draw conclusion
from it. The many-facet Rasch model provides a measurement model with these required
properties. Whether,in fact, any particular data set can be used to support general
inferences is always a matter for empirical investigation beyond the scope of the original
data.



5 DERIVATION OF THE MANY-FACET RASCH
MODEL FROM OBJECTIVITY

In the previous chapter, the axioms of specific objectivity were discussed. In this chapter
they are applied to developing a measurement model for judge-awarded ratings, the many-
facet Rasch model.

5.1 DERIVING THE GENERAL MANY-FACET RASCH MODEL VIA A THREE-
FACET EXAMPLE

The derivation of any particular form of the many-facet model demonstrates the general
principles by which any other particular form of the many-facet model can also be derived.
The particular model to be derived here is applicable to a three-facet test in which each
judge of a panel of judges awardsa ratingto each examinee on each item.

Consider the performance of two examinees, O, and O,, as rated by a judge, J, on
replications ofthe same item, A,. In whatever way the ratings were originally recorded, they
have been recoded into K+1 categories ordinally numbered from 0 to K. with each higher
numbered category representing a higher level of perceived performance, and with each
category having a non-zero probability of occurrence.

‘The administration ofthe numerous replications of item A, is the “test.” The performance
levels of examinees O, and O,, can be comparedby their relative frequencies of being rated
in the various categories of the rating scale. Part of their performance can be summarized
by a 2x2 cross-tabulation of counts of ratings in categories k and 1 ofthe rating scale, chosen
so that category k is numerically greater than category h and so represents a higher
performance level. This is depicted in fig. 4.1.

Examinee O,

Categories:|k h

Examinee O,, k Fu Fu
h Fu Fu

Fig. 4.1. Frequency distribution of judge-awarded ratings.
F,, represents the count of the number of times that examinee
0, is awarded rating k, when examinee O,, is rated a h, by
judge J, across numerous replicationsof item A, where k > h.

47
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When both examinees are given the same rating, which occurs Fy, times for a.rating of k,
and F,y timesfor a rating of h, their performance levels are indistinguishable. When the
examinees are rated differently, which occurs Fy, and Fy,times, the examinee with the
greater relative frequency of ratings in category k, the higher category, is perceivedto have
the higher ability. In comparing performance levels, we intend that the numeric résult be
independent of the number of replications. Thus, if the test were to be repeated again, and
wereof the same length, we would expect to get approximately the same numeric result.

Moreover,if the twotests were then to be concatenated, we would again expectto obtain
about the same result, The division ofthe two frequencies, Fy, and Fy, is compatible with
this expectation because we expect this ratio to be about the same when the test is repeated,
and also when the two tests are concatenated. Consequently, the comparative levels of
performance of examinees O, and O,, can be identified by the ratio, Fy,/Fi.

Performance lei
(5.1)

Performance level of O, Fy,

The ratio of the empirically observed frequencies, Fy,/Fiy, is an approximation, which is
never exact (Thiele 1903, 133), to the ratio of the probabilities, Py,/Py, where Py, is the
probability of examinee On being given a rating of k, when examinee O, is given a rating
of h on onereplication of item i. Py is similarly defined. This unobservable ratio Py,/Py,
is defined to be the ratio of the examinee’s performances.

Performance level of 0, Py
(5.2)

Performance level of 0, Py

Now, for objectivity, the ratings given examinees O,, and O, must be independently awarded
by the judge. Consequently,

(5.3) Pu = Pan * Pag

and

(5.4) Pu = Pas * Pai
where Pj, is the probability of examinee O,being given a rating of k on item A, by judge
J, PoyPoy. and Py, are similarly defined. Then

Performance level of O, Pu Pup Pun
(5.5)

Performance level of O, Pu Pus Pu
Furthermore, also for objectivity, the relative performance of examinees O, and O,, must
be independent of which particular item is used to compare them. Thus, though
performance levelsare initially defined in terms ofitem A,the relative performance levels
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must have the same value when defined in terms of any conceptually equivalent item A,.
That is

Performance level of 0, Pup Pum Pan Pam
(5.6) pride a

Performance level of O. Pun Pus Pan Pan
then

Pun Pas a|Pum
(5.7) EB uh LePap Pun Pan Pam
For objectivity, this ratio of the probabilities of examinee O, being rated in categories k and
h must be independent of whichever examinee O,, is used in the comparison. So, let us
consider examinee O, with performance levelat the local origin ofthe ability sub-scale.
Similarly the ratio must also be independent of whichever item A, is used for the
comparison. Thusit must also be hold for item A, chosento have difficulty at the local
origin of the item sub-scale.

Pun
(5.8)

Pun Pus Pan Pope

If, instead of comparing performance levels by means of items A, and A;, we compare
performance levels by means ofthe ratings given by judges J; and J, over numerous
replications ofitem A, then again we expect the relative performance levels of the
examinees to be maintained.

Performance level of O, Puy Pup  Payx Pugs
(5.9)GeicosntinSSLahw

Performance level of O, Pup Pus Pusan

so that

Pag Pun Pus(5.10) .
Pun Pun Paya Pays

Again this must be true if judge J; is chosen to be judge J, with severity at the local origin
of theseverity scale, and examinee O,, is examinee Oy, and when item A, is replaced by item
Aq. Therefore,

(5.11) =.
Furthermore, for objectivity, the relative severity levels of judges J, and J, must be
maintained whether the judging takes place over numerous replications of the
administration of either item A,or item A; to the same examinee O,.
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Severity level ofJ,P,P, Bul %

(5.12) — . 3

Severity level of J, Pus Pus Pugs Pavyn

then EL(5.13) eyPun Pun Pacsn

Again this must be true if judge J, is judge J, chosen at the origin of the severity scale, and
examinee O, is examinee Oy, and item A; is item Aq.

(5.14)

Substituting equations 5.14 and 5.11 in 5.8, and simplifying,

(Rouen) *

)
on Pon (Paw)

(5.15)

which gives a general form in which each term is an expression of the
relationship between a component ofa facet and the local origin of a
sub-scale, in the context of a particular pair ofcategories.

52 THE THREE-FACET DICHOTOMOUS MODEL

Considering equation 5.15 as a dichotomous model in which k=1, meaning “right,” and
h=0, meaning “wrong,” then this equation expressesthe ratio ofthe probabilities of the
possible outcomesasa product of terms which relate each component of each facet with
the local origin ofits sub-scale. These terms are independent of whichever other examinees,
items and judgesare included in the test situation. To consider these terms in an additive
way, we can take logarithms and assign a numerical direction to each term in accordance
with conventional interpretation. Let

(5.16) B. = 10g (Paoes/Puses) +

whichis defined to be the ability of examinee O,,

Dy = 109 (Poyes/ Bases) +

whichis defined to be the difficulty of item A,

C, = 10g (Poyyo/'

which is defined to be the severity of judge J;.
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We also define the relationship of the sub-scales, such that the probability of “original”

amines O, being rated a “1” by judge Jo on item Ao is 05, so that the last term of

equation 5.15 becomes 1. Consequently, reparameterizing P,; 10 be Pog, 50 that 1 - Poy

becomes Pp results in equation 5.17, the three-facet Rasch ‘Model for the dichotomous

case:

(5.17) log(Py,/(1-Buy)) = Ba = Di = CG

53 THE THREE-FACET RATING SCALE MODEL

When we consider examinees O, and O,, in the more general circumstances of a rating

scale. we do not wish the comparison of their abilities to depend on which particular pair

of categories ofthe rating scale are used for the comparison. So we return 10 equation 5.5

‘which stated:

Performance level of O. Pu Paw

(5.18) Ee LS
Performance level of 0, Pu Pum Pus

Wewish to generalize this equationto any pair of categories. The rating scale categories,

however, are not independent but structured. In order to determine the structure in an

objective manner, we require that performance levels are invariant when they are compared

using any pair of adjacent categories in ascending order. This is the only possible objective

Structuring, since defining invariance not over adjacent categories, but over some pairing of

non-adjacent categories, results in a contradiction or indeterminacy in the rating scale

Structure, Thus, if a rating scale has 3 categories and performance levels are to be invariant

only when the top and bottom categories are used for the comparison in equation 5.15, then

performance levels based on the middle category are indeterminate, and so are not

objective.

Invariance in relative performance when categories are chosen such that k is one greaict

than h, and also k' is chosen one greater than I, yields

Performance level of 0, Pun Pum Pu
(5.19) aii ron

Performance level of 0 Pum Pain

so that

Pause
(5.20) p=

Pun

Since we want this result to be generalizable, we must be able to substitute examinee Op.

item A,, and judge Jo
3,
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(5.21)
Poon

Reordering the terms,

Pusan. Pacer: Poca: Pooon

(5.22)
®, Posie 2,

The two terms in parentheses are invariant over changesin choice ofpairs of categories and
so are independent ofthe localstructure of the rating scale, but theyare not independent
of the choice of object, so wecan accordingly rewrite them as Pq,so that

Puoen
(5.23)

2.

Similar equations hold for Pog/Pyo, and Pegy/Peg, so that, substituting into equation 5.15,

Pass , Pom

(5.24) = Pus * Poo * Poo
Pain Posen

This is an equation in which the ratio of the probabilities of particular outcomes is the
product of terms which depend only on a single component and the local origin of its sub-
scale, combined with a term dependent on the pair of categories used for the comparison.
Let

(5.25) 5. = log(2u),
whichis defined to be the ability of examinee O,,

D, = - log (Puy).

which is defined to be the difficulty of item A,

¢, = - logl

which is defined to be the severity of judge J,

Fy = - 10g (Pooun/Posss) +

which is defined to be the difficulty of the step from category k-1, which is h, to category
k of the rating scale.

Then equation 5.24 becomes the equation for the three-facet Rasch rating scale model

(5.26) 10g(Bypn/Pusses) = Bo = Dy - Cy = Fy
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In equation 5.26, the parameters relating to the particular examinees, items, and judges
interacting to make each rating have been separated. Thus equation 5.26 immediately
‘meets two of the requirements ofobjective. First, each component of the judging situation
has been characterized by a parameter which is independent of the other parameters.
Second, the parameters combine additively in creating the probabilities ofthe empirical
ratings. Thethird axiom of specific objectivity relates to estimation and will be seento be
satisfied in the course of a later discussion. The log-odds formulation of equation 5.26
determines that the parameter values are expressed in log-odds units, “logits.”

To determine the probability associated with category k, Py, an alternative, exponential,
form of equation 5.26 is useful. Summing model statement equation 5.26 for category k
with all those below it down to category 1, the probabilities of the intermediate steps are
eliminated so that:

x
(5.27) 10g (Bypn/Pasze) = K(B, =D, = C;) - TF,

s=1

which leads to

x
(5.28) Pup = Page * exp k(B, -D, -C)-ZF,)s=1

But some rating in one of the categories 0,K must be awarded, so that

(5.29) IP o=1xs0
Therefore, summing equation 5.28 for categories 1.K with P,, for category 0,

x x
(5.30) 1= Buy T Puy * exp( k(B -D -C) -ZF)x=1 s=1

which gives theformulation forthe probability of category 0,

x x
(5.31) Pago = 1/(1 +E exp( k(8, -D, ~C) - ZF, ))

kel se1

and, for categories k=1K,

exp( k(8, - D, - C)

(5.32) Pa=2 x n
14% exp( his -D -C)-ZF)hel 51
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If the hypothetical step difficulty up to category 0 is defined to be F,, then both the
numerator and the denominator in equation 5.32 can be multiplied by exp(-Fo)without loss
of generality, and the equation rewritten, so that for k = 0, K,

x
exp( k(B, - D, - C) - TF, )

s=0
(5.33) Pr= Bx

Texp(h(s, =D, -C) -EF)B=0 820

Equation 5.33 is the exponential form ofthe many-facet Rasch model.

54 THE CONVENTIONAL ORIGINS OF THE SUB-SCALES

In the course ofthe derivation ofthe many-facet model, the term “local origin of the sub-
scale” occurred frequently. In psychometrics, as in many scales in the physical sciences
(Kinston 1985), the decision as to where to place the origin of a scale is a matter ofthe
convenience of the investigator. When measuring the height of a table, the floor is a
convenient local origin, but when measuring the height of a mountain, sea-level is a
different, but equally convenient, local origin. There is no unique, “correct,” local origin
to the height scale. Neither in the Rasch model are there unique local origins. The local
origin of a sub-scale, such as that for ability, is not determined by absence or non-existence
of ability, nor yet at some point of minimum intensity (Guttman 1950). Rather it is some
level of ability that can be conveniently represented by an arithmetical zero.

Inspection of equation 5.26 reveals that the parametervalue estimate of B,, say, could be
inflated by an arbitrary amount so long asthe other parameter estimates were deflated
accordingly, which is a convenient property when equating scales across tests (Wright and
Bell 1984, Kelderman 1986). Thus the actual placement of the examinee, item, judge and
step sub-scales within the common frame of referenceis arbitrary. Nevertheless it is clear
thatonce the origins of all but one sub-scale have been fixed, the origin of the last sub-scale
is forced to a unique position on the linear scale as the valuesof the parameters, relative
to their respective origins, must combine to create specific probabilities.

By convention, local origins for each sub-scale are chosen such that the mean calibrations
ofthe items, of the judges, and of the rating scale structureare each zero for the set of
ratings being analyzed. The local origin of the examinee abilities’ sub-scale is then defined
uniquely by the model. In algebraic terms, this means that
(5.34) rp =0,
where the summation is overall items.
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zc =0,
where the summation is over all judges.

ro=o0,
where 0 represents lowest category.

LE =0,
wherethe summation is over all categories.

5.5 ALTERNATIVE ORIGINS OF THE SUB-SCALES

There are circumstances in which the conventional frameof reference may not be the most
useful. For instance, a different origin may be preferred in orderto simplify the comparison
of examineeabilities between two test administrations. If the second administration uses
a subset of items from thefirst administration, then setting the overall local origin of the
item sub-scale to be the mean calibration ofthe common set of items, has the effect of
equating the item sub-scales for the two administrations.

As has been discussed in the context of equation 5.26, the redefinition of the origin ofany
sub-scale may be accommodated by the adjustment of the origins in one, some, or all of the
other sub-scales. To see how this is done,let us consider two sets of equivalent parameter
estimates corresponding to the same parameters, with one set established in the
conventional frame ofreference and the other set in a different frameof reference. Thus,
in the conventional frame of reference, wecan use the exponential form ofthe model,
equation 5.35,

x
exp( k(B, -D, -C) - IF)

(5.35) Pass =
nx

I exp( h(B, -D, -C) -TF)Bo 0

where

ID, = 0, IC, = 0, F, = 0, IF, = 0.

‘We can also create the same form with different origins, such that the parameter value for
examinee n, which is conventionally B,, is here B,.. Then
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exp( k(8,. - D,. - Cy)

(5.36) Pu= n
C exp( B(8, - D,. - C) - LF, )

h=0 s=0
The terms exp(-F;) or exp(-F,;) occur as multipliers of every term in both the numerator and
denominator of their respective equations, and so the probabilities (but not the numerical
calculations) are independent of whatever values are assigned to eitherof them.

The equations, 5.35 and 5.36, must produce the same value of P,, so that

exp (-F,) exp (-F,.)
(5.37) Papp g ——————x x n

© exp (h(8,-D,-C; I exp(h(B,.-D,.-C;.) -TF,.)
n=0 h=0 5=0

that is

x B x h
(5.38) I exp(h(8,-D,-C;) - Z F,) = I exp(h(B,.-D,.-C,.) - T F,)

n=1 sel nel sel
The model equations must also produce the same value for P., the probability of awarding
category k, so that, since the F, terms cancel, and the denominators are equal by equation
5.38, thenthe remaining terms in the numerator must also be equal. Thus

x x
(5.39) X(B,-D,-C;) - TF, = K(B-D,.=C;.) - T F..

1 1

But, forcategory K, since IF,= 0, and dividing by K,

x
(5.40) 5B. -D -¢= c - @ra/x

?

Then, substituting equation 5.40 into equation 5.39, and considering category 1,

E
(5.41) F=Fo- (ZER/K

1

and, thus, by consideration ofthe categories ofthe rating scale in ascending order, the result
is obtained that

x
(5.42) Fo= FB- (DF)/K

1
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with the value of F, being independent of that of F,. as previously discussed.

Forthe other parameters, the translationis simpler. Since the conventional local origin of
the item sub-scale is the mean item difficulty, then

L
(5.43) D, =D, - DD./L

x

wherethe items, A,are numbered from 1 to L.

Since the conventional local origin of the judge sub-scale is the mean judge severity, then

3
(5.44) € =¢. - Ie./T

1

where the judges, J, are numbered from 1 to J.

Then, by equation 5.40, the examinee ability translation is,

L a x
(5.45) B, = B, + ID,/L + IC,./3 - IF,/K

1 1 1

Thus parameter values estimated with respect to one set of local origins can be restated
with respect to any othersetoflocal origins.

5.6 FURTHER EXAMPLES OF MANY-FACET MODELS

The example used for derivation was a three-facet rating scale model. This can be
expanded to as many facets as are required. Thus, in an ice-skating competition, skaters
are judged on two aspects (“technical merit” and “artistic impression”) oftwo items (“the
short program” and “thelong program”). This is a four-facet model: skaters, judges,
aspects, items. Algebraically, one expression of such a four-facet model is:
(5.46) 109 (Poussn/Pamisn.s) a-E-n-g
where

Pyis the probability of examinee O,being awarded, on aspect T,, of item A; by
judge J,, a rating of category k.

Pyoius
is the probability of examinee O, being awarded, on aspect T,, of item A; by
judge J,, a rating of category k-1

* ‘Byis the ability of examinee O,, where n = IN
E, is the difficulty ofaspect T,,, where m= 1,M
D, is the difficulty of item A, where i=LL
Gis the severity of judge J, where j=1J
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F, is the height of step k of the rating scale on a scale where there are K+1
categories, labelled ordinally 0K in ascending orderofperceived quality.

The many-facet model can be expressed in other ways. The examples given so far have the
premise that just one rating scale structure, and so one set of step estimates,F,; applies to
all combinations of the other facets. The term, F,, which is only subscriptedbythe category
number, k, specifies that the rating scale has the same structure for each observation,
regardless of the examinee, aspect, item orjudge concerned. This is the “common step”
model, and is always thecase when every observationis a dichotomy, in which case k=0 or
1so that F, = 0 and F, = 0.

There are many ways in which the structure of the rating scale can be related to other facets
of the model. These include:

The “item-step” model:

(5.47) 10g (Pagp/Passns) = Bo = Dy = C= By

where F,, with k = 1K, implies that each item, i, has its own step structure, with categories
numbered 0, K, This permits the inclusion in one test of items with different numbers of
differently defined response categories. Each item has an overall difficulty, D,and also an
additionaldifficulty associated with each step of its own rating scale, F,. The “partial credit
model” (Wright and Masters, 1982) is a two-facet example ofthe item-step model.

The “judge-step” model:

(5.48) 10g (Pacp/Pas) = Bo = Dy = C; = Fy

where Fjk implies that each judge hashis own way ofusing the rating categories. Not only
may the judges vary in severity, C, but also in the way they use the response categories, Fjk.
For instance, one judge may favor extreme categories, while another may favor central -

categories. Further, a particular judge may not use certain categories at all. A judge who,
though allowed to use the same rating scale as the other judges, only uses the even-
numbered categories of a 10 category scale may be regardedas using his own five category
scale.

The “judge-item-step” model:

(5.49) 109 (Bapse/Pussy. © Fae

whereFijk implies that each judge has a different way of using the response categories of
each item. This may be due to a combination ofthe factors mentioned in the item-step and
judge-step models, or else due to the idiosyncratic behavior of the judges.
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These different formulations are particular examples of a more general model, which is

useful in practical applications:

The “group-step” model:

(5.50) log (Pun/Pasa) = Bo = Du = C= Fu

where Fgk implies that observations may be grouped into G groups, g=1G, and each group
has its own rating scale structure. Thus if the items are designed to have two different
rating scale structures, then group 1 may be all three-category items, and group 2 may be
all four-category items. Similarly,if all the judges are found to behave similarly except one,
group 1 maycontain that idiosyncratic judge, and group 2 all other judges. A group model
is applicable whenever it is tenable that differences within a group, however defined, can
be regarded as random, while differences between groups are systematic.



6 ESTIMATING THE PARAMETERS OF THE RASCH
MODEL

Having derived the form of the model, an examination is now made of the methods

available to estimate its parameters.

The parameters of the many-facet Rasch model cannot be observed or estimated directly,
but must be reached through their interaction with one another to produce the observations
which comprise the data. Thus, the severity of judges, difficulty of items, ability of

examinees, etc. can only be estimated from ratings given by judges to examinees as they

respond to items.

The numerical method of obtaining parameter estimates for a particular model from data
is at the discretion of the analyst. For instance, the Rasch modelcan be regarded as a

special kind of log-linear model, and the method of iterative proportional fitting applied to

the cells of the data matrix (Kelderman and Steen 1988). However, as Neyman and Scott

remark,
we have the almost universal method of oblaining estimates that are not only consistent but

asymptotically efficiens, in the sense that (1) they tend to be normally distributed as the number

of observations grows and (2) their variances tend to zero at leastas fastas those of any other

estimates. Of course, the method in question is that of maximum likelihood (Neyman and Scott

1948, 2).

It is this method of maximum likelihood, due to Fisher (1922), that is the estimation

procedure discussed here.

Various estimation equations can be derived from the many-facet measurement model

equations. Wright's Afterword (Rasch 1980, 188) provides a short description of some *

methods for the two-facet case. The most widely used of these, as well as some later

methods, are discussed in this chapter.

6.1 CONSISTENCY AND STATISTICAL BIAS

Not all parameter estimates are equally good. Consistency and bias are two aspects of the

quality of statistical estimates. A convenient definition of consistency i: “A statistic is said

1 be a consistent estimate of any parameter, if when calculated from an indefinitely large

sample it tends to be accurately equal to that parameter” (Fisher 1925, 702). Consistency

i thus an asymptotic property. On the other hand, for any finite groupof observations, the

degree to which the mean value of an estimate differs from the corresponding parameter
value is the statistical bias. Bias itself is not a fatal defect in an estimate since “a knowledge

of the exact form ofthe distribution of [an estimate] will enable us to eliminate any

60
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disadvantages from which [an estimate] might seem to suffer by reason of bias” (Fisher
1925, 703). Further, “In some cases the bias may be ignored if it is known to be small
enough not to invalidate any inference drawn by using the estimate” (Rao 1952, 152).

A clear example of these concepts is given by estimates of the mean and variance of a
normal distribution obtained from the mean and variance of a samplefrom that distribution.
The mean of the sample is both a consistent and an unbiased maximum likelihood estimate
ofthe mean of the distribution. The variance of the sample is a consistent, but biased,
‘maximum likelihood estimate of the variance ofthe distribution. Multiplication of the
biased variance estimate by a simple correction factor based on the sample size makes it an
unbiased estimate of the variance ofthe distribution.

Consistency is an asymptotic property and so can only exit when the number of observations
in which a parameter appears is conceptually unbounded. Some data sets may be thought
of as generated by two types of parameters, incidental and structural (Neyman and Scott
1948). For instance, an arithmetic test is composed of a finite set of items, but could be
administered to an unlimited number of examinees. The parameter corresponding to an
items could thus appear in an unlimited numberofobservations, onefor each examinee,
and this type of parameter is termed “structural.” The parameter corresponding to an
examinee, however, can appear in only as many observations as thereare itemson the test,
a finite number. This type of parameteris termed “incidental.” Since incidental parameters
appear in only a finite number of observations, they can have no asymptotic properties and
50 cannotbe consistent.

The maximum likelihood estimates of structural parameters need not be consistent if
incidental parameters are also present in the probability expressions underlying the
observations. Nevertheless, if the probability expression can be reformulated without the
incidental parameters, in other words,if the incidental parameters can be conditioned out,
and certain other regularity conditions are met, the resulting maximum likelihood estimates
forthe structural parameters are consistent, but may be biased (Neyman and Scott 1948).

6.2 WHICH PARAMETERS ARE STRUCTURAL AND WHICH ARE INCIDENTAL?

It can be argued that observations (test responses) obtained from conventional two-facet
tests are the manifestation of interactions between a strictly finite numberof structural
parameters, representing the test items, and a conceptually infinite numberof incidental
parameters, representing the examinees (e.g. Andersen 1973). But the determination of
which parametersare incidental and which are structural is doubtful even in this two-facet
case.

The traditional view is thata testis a fixed composition which can be administered to an
indefinite, and potentially unlimited, number ofpeople. Consider, on the other hand, a
computer-adaptive test in arithmetic in which the computer has been given a set of rules for
the construction of an unlimited number of appropriate test items. This test isto be given
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to a specific group of examinees. Then the number of examinees is a fixed finite quantity,
but the numberof test itemsis conceptually infinite. The examinee abilities now:become
the structural parameters and the item difficulties become the incidental parameters.

In fact, the very concept of fundamental measurement implies a psychological continuum
(Thurstone 1927a, 273) of both person ability and item difficulty parameters of which only
a sample is manifested in the observations (Wright and Masters 1982, 6). The arbitrary
assignment of some parameters as structural and others as incidental is thus contrary to the
conceptual basis of fundamental measurement, though it may often be a convenience for
the purpose of parameter estimation. Essentially, all parameters are structural.

The arbitrary nature of the decision as to which parameters are structural and which are
incidentalis even more pronounced in the case of a three-facet examination involving
examinees, judges and test items. Examinee parameters could be declared as incidental, and
item parameters as structural. But thestatus of judge parameters remains equivocal, and

may well depend on the judging plan to be followed. Indeed, if the study is one of judge
behavior, then an indefinite numberof judges may observe the samefinite number of
examinees’ behavioron the given set of test items(say, on video tape). In whichcase, the
judge parameters become incidental and the examinee and item parameters become
structural.

Paradoxically,it is often the case that it is the parameters generally labelled as incidental
that are the desired outcomeof the analysis, such as the measurement of examinee ability
or judge severity. Ifthe incidental parameters have been conditioned out, so that only the
structural parameters have been estimated, then the incidental parameters must be
estimatedin a second analysis, which will have its own analytical characteristics

63 A SAMPLER OF ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES

63.1 Marginal maximum likelihood (MML) and Bayesian approaches

These estimation methods have been applied to two-facet situations generally with the

viewpoint that the item difficulty parameters are structural and the examinee ability

parameters areincidental.

The effect of the incidental ability parameters [is essentially removed] by assuming these values

constituted a random sample from a population distribution and then integrating over that

ability distribution. The item parameters of a testare then estimated in the marginal distribution

of ability, thus the nomenclature “marginal maximum likelihood estimation” (Harwell et al.

1988, p.244).

As thus described, MMLis a mixed effects model in which ability parameters are assumed

to be sampled from a distribution but the item parameters have fixed values. The

distribution of the ability parameters may be obtained from external information in a
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Bayesian manner, or determined from the data itself in an empirical-Bayesian manner, or
arbitrarily asserted to have some well-defined form suchas a standard normal distribution.

According to Harwell et al, the successful use of MML depends on both a correct
specification of the ability distribution and a correct choice of the item-response theory
(IRT) model. The problem of a correct choice of IRT model is one that Harwell et al. do
not consider in depth. It is clear, however, thatthey consider MMLto be applicable to a
descriptive model, rather than a measurement model, as they state that “the metric ofthe
item parameter estimates is defined by the location and scale parameters [of the ability
distribution]” (Harwell et al. 1988, 258). Though they presume that the sample being tested
is a random sample from theentire population, and consequently that the item parameter
estimates are generalizable to that wider population, this is more a matter of fortunate
specification of the descriptive model than due to a deliberate choice of a measurement
‘model. “MML, however, hasa serious drawback: violationof the normality assumption may
distort the item parameter estimates” (Verhelst and Molenaar, 1988, p. 277).

An intriguing variation on MML is the Normal Approximation Estimation Algorithm
(PROX) derived by L. Cohen (1979) andfully described in Wright and Stone (1979, 21).
It is based on the assumption that both the examinee ability parameters and the item
difficulty parameters of the two-facet dichotomous Rasch model are normally distributed
with mean and variance to be determined from the observations in an empirical-Bayesian
manner. Thedata is thus formed bythe interaction of a random sample of examinee ability
parameters and a random sampleofitem difficulty parameters, and the mean and variance
of the ability and difficulty distributions is obtained from the marginal scores of the data.

If this constraint is approximated, then the resultant metric established by the Rasch
measurement model is common to both examinee ability and item difficulty estimates, and
is item-free and sample-free, once an origin is specified, say, by the mean difficulty of the
items. The metric is established by the measurement properties of the model and not by
an arbitrary specification of variance of the ability distribution. Nevertheless, once item
calibration has been successful (which can be verified, see Wright and Stone 1979, 21ff.),
thereis no requirement that later samples of examinees have the same ability distribution
as thecalibrating sample, only that the later samples continue to be relevant.

Though assumptions about the distribution of parameters within each facet maybe useful
for obtaining initial estimates of parameter values, their further validity is questionable in
most many-facet situations, especially those in which some facets have only a few
components deliberately selected by an examination board. The distribution of missing
data, which in many-facet situations can have either a systematic or a random nature, may
also significantly disturb MML parameter estimates.
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6.3.2 Pair-wise Estimation Algorithm (PAIR)

This method was presented for the dichotomous two-facet model by Rasch (1980, 171-172),

developed by Choppin (1968), and generalized to include rating scales by Wright and
Masters (1982, 69).

Conceptually, all the ratings in which one parameter, say m, ofa facet participated are
collected, andsimilarly all the ratings in which another parameterof the same facet, say n,
participated are collected. Then each rating for m is matched with a rating for n in which
all the other interacting parameters are identical. Unmatched ratings are ignored.

A “pair-wise” table is constructed containing a row for every possible combination of ratings
in which the first rating is greater than the second. Thus, if the rating scale categories are
0,1,2,3, the rows correspond to (1,0), (2,0), (2,1), (3,0), (3.1) and (3,2). Then, for each row,
all pairs of the matched ratings are identified whose two categories correspond to those of
the row, disregarding order. In each row, counts are entered in two columns. The first
column contains the countofthe number of matched pairs, identified with that row, in
which m is ratedhigher than n, and the second column contains counts of the number of
pairs in which m is rated lowerthan n.

The ratio ofthe pair of counts in each row is an empirical manifestation ofthe difference
between the parameters, m and n. Rows in which oneor both of the counts is zero are
ignored. The logarithms of theratios are combined to give an estimate ofthe distance
betweenthe parametervalues. If there are no matching ratings or if no row has non-zero
counts in both columns, the estimate is missing.

This procedure is repeated forall pairs of parameters within each facet, so that estimates
of the distances between all pairs of parameters are obtained. The non-missing estimates
forthe paired differences are then combined arithmetically to give an estimate for each of
the parameters in each facet relative to the origin of the sub-scale forthat facet.

Further analysis must be performedto determine the numerical adjustment to be applied
to the calibrations in each facet in orderto align sub-scale origins within one overall frame
of reference, andalso to estimate the parameters of the rating scale.

Wright mentions, in the context of the two-facet model, that “the theoretical shortcoming
of[the pair-wise method] is its neglect of item information not used in the pair-wise
analysis” (Rasch 1980, 189). This shortcoming is even more apparent in the estimation of
the many-facet model, where the proportion of ratings contributing to the estimation of
parameter differences may be small, particularly if a judging planis followed which specifies
that each item of an examinee’s performance is only rated by one judge. A further
drawback is thelack of an asymptotic standard errorestimate (Wright and Masters 1982,
72). These shortcomings become insurmountable in the general many-facet case.
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6.3.3 The fully conditional estimation algorithm (FCON)

In the conditional method for conventional two-facet data, the examinee ability parameters
(or, with equal justification, the item difficulties) are treated as incidental. The procedure
is that, for each non-extreme examinee score on the test, a likelihood is obtained, which is

the probability of that examinee’s observed item response vector, divided by sum of the
probabilities corresponding to all possible different item vectors which obtain that same
score. The examinee ability parameteris common toall terms and so cancels out of the
likelihood expression. The incidental examinee parameter has thus been conditioned out
of the estimation by means of its marginal score. Simultaneously maximizing the likelihood
expressions for all non-extreme score groups over the empirical data yields consistent
estimates of the structural parameters (Andersen 1973). In general, however, these
estimates are biased, as will be demonstrated later.

As with all non-Bayesian Rasch estimation, the fully conditionalalgorithm eliminates
extreme scores for both structural and incidental parameters from the data. It also
eliminates the possibility of extreme scorescorresponding to the incidental parameters from
the likelihood formulation. No attempt is made to eliminate the possibility of extreme
scores corresponding to structural parameters, since each score group is treated as similarly
parameterized but otherwise independent.

Though this estimation algorithm has been regarded as most accurate (Jansen, Van Den
Wollenberg, and Wierda, 1988), its practical drawbacks are profound. The fundamental
mathematical operation is the calculation of the probability of every way in which an
incidental parameter could have obtained its observed marginal score. Then the estimates
of the structural parameters are adjusted so that the likelihood ofthe observed incidental
‘marginal score is maximized. Theactual estimation procedure is iterative, and thereis the
requirement to revise, at each iteration, the probability of every way in which an incidental
‘marginal score could be obtained. This necessitates the repeated calculation of symmetric
functions whose number increases exponentially as the number of parameters increases. In
spite of possible computational short-cuts, there remains the necessity of calculating a large
number of terms with a high degreeof precision. This is too resource-consumingfor most
situations. Fortunately, in these larger situations, the theoretical advantages claimed for
FCON also disappear.

6.3.4 The unconditional estimation algorithm (UCON)

This approach, originally presented by Wright and Panchapakesan (1969), maximizes
simultaneously the likelihood of the marginal score corresponding to every parameter,

without making assumptions as to the distribution of the parameters. Since the
computationsare not conditioned by the marginal scores corresponding to any particular
parameters, the technique is referred to as “unconditional.” In the two-facet case it has

provento be computationally efficient since, for a given rating scale, the number of

computations increases, at worst, linearly with the number of empirical observations.
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Further, for tests which are otherwise well-constructed, computational problems relting to
loss of precision are rarely encountered. :

If, in the two-facet case, examineeability parameters are regarded as incidental and item
difficulty parameters are regarded as structural, i.e. of only a finite number, then the joint
estimation of incidental and structural parameters leadsto estimates that are not consistent
as sample size increases (Neyman and Scott 1948).

On the other hand, if N is the numberof ability parameters and L is the number of item
parameters, then theitem parameters are consistent if log(N)/L approaches 0 as N and L
approach infinity with N>=L and some other weak constraints (Haberman 1977, 835).
Similarly by symmetry, the person parameters are consistent if log(L)/N approaches 0 as N
and L approach infinity with L>=N. Thus, if both sets of parameters are regarded as
structural, then estimates for both sets of parameters are consistent provided that the
number of parameters in both facets approach infinity together. Thus Andersen's
conclusion that “the maximum likelihood estimator for [UCON estimates] is not consistent”
(Andersen 1973), deduced from consideration of a special case, is not generally true.

Haberman further points out that the source of bias is the fact that, whatever the true
parameter values, there is always some possibility that the empirical data will contain
extreme scores. These render the corresponding parameters inestimable, and cause bias in
the estimates of the other parameters. The degree of bias is reducedas the probability of
extreme scores is reduced, which occurs,in general, as the number of persons and items in
a two-facet test increase.

The unconditional estimation procedure, perforce, eliminates extreme scores from the data
to be used in estimation. But the statement of the likelihood of the data is based on all
possible values of every observation. Thelikelihood space thus includes the likelihood of
vectors of extreme scores. It is this contradictory treatment of extreme scores thatgives rise
to bias. Nevertheless, for personsand items observed at least 30 timeseach in a two-facet
data set, the existence of bias has proved to have no meaningful practical significance
(Wright and Douglas 1976).

63.5 An extra-conditional estimation algorithm (XCON)

Analgorithm, termed extra-conditional and abbreviated as XCON, is proposed here which
combines the weaker requirements for consistency of the fully conditional algorithm with
the computational simplicity of the unconditional algorithm. XCON explicitly eliminates
the possibility of extreme score vectors from the likelihood equations for all facets by means
ofan approximation. This approximation holds unless the parameter valuesare such that
there is a high probability of extreme score vectors in several facets simultaneously. The
mathematical estimation algorithm is derived in Chapter 8. The precise nature of the bias
of XCON estimates is discussed in chapter 9, but it is of the order ofthe bias in FCON
estimates.
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64 LIMITATIONS TO ESTIMATION

There are numerous reasons why the estimates of measures obtained from an analysis of
data are not identical with the underlying parametervaluesor with previous estimates of
those same parameters. Some reasons of particular relevance to Rasch model estimates are
discussed here.

6.4.1 The Possibility of Extreme Score Vectors

When the vector of observations corresponding to a parameteris extreme, that is when all
observations havethe highest possible value or all observations have the lowest possible
value, that parameter becomes inestimable. Onlyits direction is known (e.g. very easy or
very hard).

More subtle is the mannerin which the possibility of extreme vectors is taken into account
by the estimation algorithm. No estimation procedure discussed here is completely
satisfactory in this regard. Each algorithm contains some bias, butall estimation procedures
tendto give better estimates as the numberof observations per parameter becomes larger
meaning that the probability of extreme scores diminishes.

Another source of bias in estimating parameters for rating scale data is the fact that,
whatever the true parameter values, there is some probability that any category of the scale
is not observed. If a category were missing from the empirical data, thestructure ofthe
rating scale would change and consequently the estimates of the parameters would be

Extreme
# high person #

vectors

Vectors of
tu

low-|non-extreme|high-
item observations item

Person
responses

Extreme
low person

vectors

Fig. 6.1. Sample spaceof all possible vectors of observations for two-facet
data. Only vectors in the central double-lined rectangle yield finite measure
estimates.
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biased. No estimation algorithm takesaccount of the probabilities of empty categories, and
so all produce estimates based on the assumption that the categories observed in the
empirical data exist in all possible data sets. This source of bias is not discussed furtherin
this paper.

In summarizing the manner in which the estimation algorithms treat the possibility of
extreme scores, fig. 6.1 is a useful guide forthe two facet case. The outside thick rectangle
is the space of all possible response the vectors. Only the inner double-lined rectangle of
non-extreme response vectors yields finite estimates of measures.

6.4.2 Vector space for the unconditional algorithm (UCON)

The sample space for unconditional (joint) maximum likelihood estimation is represented
bythe thick outside rectangle of fig. 6.1. Vectors containing all possible combinations of
observations are included in the likelihood equations. But only non-extreme response
vectors are actually used in estimation. This lack of congruence between sample space and
estimation space produces statistical bias in UCON estimates.

6.43 Vectorspace for the fully conditional algorithm (FCON)

If theperson parameters are regarded as incidental, the FCON algorithm explicitly excludes
extreme person response vectors from its sample space. But the possibility that every
person with a non-extreme score respondedin the bottom category of a particular item is
not excluded. Thus extreme item vectors are included in the likelihood equations as
illustratedin fig. 6.2.

Extreme|Vectorsof|Extreme
low-item||non-extreme | high-item
vectors|observations | vectors

Person
responses

Fig. 62. FCON item estimation. Sample space of possible vectors of
observations for estimation from two-facet data. Only vectors in the central
double-lined rectangle are empirically available

Alternatively, if the item parameters are regarded as incidental, the vector space for
conditional estimation is represented by the vertical rectangle in fig. 6.3, which includes the
possibility of extreme person vectors. This lack of congruity in the vector spaces ofboth of
the conditional formulations of the estimation equations shows that the FCON estimates
forthe two sets of parameters are not exactly compatible and are also slightly statistically
biased. The bias in FCON estimates, however, is generally negligible. FCON estimates,
however, are consistent, because, when the number of incidental parameters increases
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without limit, the probability of an extreme vector fora structural parameter vanishesto
zero.

Item responses

Extreme
high person

vectors

|
Vectors of non-extreme observationsPerson

responses

Fig. 6.3. FCON person estimation. Sample space ofpossible
vectors of observations for estimation from two-facet data.
Only vectors in the central double-lined rectangle are
empirically available.

6.4.4 Vector space for the extra-conditional algorithm (XCON)

The vector spacefor extra-conditional estimation is represented by the internal rectangle
of fig. 6.1. The possibility ofall vectors corresponding to all extreme scores are explicitly,
if approximately, omitted from the likelihood equations. The arcas marked “#" in two-facet
fig. 6.1, which represent the probability that two or more facets may have extreme response
vectors simultaneously, are removed twice in this two-facet example. A correction is made
in XCON for this double removal, butnot for the triple and higher-order removals implicit
in the many-facet implementation of XCON. This is because the probabilities associated
with the simultaneous occurrence of extreme vectorsin more than two facets are generally
negligible.

645 Vector space for the pair-wise algorithm (PAIR)

The PAIR algorithm does not use entire response vectors in its estimation, but rather
employs a comparison of the responses made by persons to pairs of items. It takes no
account, however, of the fact that the same response may beused in many comparisons, and

So bias due to this possibility remains.

6.5 . MEASUREMENTS CORRESPONDING TO EXTREME SCORES

The maximum-likelihood parameter estimate corresponding to an extreme score is infinite.
An infipite estimate, however, is not useful in many practical situations. Consequently
numerous approximations, finite substitutes for infinite estimates, have been suggested, such
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as those by Swaminathan and Gifford (1982), Wright (1986). Most have a Bayesian
justification but little other agreement apart from the fact that the measure for an extreme
score must lie between the measure for a “one but extreme score” and the corresponding
infinity. The arbitrary nature of such measures implies that there maybe little numerical
agreementbetween the measures for extreme scores obtained using different approaches.

Estimating finite measures for extreme scorescan cause further complications. If the local
origin ofa facet is defined to be the meanof all measures onthatfacet, then the measures
assigned to extreme scores can have considerable influence on the location ofthe origin.
Moreover,if the arbitrary rule-dependent estimates for the extreme scores participate in the
estimation of the parameters corresponding to the non-extreme scores, an arbitrary
componentis introduced into all the estimates. This can occur inadvertently when estimates
from one analysis are used as pre-set or “anchor” values in a subsequent analysis, item bank
or adaptive test. Thus theattempt to resolve the problem of representing the measures for
extreme score in a numerical manner, intelligible to those for whom the measures are
intended, may itself cause discrepancies in other measures.

6.6 THE DATA DO NOT REPRESENT THE INTENDED PARAMETERS

The data, though intended or perceived to manifest the measures governing the
measurement model may not, in fact, represent them. From a descriptive viewpoint, this
would be regardedas incorrect specification of the model. From a measurement viewpoint,
this isafailure of the intended measurement process, and is recognizedby a lackof fit of
the data to the measurement model. The degree to which lack of fit compromises the
meaning and use ofthe estimated measures is dependent on the purpose for determining
measures.

Any measurement situation, in either the physical or social sciences, clearly has numerous
sources of variancein the measures which are neither intended nor desired. In an attempt
to obtain measures that are generalizable to a wider situation, any measurement model must
embody a simplified and useful description of the measurement situation. Two particular
typesof aberration in the data are of note:

6.6.1 Outliers

The existenceofoutlying data points in a measurement process is a threat to validity, but
does not necessarily invalidate the measurement model. Such outliers raise questions about
the mannerin which the data manifest the desired measurement parameters. In many
testing situations, such outliers are the result of behavior which digressed from the trait
under examination, e.g. behavior such as guessing or carelessness. The decision to include
such data is a deliberate choice which weakens the measurement properties of the model
in use.
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Often the reasonsfor the occurrence ofoutliers are not known. In a measuring process in
the physical sciences, Kruskal applies the following principle:
‘My own practice in this sort of situation. [of wild observations of unknown causality] is to carry
out an analysis with and without the suspect observations. If the broad conclusions of the two
analyses are quite different, I should view any conclusions from the experiment with very great
caution (Kruskal 1960).

This conservative approach also has merit for the Rasch model.

6.62 Systematic effects

Some systematic effects, such as race, sex or judge bias, may noticeably distort the
measurement process. In the physical sciences, these would be equivalent to an interaction
between elements used in the measurement process, as between a steel measuring rod and
temperature. In collecting the observations, it is intended that such disturbances be of
negligible proportions and randomly distributed in the observations.

When such effects are noticeable and systematic, the analyst can either augment the
measurement model to include a measurement ofthe undesired extra effect, or perform
numerous analyses on different subsets of the data to obtain measures generalizable to
situations containing different degrees ofthe extra effect.

6.7 THE ARBITRARY NATURE OF THE LOCAL ZERO

Parameter estimatesare always determined with reference to some arbitrary local zero of
the measurement scale. This local zero is usually first a default of the estimation procedure
and then a decision bythe analyst. Unnoticed differences in the initial placements of local
zeroes may yield numerically different, but conceptually identical, parameter estimates.

6.8 THE ARBITRARY NATURE OF CONVERGENCE

Since a closed form solution to the estimation equations only exists in trivial cases, an
iterative method must be used. Thecriteria used to terminate the iterative procedure are
atthe discretion ofthe analyst and hence can lead to significant differences in the estimates
obtained. Though differences of less than one score point between expected and observed
marginal scores cannotbe observed, termination ofthe iteration process at such a coarse
difference tendsto bias the estimates towards the starting values ofthe iterative procedure.
Indeed, the convergence criteria could be unintentionally made so coarse by the analyst that
the starting values require no alteration in order for convergence to be declared, and so the
starting values, however arbitrary, become the estimates of the measures.

Further, the nature of the estimation of rating scale parameters is such thatthe estimates
of the stepdifficulties comprising the rating scale structure maychange considerably even
after the marginal expected and observed scores. corresponding to the parameters of each
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facet, have met the analyst's convergence criteria. This occurs primarily because any
arbitrary set of rating scale parameters generates a set of parallel ogives, which

can
then be

used to obtain parameter estimates for the facets with the property that theobserved
‘marginal scores match the expected scores. Any arbitrary set, however, will not yield a close
‘match betweenthe observed and expected countofratings in each category. Consequently,
a match to the marginal scoresis obtained more quickly than a match to the count of
ratings in each category.



7 DERIVATION OF THE UNCONDITIONAL
ESTIMATION EQUATIONS

7.1 ESTIMATION EQUATIONS FOR THE MANY-FACET MODEL

The unconditional estimation algorithm follows the maximum likelihood approach of Fisher
(1922), in which it is assumed that the differences between the empirical observations and
their expected theoretical values, based on the unobservable true parameter values, are
normally distributed. Strictly speaking, Fisher assumed observations on a continuous
variable, but his method has also provedeffective for discrete observations. In anycase, the
assumption of normally distributed differences can be tested, post hoc, by examination of

theresidual differences between the observed ratings and their expected values based on
thefinal parameter estimates. The particular derivation given hereclosely follows that of
Wright and Masters (1982, 73). The generalized many-facet modelcan be written:

Exp (F (x | {8}))
(7.1) prob(xi{e}) = ——~~x

© Bxp(F(k|{e})
k=0

where
x is an observed datum (ordinally counted)
© is a parameter value
{©} istheset of all parameter values
Prob(x| {©})is the probability of the datum given the parameter values
F() is a linear function which includes only the parameters which combined to

generate the observed datum, xKis the maximum possible value ofeach observed datum, in termsof which x is the
corresponding value empirically observed

k is eachof the possible valuesofthat observed datum 0,K.

Thus Prob(x| {©}) is the probability of observing x, given all the parameters. In general,
however, at any given time, we are interested in the probability relative to a particular
parameter, ©, which will be written, Px®.

Thelikelihood of the observed data, r,is the product ofthe probabilities of all data. Thus

2
(7.2) n=7 exe

where (is theset of all the observed data.

The log-likelihood of the data, ¥, becomes:

kel
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2
(7.3) log(n) = ¥ = T log (exe) 5

%

‘The maximum likelihood ofthis data, for different estimates of parameter ©, occurs when
this likelihood function is at a maximum relative to changes in the parameter estimate of
©. This occurs when the partial differential ofthe likelihood function relative to the
parameter estimate is zero. The partial differential is:

5% 9 sexe/se
(7.4) — mE

58 Pxo

To determine when this partial differential is zero, we may follow Fisher (1922) and apply
the Newton-Raphson estimation equation for ©, which, ignoring covariance, is

5% o1¥
(1.5) e =8 - —/

50 50%

where ©is an improved estimate forthe value of©when 5¥/50 =

Differentiating equation 7.4 gives

8° 0 ipxe/ei a bexe/se
(7.6) — =z ——— -I¢se exo exo

ye

However, particularizing equation 7.1 for the parameter © currently being estimated,

Exp (¥ (x8)7.7) Pxe =
E
© Exp(F(k|e))

k=0

and since thereis the general result that

5 Exp(F(..)) 5E(..)
(7.8) —— EFL.)se se

then
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5Px0 6F (x8) K

1.9) —_— Exp (F(x|8))*——— / TL Exp(F(k|e))
58 88 k=0

K SF (k|8) K

- Exp(F(x|e))* T Exp(k|F(8))*—— / (TC Exp(F(k|8)))*
x=0 6 keo

8F(x|8) KX SF (k;8)
= Exee( - ZT (ekee———) )

se =o se

Consequently, substituting in equation 7.4,

3% 0 5Pxe/b6 2 bF(x|8) XK BF (k|8)
(1.10) Sl —a I (rkee—) )

se xs 6 xe0 se

Differentiating again gives

8% x 8'F(k|e)
(7.11) —_— L(——— - L(Pke*

567 8° 0] 50°

x BF (k|0) K BF (k|8)
- C(pke*(——)*) + (C(Pke 1) 1)

° 0) ° 7)

Since F(x|®) is a linearfunction of ©, its second derivative with respectto © is zero. Thus

the two leading termsare zeroes, and the two trailing terms contain constant multipliers of

PkO.

Theestimation equations for {©} are thus obtained by substituting equations 7.10 and 7.11

in 7.5. The effect of ignoring covariance in equation 7.5, however, is to render thedivisor
in the Newton-Raphson equation generally slightly larger than it should be. Thus, when

equation 7.5 is used iteratively to improve the parameter estimates, the change in the

estimated values at each iteration is somewhat too small. Nevertheless convergence is

usually reached within 20 iterations. Further, following Fisher's reasoning, the asymptotic

standard error should also take account of covariance. In practice, however, it is

approximated by the square root of thereciprocal of the absolute value of equation 7.11

which is generally smaller than, though close to, its theoretical value.

7.1.1 Estimation Equations for the Three-facet Model

For convenience, we will consider the particular case of a three-facet model with a common

rating scale, but the same technique can be extended to any other many-facet model. The

three-facet modelto be considered is:

(7.12) 10g (Puc/Passa) = Ba = Dy = C5 = Fa

with the same notation as before.
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Define, for convenience of later manipulation,

(1.13) SEthen, generally, :

7.14) R=G- Gh

and rewrite the model in exponential form, with the constraint that the sum of the
probabilities for all the categories oftheratingscale be 1,

exp (k* (B,-D,-C;) -G,)
(7.15) Pass =

x
T (exp (k* (B,-D,~C;)-G,))

k=0

Then, considerthe likelihood ofthe set of observations in terms of the model:

2
(7.16) Likelihood {Xu} = 7 (Puy)

where
X,; is the rating given by judge j to person n on item i,

P,,. is the probability of this interaction being rated as X,;-

so that, taking logari*hms,

2 xp (x* (8,-D,-C,) -G,)
(7.17) ¥ = log(likelihood) = I log ( )

x
© (exp (k* (8,-D,-C,)-G,))

x=1

where x is written for X,.
2 2 2 2

7.18) ¥ =  D(x*B) - L(x*D,) - L(x*C;) - Z(G)
2 x

- T 1og(E (exp (k* (B,-D,-C,) -G,)))
k=0

Bysubstituting with equation 7.5, in the same way as before, the estimation equations
become, for B,,
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@m) EK

BUTTE (ead)1

(7.19) -
(@n) K x
I(T Kun - (ERP)? )

k=l =1

where
R. is the sum of all observed ratingsin which n took par, so thatR,is the observed

marginal score corresponding to B,.

(QIn) means include all data points which are the outcome of an interaction
involving B,.

The asymptotic standard error for B,is approximated by the reciprocal of the square root
ofthe denominatorin this estimation equation.

Similar estimation equations can be obtained for D, and C, but with a change of sign
because D, and C; are defined to be in the opposite direction to B,. Thus, for D;

(21) x
E( Eun) -R=(7.20) Dy =D, -

(21) K x
IC KP-(E KP)? )

k=l k=l

A further constraintis imposed on these estimates by the manner in which the frame of

reference is determined. This affects the covariance but notthe difference between the
estimates for the different parameters within the frame of reference.

The parameters corresponding to the categories, the step difficulties, ofthe rating scale are
ofa rather different nature to the other parameters. They cannot be independent, and the

construction of a frame of reference imposes a much stronger constraint on the step
estimates than it does on the item difficulties or parameters of the other facets. Indeed, in

the dichotomous case, thestep difficulty is defined to be 0 and the steps disappear from the

estimation equations. For rating scales in general, however, there are two degrees of

freedom fewer than there are categories, and this has a considerable effect on the

covariance. Nevertheless, wewill ignore covariance for the purposesof estimation, since

a simulation study indicates there is no meaningful difference in the estimates.

The estimation equation for the cumulative stepdifficulties is:

a)(7.2100 Ge = Gy -
x Hp

(un

(Bax = Pape?)
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where R,is the count of all responses in category k of the rating scale and the probabilities
are summed overall the observations, £2, because the rating scale is common to them all

If any category, k, is not observed in the data, then its parameters, G, and F,, are
inestimable. In this case, P,,,=0 for all n,i, j. Simply skip over category k when estimating
the other parameters (Wilson 1991).

An approximation to the asymptotic standard error of Gyis, ignoring covariance,

2
(7.22) S.E. (6) = V ( 1/(T(Puy = Pun®)))

A small simulation study indicates this is close to, but generally larger than the true
standard deviation ofidenticalreplications.

The step difficulties relating to each category of the rating scale, Fy,are given by

(7.23) 7 lal
where Fy = 0,

and, pretending the steps of the rating scale are independent, and so ignoring theeffect of

the structureof the rating scale, an approximation to the standard error of F, is

(7.24) S.E. (FR) =V ( (S.E.(G))? + (S.E.(G.))? )

producing

2
(1.25) sk. (8) =Y (UE Buy = Pua)

2
+ 1/(E. Rupr = Puma’)

with SE. (Fy) = 0.

Instead of estimating F, via G,, it can be estimated directly, as in Wright and Masters (1982,

77), which yields the standard errorestimate,

2 x B

(7.26) 5.2. (FR) =1/V (E(T (Pup) - (I Pad? ))
nek Bek

A small simulation study indicates that, in general, equation 7.25 yields an estimate ofthe
standard error that is larger than the standard deviation of identical replications, while

equation 7.26 givesa standard error estimate close to that standard deviation.
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7.2 “MISSING” DATA AND “PERFECT” SCORES

Tt is a useful property ofthese estimation equations that there is no requirement that the
set of observations be complete, but only that they be sufficiently varying and sufficiently
connected to be unambiguously estimable.

They will not be estimable if the marginal score corresponding to any parameteris perfect,
which is to say that it is zero or the maximum possible value, because then the
corresponding parameter estimate will be infinite. Accordingly, in actual analysis, the
observations corresponding to such complete scores are either omitted from the data set or
some other constraint as to the nature of extreme scores is imposed on the parameter
estimation procedure.

The effect of missing responses is to lessen the information about the parameters and so
increase the standard errors. If it is felt that missing responses should be regarded as
“wrong” answers, then it may be appropriate to follow the advice of Kruskal (1960) and
estimate the parameters twice, once with missing responses omitted and once with missing
responses recoded as wrong. Comparison ofthe resulting estimates and fit statistics will

then provide guidance as to the action to take.

Missing data can cause the data to disintegrate into disjoint subsets. Under these
circumstances, the meaning of the measures is unclear.

1



8 DERIVATION OF THE EXTRA-CONDITIONAL
ESTIMATION EQUATIONS

8.1 THE LOGIC BEHIND THE EXTRA-CONDITIONAL ALGORITHM

Parameter estimates corresponding to extreme scores are not obtainable under the Rasch
model without the introduction of external assumptions. Generally the vectors of
observations corresponding to extreme scoresare removed from the data before parameter
estimation is attempted. To be completely compatible with this approach,the likelihood
equation for the data must also eliminate the possibility of extreme score vectors. The
extra-conditional algorithm attempts to do this in a comprehensive yet computationally
efficient way, by introducing into the unconditional estimation algorithm the extra condition
that the probability of extreme scoresbe removed from the estimation equations.

82 THE DICHOTOMOUS TWO-FACET EXTRA-CONDITIONAL ESTIMATION
ALGORITHM

Consider the modelled probability, P,,. of person n scoring X,; on dichotomous item i, so
that X,;is 0 or 1. This is illustrated in fig. 6.4. Even though all observations in fig. 6.4 are
possible based on the parameter values, observations in those areas marked “extreme”
cannot be used in estimating parameter values from the empirical data because they are
included in vectors of extreme scores.

UCON XCON

Ex bs

Py il
Non-extreme 1 PV,v v

Non-extreme 0 Poo - Van Ei
Py v v

Extreme low 0 v Vis

Fig. 8.1. Sample spaceof the possible responses to dichotomous item i by person n

The modelled probability of an extreme low score vector is the probability that every
observation included in the vector is an extreme low observation. Algebraically, the
probability of the extreme low-score item vector is given by:

80
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(8.1) Vis 1 (Pug)
1

where
V, is the probability that the score vector corresponding to item i is an extreme low

vector.
N represents all persons who respondedto item i.

P,is the probability that X,,, the observation, is 0.

Similarly, the probability of the extreme low score person vector is:

x
(8.2) Va = oT (Rug)

i=1

where
V,, is the probability that the score vectorcorresponding to person n i is an extreme

low vector.
L represents all items responded to by person 1.
P,o is the probability that X,,, the observation, is 0.

V, and V,, are not independent because they both contain Pq, which implies that an
observation of 0 may be removed twice because it is part of both item and person vectors
which are extreme low scores. The combined probability of P,;, being eliminated as part of
either extreme low-score vector thus becomes:

(8.3) Vaio = Vao + Vio = (Vaa®Vio) Pug

where
V,, is the probability that observation X,, is part of an extreme low score vector.

V, is thus that part of fig. 6.4 labelled “Extreme low 0." V,, V,, and V,;, are similarly
defined as the probabilities of X,, being part of an extreme high-score vector. V,is that
part offig. 6.4 labelled “Extreme high 1.”

After elimination ofthe probabil associated with extreme score vectors, the probabilities
of the observations that take part in the estimation procedure are that part of fig. 6.4
labelled “Non-extreme.” These are comprised ofthe two valuesof E,,, E,,and E,, where
E,, is the probability that X,;=1 in the data used for estimation and E,is the probability
that X,=0. From fig. 6.4, with the constraint that E; + Eo = 1 in the data used for
estimation, then

a = Van
(8.4) By #1et

5 1 VeoY
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givesthe probability of observing a correct response in the data used for estimation, and is

the foundational probability statement of the extra-conditional estimation algori

The likelihood equationfor the data used in estimationis thus a function of E,; for all X,,
and has a complicated from. But, by comparison with the unconditional estimation

algorithm, equations 7.10 and 7.11, the partial derivative of its log-likelihood, ¥, with respect
to ability parameterB, is

5% ZuiiBasie
(8.5) sR - TL (——)3, fel 1 - Vey - Va

where R,is the observed score corresponding to parameter B, in the data used for
estimation.

The maximum likelihood thus occurs when the observed and expected marginal scores
coincide for the data used in estimating the parameters. A similar formulation holds for
the item parameters, D,.

83  EXTRA-CONDITIONAL ESTIMATION OF THE TWO-FACET MODEL FOR
RATING SCALES

In a data set containing rating scales, only extreme ratings can form part of extreme vectors.
Intermediate ratings cannot form part of extreme scores and so are immune from
elimination from either the observed data or the likelihood equations provided that at least

one occurrence of each category is contained in the empirical data. Thereis some

probability, however, that no observations occur in a particular category. This source of bias
is not considered here.

UCON XCON

Puc x =

Non-extreme K Pox - Vax Ex
v v v

K-1 Pe) Eux1
| | |

1 Put Eu

Non-extreme 0 Poo - Vao En
By v v

Extremelow 0 v Vio

Fig. 8.2. Sample space of the X,,, (0K) responses to polytomous item i by person n.
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Thus, in generalizing the dichotomous extra-conditional model to rating scales, only the
probabilities relating to the extreme categories are restricted by probabilities associated with
extreme scores. So, by reference to the notation of fig. 6.5, the following probabilities are
observed:

(8.6) Bux = (Pax = Vad 73 = Vigy = Vag)

(8.7) Eu = Pax / (1 = Vo - Voy)

(8.8) Bao = (Pio = Vass) / (1 = Voy = Var)

The derivative of the maximum likelihood equation for B, thus becomes:

x
I(kPyy) - K*Vyy

ox L k=l
(8.9) )

Vax = Vaso

where R, is the observed score corresponding to parameter B, in the data used for
estimation, and similarly for D, where again the maximum likelihood occurs when the
observed marginal score equals the expected marginal score for the estimated data.

The second derivative of the log-likelihood, from which the asymptotic standard error is
obtained, is given by

x VaZ(kB,,) - By - KO )

oy 1 1 s5,
(8.10) — 2 —35 del Veer - Vaus

[LA(Bay = KV) * C +

8,+0 )Vasa)

where

x
(8.11) Pu = I (Kp)

k=1

Va L Vr
(8.12) Vet (R-2)(- ) + Vit (R- BL)

8, 3-1 Pg
Vue L Va

(8.13) ot T (=P(1 + Ver (= Bu)
58, 3=1 2

5

using thg'same notation, V,q etc., as in the dichotomous formulation.
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The maximum likelihood condition for Gy, the cumulative step difficulty, then begomes, by
comparison with the unconditional estimation algorithms, %

5% NL 5(8.14) — eR - EL I (————) —~6, n=l isl 1 Vi- Va
where

R,is the count of observations in category k
ifk
if k

op, Ney Vaily, Eww + )
&1¥ 56, 56,

(8.15) —-- ) or ————))5, Q = Va Va)?

here
when k =

se,
(8.16) = Pup * (1-Byy) -

se,

when k = K,

op, Vex
(8.27) —iBe ER)s, 6,
otherwise,

op,
(8.18) = Pt (Ry)

3G,

and, when k=K,

Voy L
(8.19) s Va tI Ru) (- Va/Pu)

2, 31
§

+ Viet (E (1 - Pag)) (1 Vy/Pug)
mel

+ Vat (1 + Pad [Be
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otherwise

Va 1
(8.20) = Va tI (= By) (1- Vu/Ruy)

56, 3=1

x
+ Vet (T (= Pad) (1- Vil)m1
+ Var * Viet (= Pag) [Paix

and, when k = 0,

Va L
(8.21) = Vet I (1 Bud) (1 Va/Pa)

55, 3-1
x

+ Vie * (2 (1 Pug) (1 Vie/Pu)
m1

4 Veo * Vip * (1 Boo) [Pu

otherwise

Vo L
(8.22) = Vet © (= Py) (1- Va/Pud)

56, 3=1

§
+ Vt (E (= Pgd) (1- Vio/Pho)

m1
+ Vet Vie® (= Poa) [Bue

In order to establish a frame of reference for the rating scale, two of the G, are given fixed
values. The usual convention is that Go = Gy = 0.

Theterms in the first and second derivatives, though complex in appearance, add very little
computational burden above that of the unconditional estimation algorithm. The only

significant extra arithmetic is the creation of the running products of the probabilities of
extreme score vectors, V,, and V,,. These will change slowly as convergence is reached, and

so the values calculated during one iteration may be used as the current values during the
next iteration with little loss of estimation efficiency, but considerable gain in computational
economy.

84 EXTRA-CONDITIONAL ESTIMATION OF THE MANY-FACET MODEL

The two-facet estimation equations can be rewritten for the many-facet situation in a
manner similar to the equivalent unconditional estimation equations. Thusthe term V,
becomes, for the three-facet model, V;,, where
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(8.23) Vago ® Vas + Vio + Vio

© (Vaio + Vao™Vio + Vie") [Page

and its partial derivatives also have the consequentextra terms.

A more precise form of V,;, would include a term modelling the probability that all three
Score vectors for a datum are extreme simultaneously, namely V5"VgVig/(PogoPao). This

term and the even higher order terms of more complex many-facet models are generally

significantly smaller than theother terms in equation 8.23, and, in general, increase the
computational burden without yielding commensurate benefits.



9 NUMERICAL BIAS IN ESTIMATION

Considerable thought hasbeen given to the matterof inconsistency and bias in Rasch model
estimates (Andersen 1973, Wright and Douglas 1976, 1977, Haberman 1977, Jansen, Van
Den Wollenberg and Wierda 1988). As discussed in chapter 6, the Rasch model estimators
ofinterest here, namely FCON, UCON, XCON and PAIR areall consistent under ideal
conditions. However, for any finite set of parameters, they are all biased. The numerical
nature of thatbias is discussed here, in the context of dichotomous data.

91 THE TWO-ITEM MULTIPLE-PERSON DICHOTOMOUS TWO-FACET TEST

Letus considera two-facet test with two items, 11 and 12, of difficulties D1 and D2. These
are responded to by a numberof personsof unknown ability. Fig. 9.1 illustrates the
possible outcomes. N00 and N11 merely tell usthat those people foundboth items either
t00 hardor too easy and so tell us nothing of their relative difficulty.

[ Item 2

Failed|Succeeded

Item 1 Failed|N0O|Nol

Succeeded|N10|NII

Fig. 91 The outcome of a two-item multiple-person test
NO, NO1, N10, N11 are the counts of persons in
each cell of the 2x2 mutually exclusive
classification.

The comparison ofthe difficulty of the items becomes a comparison between N01 and N10.
These provide an estimate, D1'-D2', of the relative difficulty of the two items, D1 - D2,

throughthe Rasch model estimation equation,

(9.1) D1 - D2 = D1‘ - D2‘ = log (NO1/N10)

where
DI’ and D2 are the parameter estimates
NO1 is the count of the number of times objects (persons) failed on item 1 and

succeeded on item 2,
N10 is the count of the number of times objects (persons) succeeded on item 1 and

% failed on item 2.
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For the purposesof comparing estimation algorithms, we will considerall N persons to be
of equal ability, where N = N01 + N10. Thusall N persons scored 1 on the two item test.
Anypersons included in N00 or N11, in fig. 9.1, scored 0 or 2 on the two item test and so
have extreme scores. The measures corresponding to such scores are not estimable without
further assumptions outside of the measurement model, and so are eliminated from further
consideration here.

92 METHODS OF ESTIMATING THE RELATIVE DIFFICULTIES OF TWO ITEMS

9.2.1 The log-odds estimator (LOE)

An immediate estimate of the relative difficulty of the two items is given by direct
application of objectivity,

(9.2) D1’ - D2’ = log (NO1/N10)

as described above.

9.2.2 The conditional estimator (FCON)

The conditional maximum likelihood solutionto the Rasch equations for the dichotomous
two-facet case can be deduced from by Wright and Masters (1982, 86). The maximum
likelihood conditions for a two item test are, for item 1,

(9.3) N10 = (N10sNO01) * exp(-D1’)/(exp(-D1’)+exp(-D2‘))

and, for item 2,

NO1 = (N104N01) * exp(-D2’)/(exp(-D1’)+exp(-D2'))

Therefore, dividing the two equations and taking logarithms,

(9.4) D1’-D2’ = log(NO1/N10)

agreeing with the log odds estimate (LOE).

9.2.3 The pair-wise estimator (PAIR)

Following Wright and Masters (1982, 72), the dichotomous two-facet PAIR maximum
likelihood conditions for two items are, for item 1,

(9.5) N10 = (NL0+NO1) * exp(-D1’)/(exp(-D1’)+exp(-D2°))

and, foritem 2,

(9.6) NOL = (N10+NO1) + exp(-D2‘)/(exp(-D1’)+exp(-D2°))
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so, dividing these and taking logarithms,

(9.7) D1’ - D2* = log(NO1/N10)

agreeing with the log odds estimate (LOE).

9.2.4 The unconditional estimator (UCON)

Following Wright and Master (1982, 77), the maximum likelihood conditions forthe two
item test are, for item 1,

(5.8) N10 = (N10 + NO1) exp(-D1’)/(lsexp(s’-D1’)
where B'is an estimate of the person ability corresponding to a score of 1,

and, for item 2,

(5.9) NOL = (N10 + NO1) exp(B’-D2')/(1sexp(s’-D2")

Rewriting these,

(9.10) exp (D1' - B’) = (NO14N10)/N10 - 1 = NOL/N1O

(9.11) exp (D2¢ - B') = (NO14N10)/NO1 - 1 = NIO/NOL

and logarithms and subtracting

(s.12) DI - D2¢ = log(NO1/N10) - log(N10/N01) = 2*log(NO1/N10)

Thus the UCON estimate for a two-item test is always twice the log-odds (LOE) or
conditional (FCON) estimate, a result previously deduced by Andersen (1973) for the
asymptotic case. This result also agrees with the correction for bias suggested by Wright
and Douglas (1976), namely (L-1)/L, where L is the number of items. In this case the
correction factor would be 0.5, and the corrected UCON estimate would agree with the
LOE estimate.

9.2.5 The extra-conditional estimator (XCON)

The maximum likelihood condition for the general dichotomous modelis
x Pos - Vea

(9.13) Bm ERn=l 1-9,
Tih is N10 for item 1, and NO1 for item 2, and the other notation is that of chapters
7 and
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In the two-facet case here, the terms become, for parameterestimate, D, which is D," or
Dy’, when all N persons have the same measure, B', corresponding to a score of,
(5.14) Vaio = Vio + Vag = VautVae/ Puss

(5.15) Va = Via + Vay - VaVu/P,
>

where

(16) Vo = mt
0.17) Vio = Bu
(5.18) Cra;IN
(5.19) Va=Put Pa
This is not susceptible to the simple manipulation of the other estimators. But, as the
number of persons, N, becomes large, V,, and V, become very small. Therefore, the
asymptotic value of D;as N becomes large satisfies the approximate simplified equation,

(9.20)

Substituting fori, and the observed marginal scoresofthe items, the maximum likelihood
conditions for the two items become

10 Puo*Bu
(s.21) itox

No1
(5.22) mls¥

dividing these gives

No1
(5.23) aNO PtP.
But, since P,.,/P,,, = exp(B"-D,’) and P,/P,,, = exp(B'-D;) by the definition of the Rasch
model,

(5.24) NO1/N10 = exp(8’-D,’) /exp (8’-D,

Rearranging, it is seen that this agrees with the LOE estimator,

(9.25) Dp,’ - D, = log(NO1/N10)
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93 COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS FOR THE TWO-ITEM TEST

Fig. 9.2 shows the possible estimable outcomes when two persons take two items. Under
these circumstances, all the estimators underconsideration estimate D1’ - D2" to be zero.

Persons Persons
12 1:3

1 [1]o 1 fof
Items

2 [ofa 2 [ao

Fig. 9.2 Possible outcomes of two personstaking two items

persons persons persons
123 123 152 3

Items

Items

Fig. 9.3 Possible outcomes for three persons taking two items.

The possible data sets for three persons taking a two item test are shown in fig. 9.3. It can

be seen that the person score is always 1, and so all persons areestimated to have the same

ability. The item scores can be either 1 or 2. Over numerous replicationsof the same two-

item three-person test, the frequency of occurrence of the different possible outcomes is

expected to follow a binomial distribution defined by the latent parametervalues of the

Rasch model. Thus, if thedifficulty ofitem 1, D1, is 1 logit, and the difficulty of item 2,

D2, is -1 logit, and all three persons have ability, B, of 0 logits, then, the empirical data set

has a 93% probability of being inestimable (a person or an item has an extreme score

vector). Ofthe estimable data sets, item 1 has an 88% probability of an empirical score of

1 and a 12% probability ofa score of 2. When item 1 hasa score of 1 in an estimable data

set, then item 2 hasa score of2 and vice versa. The estimated difference D1" - D2" is thus

determined by weighting its value for each possible estimable outcome bythe probability

of that outcome. Only estimable outcomes are considered.

As the number of persons increase, the number of possible data sets also increase, but their

asymptotic distribution istil expected to follow binomial distribution based on the latent
parameters of the persons and items.
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TABLE 2
BIAS IN ESTIMATORS FOR A TWO ITEM TEST

Number Generating Difference
of

Beran 1.0 Logits 2.0 Logits 3.0 Logits
ratings 1op+ [xcoN|sE. [LoE* [xcon|[sE JLoE* [xcon [sE.

0.00 0.00 1.59 {0.00 [0.00 2.18 [0.00 [0.00 333
032 048 1.30 10.53 0.80 178 10.63 [0.95 70.56 0.73 1.13 {088 L114 154 {1.02 132 235
0.73 0.87 101 1.13 134 138 {1.29 1.53 210
0.85 0.95 092 [131 147 126 1.50 1.68 192
0.93 1.00< [0.85 [145 157 1.17||1.66 181 1.78
0.98 1.03 0.80 [1.56 1.65 1.09 [11.80 1.91 1.66
1.02< [1.05 0.75 [1.65 172 103 1.92 (201 1.57

10 1.04 1.07 071 (1.72 1.77 098 2.02 2.09 149

©

aos

Ww

15 1.08>|= 0.58 [1.94 1.96 080 237 (240 121
20 1.07 = 050 (2.04< |2.05< |0.69 [2.59 [2.61 1.05
25 1.05 = 045 (2.08 2.09 062 [274 |2.75 0.94
30 1.04 = 041 (2.10 = 0.56 [2.85 0.86
35 1.04 = 038 §2.10>|= 0.52 [12.92 0.80
40 1.03 = 036 (2.10 = 0.49 298 = 0.74
45 1.03 = 034 (2.09 = 0.46 |3.02< 0.70
50 1.03 = 032 [2.08 = 0.44 [3.05 0.67

100 1.01 = 0.23 12.04 = 0.31 [3.10> 047
150 1.01 = 0.18 [12.03 = 0.25 3.08 0.38

Table 2 gives the bias of the estimators. The Table was produced by determining the “*
estimated difference between the difficulties of the two items corresponding to every
possible estimable outcome for the numberof person replications. Theestimated difference
for eachdifferent outcome was weighted by the probability of that outcome, based on the
generating parameter values.

In Table 2, estimator bias shown by the ratio ofeach estimate to an unbiased estimate.
Thusan unbiased estimate is shown as 1.00, an overestimate is greater than 1.00, and an
underestimate is less than 1.00. The column headed LOE* represents the estimates given
by LOE, FCON, PAIR andcorrected UCON estimators. SE.is a modelled standard error
based on the generating parameters.

“="
indicates that the XCON estimate is numerically

indistinguishable from the LOE estimate. “>” indicates transition from underestimate to
overestimate of generating difference. “>” indicates the maximum overestimate.
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As can be seen in Table 2, for small numbers of person replications the estimators
underestimate the difference between the items. For larger numbers, there is an
overestimate which diminishes asymptotically. In all cases thesize ofthe bias is less than
a modelled standard error,so that the implications of the estimates are not significantly
different from those of the latent parameters.

9.4  THREE-ITEM MULTIPLE-PERSON DICHOTOMOUS TWO-FACET TEST

The five estimators (LOE, FCON, UCON, XCON, PAIR)used forthe two item test can
be applied to estimating the difference betweena pair of itemsin the context of a three
item test. Though closed form solutions exist for certain combinations of generators and
for certain estimators, the three item test is generally intractableto direct analysis. There
are, however, only a finite number of different possible data sets, and their asymptotic
frequency can be determined by means of the latent values of the parameters and the
binomial distribution.

For the data set to be estimable, all persons must have a score of either1 or 2, and each
of the three items must havea scorein the range from 1 to the numberof persons less 1.

These constraints are necessary and sufficient for FCON, UCON and XCON. The LOE
log-odds estimator, however, becomesa comparison based only on two of the three items.
Consequently, since this bias study will be based only on the relative difficulty of the first
two of the three items, LOE requiresthat some persons succeed on the first item and fail

on the second, and vice-versa. The LOE estimate is based on the sub-set of outcomes for
which it is estimable. Similarly the PAIR estimate is based on the somewhat larger sub-set
of outcomes for which it is estimable. Evenafter applying the technique for missing pair-
wise differences suggested in Wright and Masters (1982, 70), this sub-setisstill smaller than
that for FCON.

Under some circumstances, the XCON algorithm fails to converge in the usual sense ofthe
expected marginal scores being arbitrarily close to the observed marginal scores. This
occurs, in general, when the empirical data has a structure such that the log odds of the
modelled probabilities, 10g(P,;/P), have smaller absolute value thanthe log odds of the
estimable probabilities, 10g(E,;,/E,z), based on the currently estimated parameter values.
This causes the likelihood function to have a saddle rather than a peak. Though the
maximum likelihood condition is notstrictly satisfied undersuch circumstances, XCON can
provide estimates corresponding to a minimizing the greatest absolute marginal residual.
These are regarded as the XCON estimates for the purposes of this analysis.

As with the two item test, estimates were obtained corresponding to all estimable outcomes
for three item test, and weighted according to their probability of occurrence based on the

generating parameters. For this analysis, the three items were given difficulties of .7, -3,
and -4. The difference to be estimated is that between the first two items, which is 1 logit.
Each simulation contained an even number of persons, half were given an ability of 0 logits,
and halfan ability of 1 logit. The itemsare thus non-uniformly distributed, and the persons
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are not centered on the test. This was purposely done to avoid giving any. sggtimator
unusually favorable conditions. x

TABLE 3
BIAS IN ESTIMATORS FOR A THREE ITEM TEST

Number of Generating difference = 1.00 Logits
person Rasch Estimator

replications 7FT pAIR|FCON|UCON|XCON|SE.

3 000 [000 [000|000|000|130
4 033 [039 [052|054|067|113
6 059 [070|083|087|091|092
8 077|088|098|103<|100<|0.80

10 089|098 |105<| 109|106|071
12 097|103<|107|112|108|065
14 102<| 106|108|112|108|0.60
16 105|108|108>|1.12>|1.08>|056
18 107 [109|108|112|108 |o053
20 108>|110>|108|112|108|050
2 107|108|106|109|106|048

Table 3 reports the results. The UCON estimates are corrected by a factor of 2/3 (Wright
and Douglas 1976). S.E. is a modelled standard error based on the generating parameters.
“>” indicates transition from underestimate to overestimate of the generating difference.
“>” indicates the maximum overestimate.

The bias in all the estimators is smaller than the modelled standard error, and the same
pattern of underestimation followed by overestimationis observed as in the two-item test.
The size of the bias, though larger than for the equivalent two-item test, is still much
smaller than a modelled standard errorbased on the generating parameters.

9.5 COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS FOR LARGER AND MANY-FACET TESTS

The extreme cases of two-facet two-item and three-item tests, already presented, indicate
that the problem of biasis manageable. In general, for all the estimators, the greater the
number of observations, the smaller the probability of extreme vectors and consequently the
smaller the bias. Only for UCON is thebias so large that a correction factor is required.

In order to investigate the behavior of UCON in estimating from adverse many-facet data
sets. A simulation study was conducted of which the results are reported in Table 4.

Uncorrected UCON estimates of all parameters were obtained from 100 simulated data sets
of dichotomous observations, generated using parameters uniformly distributed across 2

logits for each facet. The bias reported is the regression coefficient obtained when all
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estimators are regressed on their generators. Again 1.00 indicates an unbiased parameter.
Greater than 1.00 is an overestimate, and less than 1.00 is an underestimate.

When there is a very small number of parameters and facets, the generating parameters are

underestimated, but, in general, the parameters are overestimated. As the data sets become

larger, the trendis for the bias to diminish as the number of facets increases, and also as

the mumber of parameters per facet increases. Most importantly for many-facet

measurement, the addition of an extra facet, even with only two parameters in it, tends to

reduce the overall bias of the estimates. For most data sets of a size encountered in

practice, the bias in UCON estimates is negligible, obviating the need to use a more

computationally intensive algorithm. In situations when the effect of estimator bias may be

‘meaningful, the XCON algorithm is a practical alternative.
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TABLE 4
MEAN BIAS OF UNCORRECTED UCON ESTIMATES

Number of Bias of uncorrected Bias in one
Numberof facets parameters UCON Estimates|more facet with

perfacet (Unbiased = 1.00)|2 parameters
2 2 0.00
3 2 2.69
4 2 314
5 2 2.08
6 2 123
7 2 115
8 2 1.05

2 3 040 3.53
3 3 216 135
4 3 120 L12
5 3 105 1.03
6 3 1.02 1.02

2 4 074 1.92
3 4 130 1.10
4 4 110 1.04
5 4 1.03 1.01

2 s 101 141
3 5 116 1.08
4 5 1.02 1.03

2 6 126 130
3 6 105 1.07
4 6 1.01 1.02

2 7 125 126
3 7 107 1.03

2 3 1.19 1.16



10 A COMPARATIVE EXAMPLE OF MANY-FACET
MEASUREMENT

The many-facet Rasch model facilitates the analysis of judge-awarded ratings by producing
measures asfree as possible of the particular characteristics of the judging situation. In
order to demonstrate this, a data set which has been analyzed previously using the best
available technique is here reconsidered.

10.1 GUILFORD’S DATA SET

Guilford (1954, 282) givesa data set containing the ratings of the creative performance of
seven scientists (examinees) given by three senior scientists (judges) on five traits (items).
This data is given in Table 5. Theratings are presented in a somewhat different manner
than in Guilford in order to aid in identification of judge behavior.

His Table hasbeen rearranged to show examinees in descending order of performance, and
items in descending order of difficulty, left to right. In Table 5, “<” and *>" indicate the
most unexplained ratings according to Guilford’s model. “*" indicates the most unexpected
ratings according to the common scale model, to be described.

10.2 A CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS FOLLOWING GUILFORD

Guilford (1954, 282-288) develops a “true-score” descriptive model based on ratings as
linear measures of performance. His model can be expressed in a manner consistent with
our notation:

(10.1) Kipp = Xa +X Xo XE = Khe
where

Xi is the observed rating on item i by judge j of examinee n
X,, is the grand mean of all ratings
X, is the ability of the examinee
X; isthe difficulty of the item

is the severity of the judge: “Leniency error”
X; is the judge-item interaction
X,, is the judge-cxaminee interaction: “Halo error”
(X, is the item-examinee interaction, not included in Guilford’s model)
¢ is random error

All terms are calculated in rating score points.
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This model goes further than Guilford. In his Tables he calculates numbers equivalent to
X, and X; but merely refers to them as “deviations.” He draws no conclusions about them,
even though X, is essential in making substantive decisions concerning the seven scientists.
The results which Guilford reports are summarized in Table 6. The results are expressed
in score points, have been adjusted to the model presented here, and correctedfor the
rounding errors introduced by Guilford's step-wise procedure, which somewhat cloud the
nature of his results. Terms are listed in the orderof their main effects.

As can be seen from a summary of Guilford’s analysis of variance Tables, in Table 7,item
difficulties and examinee abilities are highly significanteffects. Judge-examinee interaction,
which Guilford terms “relative halo effect” is also highly significant.

He states that “within this context [ofinteractions] the various rater means and trait means
represent the base of objectivity” (ibid., 284). Unfortunately, the existence ofthe highly
significant judge-examinee interactions indicates that there is no wayof knowing how each
judge will react to a putative “next” examinee. This fact alone limits the “objectivity”
Guilford discovershere to a phenomenon of this data set. Further, even though the model
has attempted to model differences between ratings in every non-trivial way, 15% of the
total variance in ratingsis still unexplained. In Guilford’s own analysis, due to his exclusion
ofthe significant X,, terms, 29% ofthe variance is unaccounted for. The rating an
examineegets still have a large component of“luck.” The magnitudeof this luck, as can
be seen from the error residuals, ¢, for Guilford’s model in Table 8, can be of the order of
2 ratingpoints. 8 of the 105 residuals are 2.0 score points or larger, identified in Table §
bya “<” designation.

For later comparison,it is useful to record what conclusions Guilford draws from his
analysis. In discussing judge-examinee interaction, shown in Table 6, he states that judge
A tendsto overvalue examinee 5, judge B tends to overvalue examinee 4 and undervalue
examinees5 and 7, and judge C tends to undervalue examinee 4 and overvalue examinee
5. Thus judge B disagrees with judges A and C about examinees 4 and 5. Were judge-item
interaction significant, then judge A would tendto see examinees higheron item a and
loweron items c and e than the other judges. In the raw data, judge B correlated negatively
with both judges A and C, but, after removing explained effects, all judges correlate
positively.

10.3 A THREE-FACET RASCH ANALYSIS

From theviewpointof generalizable (i.e. objective) measures, the most desirable model
would be one in which each component of the judging situation were represented by only
one parameter. Such a model is

(20.2) 10g (Buin/Pupms) = B - D, - Cy = By

where
P,;, and Pg,, are the probabilities of ratings of k and k-1 respectively
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B,is the ability of examinee n, with n=1,7
D,is the difficulty of item i, with i=a,e
C;is the severity of judge j, with j=A,B,C

Fy is the difficulty of category k relativeto category k-1, k=2,9

This model specifies that all judgesuse therating scale in the same way. As the judges
have the rating scale in common, this model is a common-scale model. It is similar to
Guilford's equation 10.1 in that each main effect, examineeability, item difficulty, and judge
severity, is represented by a parameter. On the other hand, the interaction terms in

equation 10.1 are omitted, and the rating scale is not assumed to be linear.

The ratings aretreated as counts oflevels of performance exhibited. What performance
level each higher rating scale category represents is estimated from the ratings themselves.
The structure of the rating scale is thus defined by the wayin which the judges used it. and

does not require the categories to be equally spaced along a line.

Estimation of parameters by this model produces the results shown in Tables 9 through 13.

Before investigating the meaning of the measures, it is important to examine whether, in
fact, the ratingsdo fit this common-scale model. In Tables 9 through 13, the mean-square
fit statistics (MnSq) have an expectation of 1, and are generally not alarming. This analysis
itself, in fact, has already satisfactorily explained the variation in the ratings since the overall
‘mean squarefit statistics and the distribution of the standardized residuals in the summary
lineat the end of Table 13 are in accordance with model expectations. Thusthe measures
given in Table 9 are objective estimatesof the creativity of the examinees on a linear scale
representing the latent variable, with an accuracy reflected in the size of the standard errors.
If another examinee were to be judged, or another judgeto award ratings, no meaningful
change would be expected in these Tables.

There are, however, some aspects of the common-scale results which, if the intention of the
analysis were to study judge behavior, would merit closer inspection. In Table 9, examinee
5 has the most unmodelled variation in his ratings. Inspection of Table 7 shows thathe was
ratedhigh by judges A and C but low by judge B. Examinee 1 has much less variationin
his ratings than expected. All of his ratings were in the narrow range of 3 to 6. The
supposition that judge B has a different perspective to judges A and C is further supported
by Table 13 in which all the most unexpected ratings were awarded by judge B and they
comprised 5 out of the 35 he awarded.

The manner in which the judgeshave used the rating scale is also clearly idiosyncratic. In
Table 12, when all three judges are considered together, categories 3,57 are used
disproportionately often, suggesting a problem in the definition of the rating scale. The
reason for thisis the manner in which the three individual judges have used the rating scale,
which is shown in the last three columnsof Table 12. Judges A and C have tended to use
the odd-numbered categories, while judge B hastended to use the central categories.
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10.3.1 A three-facet analysis with judge-scale interaction oF
*

Since the previous analysis raises doubts about the judges’ use of the rating scale, a second
analysis is performed in which each judge is allowed to define his own use of the rating
scale. This is a judge-scale model. The model equation is

(20.3) 10g (Bui /Buipns) = B, =D, = C- Fy

where the terms have the same meaning as in equation 10.2, and
F,is the difficulty of category k relative to category k-1 for judge j, with the
categories renumbered for each judge, 0,K.

To apply this model, it is necessary to renumber the categories for each judge, since all
judges did not use all categories. What remainsin common is that the categories continue
to represent ordered levels of performance, so that each higher category actually awarded
by a judge represents the next higher level of performance recognized bythat judge. The
categories used are renumbered in orderof level of performance, and the orders reached
in each rating are counted and summedto determine each examinees overall score. The
differences between levels of performance, as usedby each judge, are whatthe F,terms are
estimate.

Tables 14 through 18 give the results of this analysis. Table 17 gives the calibrations for
each ofthe three judges’ rating scales, in a frame of reference in which the judges are
modelled to agree as to theability of each examinee and the difficulty of each item.

Surprisingly, allowing cach judge his own scale definition has not improved the
measurement capabilities of the model. In Table 14, the overall fit is worse than in Table
9. Examinee 5 now shows even more unexpected variation in his ratings, while examinee
1 still shows too little variation. The fit of judge B is also less in accord with the model,
and, compared with Table 13, one more of his ratings than is listed in Table 18 as quite
unexpected.

Nevertheless, as depicted in fig. 10.1, the measures for the examinees are not significantly
different for the common-scale and judge-scale models. Thus these measures do have some
degree of generalizability. The diagonal appearance ofthis plot also shows that Guilford's
X, scores are highly correlated with these measures, which is a reminder that, under many
circumstances, scores may give the appearance of being linear measures even though they
lack fundamental measurement properties.

‘The common-scale analysis suggests judge B was not in agreement with the other judges as
to the definition ofthe rating scale. The judge-scale analysis reveals, however, that, even
after allowing each judge to define his own scale and so removing the constraint of a
common scale, the disagreementby judge B is yet more pronounced. This shows that his
disagreement can not be explained as a quirk of the rating scale categories. His
disagreement is more fundamental - it concerns a substantially different view of the
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performance ofthe examinees. On the other hand, there has been no indication that judges
A and C are notin accord.

10.3.2 Modelling the judgesin two separate groups

In an attemptto determine whether judge B is self-consistent, a separate analysis is done
of judge B by himself, shown in Tables 19 through 23, and similarly of judges A and C

together, Tables 24 through 28. When the judges are calibrated separately, a judge sub-
scale equatingstep is required in order to compare their severities. This has not been done
here, and so measures in the two sets of Tables have different local origins. ~The logit
differences between estimates within the same Table, however, are comparable to the same
differences in the corresponding Table in the other set. The analysis of judge B by himself
indicates that apart from the unexpectedly low rating he gave to examinee 2 on item e, he
is generally self-consistent. Closer inspection of judges A and C defining a joint scale
together, indicates exceptionally close agreement. They even agree in having trouble onthe
variability of examinee 3's performance level, as shown in Table 28.

We now see that judgeBrates the examineesfrom one viewpoint, while judges A and C
rate them from another. This can be clearly seen in fig. 10.2. The disagreement with judges
A and C stems from the fact that judge B perceivesthe examinees, except 2 and 5, to be
muchthe same. It is as though judge B is measuring their weight, while judges A and C

are measuring their height. A test can be made ofthe hypothesis that thepairs of measures
for each examinee are statistically equivalent, apart from the arbitrary placement ofthe
origins of the scales. This yields a chi-square of homogeneity of 7.5 with 6 degrees of
freedom, whichhas a 28 probability of being exceeded. Thus the differences betweenthe
measures given bythe judges are not statistically significant, though they are substantially
different in termsof any decisions thatare to be made based on the measures.

10.4 CONCLUSIONS OF THE EXAMPLE ANALYSIS

Treating Guilford’s data as an example of a measurement problem rather than a problem
of description has revealed both strengths and weaknesses in his data. Guilford assumed
the ratings lay along a linear scale, and attempted to explain, and hence eliminate, variance
in the ratings by means of many descriptive terms. These terms, particularly the
interactions, could have no general meaning beyond the localtest situation. Even werethe
adjusted scoresto be regarded as measures, their meaning is limited, as presented by
Guilford, becausethere is no indication of their accuracy, i.e. there are no standard errors.
Further the degree to which the adjusted score really summarizes the examinees
performance is unclear, evenin the limited context ofthisset of ratings, since there are no
fit statistics.

Comparing the results of the objective measurement process with Guilford’s conclusions,
Guilford noticesthat judge B behaves differently from judges A and C, but treats this
behavior asspecific to certain interactions. In contrast, the measurement analysis shows
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that judge B has a different way of using the rating scale, and also a different pexéeption
of the examinees than judges A and C. Howthis is handled for the purposes of
measurement, in practical terms, is a the examination board must make, not a quirk of
interaction terms.

In spite of the clear anomalies in ratings, the common-scale model provides statistically
supportable measures for all the examineeson a linear scale. The avoidance of interaction
terms, together with the application of the axiomsof objectivity, leads to measures for
examinees which can be considered as estimates of their abilities on a general variable of
“creative performance,” as far as this judging session represents that variable.

TABLE5RATINGS OF SEVEN SCIENTISTS (EXAMINEES) BY THREE
SENIOR SCIENTISTS (JUDGES) ON FIVE TRAITS (ITEMS)

Hard Easy
Examinee|Iteme|Item c|Item b|Item a|Item a

Judge: ACB |AacB |AcB |AacB [acs
High2 |552<|555 [777 [978 |877

s 573|773|774|95920 [872+
7 574 |575 [7173 |773 [555
1 333 |354 [555|556 [5756

3 156 [353 |355|334 [>156
a 315+ 134 [336 [755 [335

Lowe |132 |336+|534 [334 [554

“<” and “>” are the most unexplained ratings according
Guilford’s model. “*” are the most unexpected according
to the common-scale model. Source: Guilford (1954, 282).

TABLE 6
‘VALUES OF TERMS FOR GUILFORD’S MODEL

X. grand mean of all the ratings
4.88
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meee
cameXn the abilities of the examinees

Ex. 2|Ex. 5|Ex. 7|Ex. 1|Bx. 3|Ex. 4[Ex. &

1.43|0.96|0.63|-0.17|-0.57|-1.04|-1.24

Xi the difficulties of the items

Iteme|Ttemc|Item b|Itema|Itemd
1.08 0.46|-0.30|-0.59|-0.6¢

Xj severities of the judges

Judge A|Judge C|Judge B

0.05 -0.33 0.38

Xin judge-examinee halo error
Examinee|Judge A|Judge C|Judge B

2 0.45 0.40 0.08

s 1.35 1:87 2.62
7 -0.23 -0.80 1.08

1 0.51 0.00 -0.51
3 0.91 0.00 -0.91
4 0.45 1.13 -1.58
& 0.25 0.53 -0.78SEEEvelLaboeee

Xij the judge-item interaction
Tteme|Ttemc|Item b|Itema|Itemd

Judge A|0.52|0.57|0.10|-0.67|-0.33

Judge c|-0.33|-0.29|0.19|0.19|o.24

Judge B|0.13|-0.25|-0.20|o.se[0.10
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TABLE 7 ofGUILFORD'S ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE v

Source|Sum of|Degrees of|Variance|Fratio|P
squares|freedom

x 9.05 2 452 383|<05
X,|4653 4 1163 9.86|<.01
X,|9492 6 1582|1341|<01
X; 12.96 8 162 137|>.05
X,|9868 12 822 697|<.01
X.|5147 2% 214 181|<05
€ 56.64 48 118

Total|37025 104

TABLE 8
ERROR RESIDUALS FOR GUILFORD'S MODEL

amines Teen «© Tom Tres =n Tren a

Te. AF afLW jum] a cis afc a] a c »

z Te 07 os|03 oa zac 03 od 07: i G3 ola|03 13.53 00m 1: 5 0:5 2|0d a 0d|miaedi BH IO EE EE Bl ees3 31 05 53|05 Neen|Ess 0i os 3 oe|acme | Ne on: Es sod|does | wala
TABLE 9

EXAMINEE MEASURES FOR COMMON-SCALE MODEL

Measure Model |Infit Outfit
Score Count|Logit Error|MnSg MmSq

Examines 2|75 1s 66 0.18|0.6 0.6
Examines 5|72 13 las 018|200 2.0
Examines 7|67 15 29 017|ols ols
Examines 1|55 15 7 017|oz 02
Examines 3|45 1s 26 018|1.2 13
Examinee 4|42 1s Gs 0s|13 1.4
Examines &|35 15 ss 0.15|07 ols

ean: s7.6 15.0 0.00 0.18|1.0 1.0
s.D.: 143 00 04s 000|05 0.5
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TABLE 10
ITEM CALIBRATIONS FOR COMMON-SCALE MODEL

Calib. Model |Infit Outfit
Score Count|Logit Error|Mosq MnSq

Item e s8 21 0.52 0.16|1.3 1.3
Item c 71 21 021 0.15|0:8 0.8
Item b 87 21|-0.15 0.15|0.6 0.6
Item a 93 21|-0.28 0.15|1.4 1.4
Item d 54 21|-0.30 0.15|0.3 0.9

80.6 21.0 0.00 0.15|1.0 1.0
14.0 0.0 0.32 0.00|0.3 0.3

TABLE 11

JUDGE CALIBRATIONS FOR COMMON-SCALE MODEL

Calib. Model |Infit Outfit
Score Count|Logit Error|MnSg MnSq

Judge B [121 3s 0.24 0.12|1.5 1.5
Judge A [136 35 00s 0.12|0.8 0.3
Judge C [146 35|-0l10 02|0.7 0.7

Mean: [134.3 35.0 0.06 0.12|1.0 1.0
s.o.:|10.3 0.0 0.14 0.00|0.3 0.4

TABLE 12

CATEGORY CALIBRATIONS FOR COMMON-SCALE MODEL

Use of categories by all Judges Use of categories by Judges
cat Step Count ¥ Logit S.E.|Judge A|Judge B|Judge C

1 ° FE 3 1

2 1 4 4 -0.69 0.54 4
3 2 25 24 -2.35 0.40 10 s 5

3 3 es 8 0.81 0.25 5

5 4 31 30 -1.48 0.24 1 5 12
6 5 & 6 1.712 0.25 Bl

7 & 21 20 -0.98 0.26 7 2 12
s 7 3 3 2.39 0.45 2 1
5 8 3 3 0.58 0.61 2 1
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TABLE 13 wt
MOST UNEXPECTED RATINGS FOR COMMON-SCALE MODEL

Facets producing rating Cat Step Exp. Resd StRes
Judge B Examinee 3 Iteme|& 5 1.9—3:1 a
Judge B Examinee 4 Iteme|5 a 1 2
Judge B Examinee 5 Itema|2 1 5.0 -4.0 -2
Judge B Examinee 5 Itemd|2 1 5.1 -41 -2
Judge B Examinee 6 Itemc|© 5 15 tac a

For all residual Mean:|4.8 3.8 3.8 0.0 0.0
Count=105) Bibs|2.5 acs. awh alo

TABLE 14
EXAMINEE MEASURES FOR JUDGE-SCALE MODEL

Measure Model [Infit Outfit
Score Count|Logit Error|MnSq MnSq

Examinee 2 48 15 0.51 0.24|0.5 0.7
Examinee 5 37 15 0:27 0.24[20a 2.2
Examinee 7 36 15 0.21 0.2¢[0s olsExaminee 1 32 15|-0l0a 0.25|0l2 0.2
Examinee 3 25 151 -0:22 0.25[11 1.1Examinee 4 26 15|-0i42 0.26[1.2 1.3
Examinee 6 22 15|-0.71 0.27 0.5 os

Mean: 32.9 15.0 0.00 0.25|1.1 1.0s.D. 75 0.0 0.45 0.01|0.6 0.6

TABLE 15
ITEM CALIBRATIONS FOR JUDGE-SCALE MODEL

Calib. Model Infit|outfitScore Count|Logit Error | Mnsq| MmSq

31 21 0.70 0.23 { 1.6 1.4
20 21 0.25 0.22 | 0.9] 0.8
50 21|-0i19 0.21 { 0.7] ole
54 21|-0l36 0.21|1.6 1a55 21|-0.40 0.21] ols] oi
46.0 21.0 -0.00 0.22 1.1] 1.0
5.2 0.0 0.42 0.00 ola] 0:3
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TABLE 16
JUDGE CALIBRATIONS FOR JUDGE-SCALE MODEL

Calib. Model |Infit Outfit
Score Count|Logit Error|Mosq MmsSq

Judge B 86 3s 0.37 0.14[1.6 2.7
Judge A 71 3s 0.22 0.16[0.6 ole
Judge © 73 35|-0.03 0.21|0.8 0.8

Mean: 76.7 35.0 0.19 0.17|1.0 1.0
s.D. 6.6 00 0.16 0.03|0.4 0.5

TABLE 17
CATEGORY CALIBRATIONS FOR JUDGE-SCALE MODEL

Judge A Judge 5 Judge ©

Cat|step count Logit s.E.|step count'iogic 5.2.|step Cownt Losit 5.E

Ile = ° 1
2 0 a301 10 aw 0e| 3 § 12 0s 1 5 cae 103
: 2 8 om ooaS|2 1 om 03s|3 8 Toe oan) 2 12 -046 om
< 4s ola ola30s 7 ode oa|s oz 127 0e| a 22 026 03
s [a 2 2 oess|e 1 los 1los
s [5s 2 ols aim i aT Sis is

TABLE 18
MOST UNEXPECTED RATINGS FOR JUDGE-SCALE MODEL

Facets producing rating cat Step Exp. Resd StRes

Judge B Examinee 2 Iteme|2 o 2.8 -2.8 -2
Judge B Examinee 3 Iteme|6 4 1.3. aed a
Judge B Examinee 4 Iteme|5 3 5.50mi 3
Judge B Examinee 5 Itema|2 ° 34 3.4 22
Judge B Examinee 5 Itemd|2 ° 35-35 2
Judge B Examinee 6 Itemc|6 4 3:23 12.90 2

For all residuals 4.8 2.2 2.2 -0.00 0.0
Count=105 1.8 Lx na 10
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TABLE 19
EXAMINEE MEASURES FOR JUDGE B ALONE pS

| Measure Model|Infit Outfit
Score Count|Logit Error Msg.

|

Examinee 2 19 5 1.02 0.38 1.9
Examinee 4 15 5 0.45 0.38 0.3
Examinee 1 14 5 0.30 0.38 oaExaminee 3 14 5 0:30 0.38 +3
Examinee 6 10 5| -0.30 0.40 11
Examinee 7 10 5| -0.30 0.40 0sExaminee 5 a 5| -1.48 0.53 os

Mean 12.3 5.0 0.00 0.41 1.0
sD. aa 0.0 0.74 0.05 os

TABLE 20
ITEM CALIBRATIONS FOR JUDGE B ALONE

Calib. Model|Infit Outfit
Score Count|Logit Error|Masq MnSq

Item e 11 # 0.73 0.36[2.2 2.0
Item ¢ 16 7 0.12 03a[1.2 11
Item a 18 7| -0.10 0.33|0.9 0.9
Item b 20 7| -0.32 0.33|ola osItem d 21 7] -0.43 033|03 oa

Mean: 17.2 7.0 0.00 0.34|1.0 1.0sp 3s 0.0 0.41 0.01|0.7 0.6

TABLE 21
JUDGE CALIBRATION FOR JUDGE B ALONE

score
Calib. Model

Count|Logit Error
Infit Outfit
Masq Msg

Judge B 5 3s 0.40 0.15 1.0 1.0
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TABLE 22
CATEGORY CALIBRATIONS FOR JUDGE B ALONE

cat|Step Count Logit S.E.
1
2 ° 4
3 1 6 -1.63 0.62
4 2 8 -0.38 0.47
5 3 8 -0.28 0.41
€ 4 6 0.33 0.45
7 5 2 1.38 0.66
8 5 1 1.18 1.06
5

TABLE 23
MOST UNEXPECTED RATINGS FOR JUDGE B ALONE

Facets producing rating cat Step Exp. Resd StRes

Judge B  Examinee 2 Item e 2 0 2.8 -2.8 -2

For all residuals Mean:|4.5 2.5 2.5 -0.0 0.0
Count = 35 805s|Ab—Aude dl—1.0

TABLE 24
EXAMINEE MEASURES FOR JUDGES A AND C TOGETHER

Measure Model |Infit outfit
Score Count|Logit Error|MmSq MnSq

Examinee 5 34 10 3.60 0.42|0.5 0.5
Examinee 2 25 10 2.62 0.48|1.0 0.8
Examines 7 26 10 1.80 0.56|1l0 1.1
Examinee 1 18 20|-0.7a 0.56|0.4 0.4
Examinee 3 15 0|-1.65 0.56[2.0 2.1
Examines 6 12 10|-2.6s 0.56|0.8 0.8
Examinee 4 11 10|-2:96 0.57|1.2 1.2

20.7 10.0 0.00 0.53|1.0 1.0
8.3 00 2.45 0.05|0.5 0.5

fn

109
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TABLE 25 xfITEM CALIBRATIONS FOR JUDGES A AND C TOGETHER ~~

Calib. Model|Infit Outfit
Score Count|Logit Error|MaSq MnSg

Item e 20 14 1.95 0.49[1.1 1aItem c 24 1a 1.01 0.48[0.7 0.7Item b 30 14|-0.33 0.45|03 03Item d 34 14|-1l07 ola1|11 113
Item a 37 14|-1.56 0.40|15 16

Mean: 25.0 14.0 0.00 0.45| 0.3 1.0s.D.: 6.3 0.0 1.30 0.04|04a 0.4

TABLE 26
JUDGE CALIBRATIONS FOR JUDGES A AND C TOGETHER

Calib. Model|Infit outfitScore Count|Logit Error|MnSq MnSq

Judge A 7 3s 0.98 0.26[1.1 1aJudge © 7a 3s 0.75 0.28[0.8 0.9
Mean: 72.5 35.0 0.87 0.28[1.0 1.0s.p.: 1s 0.0 0.12 0.00|0.1 0.1

TABLE 27
CATEGORY CALIBRATIONS FOR JUDGES A AND C TOGETHER

Cat Step Count Logit S.E.
[3 a

1 13 -5.72 0.60
23 -2.45 0.38

4.73 0.60
3.01 0.73

Coane

LE

19 0.48 0.41
2
3
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TABLE 28
MOST UNEXPECTED RATINGS FOR JUDGES A AND C TOGETHER

Cat Step Exp. Resd Stres
Judge A Ewminee 3 Itemd|7 3 1.8 1.2 2

Judge A Examinee 4 Itema|7 3 15 15 2

Judge C Esamines 3 Iteme|5 2 ois 11’ 3

For all residuals: Table Mean:|5.0 2.1 2.1 0.1 0.0
Count = 70 Table 5. 20 11 os os 10

mish 1.0
[| ; ’ i ;

<

a 0.5 c
e 4
3

Logit
0.0 5Measure 3

c
<j

0.5 <
3

“1.0
L L . . \

Low 2 oi 0 1 meh 2
Xn score point deviation

Examinees: 6 4 SF En ga 2

Fig. 10.1 Plot of examinee measures for models including all judges.
Common scale, ¢, and judge-scale, j, measures against
Guilford’s Xn ability score.
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. identity line

2

Judge B's
Measures

in 1
Logits

°

EY

2%

3s

Fig. 102

“1.6 -0.2 1.2 2.6
Judges A and C's Measures in Logits

Judge B's examinee measures plotted against those of judges A
and C together. An approximate expectation line is drawn in.
Points are identified by examinee number.



11 RANK ORDERING AS ONE-FACET
MEASUREMENT

A special case of the many-facet modelis that in which the observations are explicit
‘manifestations of only one facet. Such a situation occurs when objects (e.g. examinees) are
rank ordered by judges, rather than awarded ratings. A precise measurement modelfor
rank ordered data is first constructed, and then approximated by a one-facet version of the

many-facet model.

11.1 THE CHARACTER OF RANK ORDERED DATA

Asking judges to order rather than rate examinees avoids the problem of defining a rating
scale.

Examiners who are asked to place answer books in rank order, or order of meri, are asked to
do a task which is far simpler for human judgement than is the assigning of absolute marks

(Harper and Misra 1976, 255).

The use of judge-created rankingsof the performance of examinees on each test item,
instead of judge-awarded scores, removes from the test analysis the severity of the judges,
the difficulty of the test itemsand the arbitrary nature and idiosyncratic implementation of

rating scales.

Ranking would also appearto remove the foundational component identified by Rasch for
‘measurement models in psychology: “The possible behavior of a pupil is described by means
of a probability that he solves the task” (Rasch 1980, 11). A ranking of examinees contains
no information about the difficulty of the particular item on which they were judged. It
does, however, contain information about their relative levels of success.

The stochastic element still remains. It has been observed that judges differ considerably
in the rankings they assign:
The [examinees performance with] the highest degree of agreement still covered nearly one-third

of the range of ranks, while the average [range of ranking a performance] included nearly two-

thirds of the available ranks (Harper and Misra 1976, 14).

It is this variation in the rankings across judges which providesthe stochastic element
necessary for Rasch measurement. In this we are following Thurston, who also perceives
thatthe probabilistic element opens the doorto measurement.

It is possible to use the proportion of readers or judges who agree about the rank order of any
two statements as a basis for actual measurement (Thursione and Chave 1929, 18).

*
13
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Though Thurstone then presents a method of buildinga linear scale, based on his Eaw of
Comparative Judgement (Thurstone 1927a, 1927b), his scale lacks a well-defined unit of
measurement and other useful statistical properties ofthe model presented here.
Two measurement models for rankings are now discussed. The first modelis derived from
the conceptualization of a rank orderas a composite ofpaired comparisons between the
objects being ranked. Thesecond model considers a rank orderas a rating scale on which,
typically, only one object is classified in each rating scale category.

11.2 THE OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF PAIRED OBJECTS

As a pre-cursor to the investigation of more comprehensive orderings, consider the ordering
ofjust a pair of objects. A comparison of the performance of two objects (e.g. O,, and O,)
across numerous replications of a given agent (e.g. a test item), orof a combination of
agents, yields counts ofthe three possible outcomes:

1) F,,the frequency with which O,, out-performs O,
2) F,, the frequency with which O, out-performs O,,
3) the frequency with which they perform at the same level

Forthe purposes of this discussion, the discrimination of performance is assumed to beso
fine that identical performance levels never occur. (This constraint will be removed later).
Thus, following the argument of chapter 5, a comparison ofthe performance levels of these
objects is FF,which becomes, in the stochastic limit, P,P,where P,, is the
probability that O,, out-performs O,and P,, is the probability that O, out-performs O,,.

We can also define object O,, whose performance level is at the local origin of the
measurement scale. Then we can compare the performance of O,, with Oy yielding P,/Poy.
and also O, with O, yielding P,/Py,.

Rasch pronounced the general dictum:
If a relationship between two or more variables is to be considered really important, as more
than an ad hoc description of a very limited set of data - if a more orless general
interdependence may be considered in force - the relationship should be found in several sets
of data which differ materially in some relevant respects (Rasch 1980, 9).

In our case, this implies that the results of a direct comparison of O,, and O, should lead
to the same conclusion as a comparison of O,, with O, via O,. The requirement for
generalizability thus leads to

(11.1)
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But P,/P,, is the performance of O,, relative to a measure defined to beat the origin of
the scale, and so is a constant, say, A... Similarly P,/Py, is a constant, say, A,. Then taking
logarithms,

1.2) log (ru/P) = log(A) - log(A)

or, reparameterizing, this becomesthe measurement model for paired objects,

ai.3) log(Pu/Pu) = Ba - B,

where
P,, is the probability that object O,, out-performs object O,
PL.is the probability that object O, out-performs object O,,
B,, is the measure of object O,,
B, is the measure of object O,

But P,,=1-P,,since tied ranks are excluded, so that,

1.4) P. = exp(5,)/(exp(B) + exp(B))

which is an exponential form of the model for paired comparisons. This model was
previously proposed by Bradley-Terry as a descriptive rather than measurement model.

11.3 EXTENDING THE PAIRED-COMPARISON MEASUREMENT MODEL TO
RANKINGS

If a ranking is ofonly two objects, then the measurement model forpaired objects applies
directly. Thus the probability, Rab of observing object Oa ranked higher than object Ob
is given by

Pu
(11.5) Bo PL SePu + Pa

where the denominator contains 2! = 2 terms, representing all the possible valid numerators
for ordering two objects.

The ranking of three objects, O,, O,, O, can be regarded as a set of three paired rankings,
but with the constraint that if O, is ranked higher than O,, and O, is ranked higher than O,
then O, must be ranked higher than O,. The probabilities of their eight theoretically
possible paired relationships are shown in Table 29.
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TABLE 29
THE COMPARISON OF THREE OBJECTS

Probability of Representation
independent pairings|as rank order 2

Py*PPy R(0,,0,0)
P,P"Py R(0,0.0,)
P,*P.*P,
PUTERlvPorPLFy
Pepiepe
PIPIPL inconsistent

The contents of R( ) represent the
ordering of the objects.

The effect ofthe constraint on the pairings imposed by ranking is the determination that
two of the possible paired combinations of objects are inconsistent and can never be
observed. Apart from this constraint, the probability of observing any particular rank
ordering is assumed to depend only on the paired comparison of the objects and not to
involve any othercharacteristics of the sample of objects. This is equivalent to the “local
independence” axiom of other Rasch models. Thus the comparison of the objects
‘manifested in the ranking is as “sample-free” as possible. If, for any particular data set of
rankings, this is notthe case, then the data set cannot be expected to fit the measurement
‘model presented here. Fit statistics can diagnose this eventuality.

Considering the possible rankings, if R,y is the probability that O, is ranked higherthan O,
in therank ordered data, then,

R. Probability of observing O, higher than 0,
ai.6) =.R. Probability of observing O, higher than O,

But, tied rankings are not allowed, so that R,, = 1 - Ry, giving

Probability of observing O, ranked higher than O,
(11.7) Ru =

Probability of all possible rankings

R,.and R, are similarly obtained. These probabilities are not independent as the following
identity makes clear:
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ai.e Ree ® Ruf Rm Ryn Rn Re

where
Ris the probability of observing the ranking R(0,,0,.0.)
~~ is the intersection of the sample spaces

Thus, in general,

(11.9) Rue < Rua * Rac

The probability of an ordering of three objects follows from equation 11.7 and is given by

Probability of R(0,,0,,0.)
(11.10) Rue =

Probability of all possible rankings

Py * Rt Py

Probability of all possible rankings

where the denominator containsall 3! = 6 rankings listed in Table 29.

This can be expressed in a more general wayfor any three objects, by numbering the objects
arbitrarily, O1, 02, 03. Then the probability of their empirical rank ordering, whateverit
is, is given by

3° 4

Tow (Xt Py + +B)
321 k=jel

EF ? Ed y

Qian RED = =D
where

R({3}) is the probability of a particular ranking of 3 objects
X,.=1if Ois ranked higher than O,,

0 otherwise
Xy=1-X,
SR({3}) is the sum of all possible numerators and contains one term for every

permutation of 3 objects, ie. 3! = 6 terms.

11.4 RANK ORDERING OF N OBJECTS

The principles employed in ranking 3 objects can be extended tothe ordering of n objects.
For convenienceof generalization, let us arbitrarily number the objects O1, 02,...0n with
corresponding parameters Bl, B2,..B,. Then, for some rank ordering of the objects.
R({n}),

&
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z ( * Bs

By
+ Bi)ft =

.12) {ah =(11.12 R({n} awith the same conventions as before. In particular, ZR({n}) is a sum including one term
for each of the possible numerators, identical to that numerator. The numberof possible
numeratorsis the number of ways of permuting n objects, that is n!.

Alternative formsof the measurement models defining the relationship between objects O,
and O, are, by equation 11.4,

(11.13) 2, = exp(3,) / (Exp(s,)+Exp(8,))

and

(1.14) 2, = exp(8,) / (Exp(8,)+Exp(5,))

50 that the probability of a rank ordering of n objects in termsof the parameters ofthe
objects is

nn X,texp(B,) + Xtexp(8,)Fis ESICFTP|Job kegel exp (8,) +axp (3,)
(11.15) « ) =tal Rah
11.5 INDEPENDENT RANK ORDERINGS OF N OBJECTS

If independent rank orderings of the same n objects have been compiled by T judges, then
the likelihood of the data set, ~{n}, becomes

nn X,%exp(By) + Xayvexp(B,)
Tic wg

ements
ainSiT jel kedel exp (3,) exp (3,

(1.16) na} = 7
rel ZR ({n})

If all objects donot participate in every rank ordering, the overall likelihood becomes the
product of the likelihood of homogeneous subgroupsin which the same set of objects has
been rankedby one or more judges. Thus if n objects have been ranked by T judges, and
m objects (including some ofthe n objects) have been ranked by S judges, then the
likelihood of the joint data set, N{mUn}, is

(1.17) {mun} = n{a}*n{a}

which is, explicitly,

nn Xutexp(s) + X,texp(s,)
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aT fal kejsl exp (8,) +exp (B,)
(11.18) amon) = (7

r=1 R({a})

mm Xutexp(B) + Xytexp(B)
wl Lear

8 a wma xp (B,) +exp (B,)

ro1 R({a})

The following derivation can then be adaptedto this formulation ofthe data, but, for clarity,
we return to the consideration of a homogeneous data set.

The factor

a a 1
ai.19) or3=1 k=j+1 exp(B,)+exp(s,)

is common to every term in the numerator and denominatorof equation 11.16, and so can
be cancelled out. Thus equation 11.16 becomes

nnTm (Ktexp(B,) + Xutexp(s)
T 3=1 k=j+l1

E £ a
(11.20) fn} = =1 at nomIx 1 (Xutexp(B) + Xutexp(By)

8=1 j=1 kejsl
The denominator includes all the possible numerators corresponding to all valid rankings
andso consists of n! terms corresponding to the n! ways of ordering n objects.

Taking logarithms, the log-likelihood ofa set of T rank orderings of n objects is, and
defining log(n{n}) to be ¥,

T a =
1.21) ¥= I I I (log (Xnvexp(B,) + Xnvexp(8)))rel 321 keel

al nnSTHleg( Ex om (Kytexp(B) + Xprexp(B)))
se1 321 kegel

11.6 ESTIMATION EQUATIONS FOR RANK ORDERED OBJECTS

The Newton-Raphson estimation equations for the parameters can be obtained using first
and second derivatives of the log-likelihood function, equation 11.21. Thus, to estimate B,,,
partially differentiate equation 11.21 with respect to B,,,

2aoe T oaan —« r o£ xy
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58, xl gel, aBa
a =n %

Tx (Xtexp(B)) + Xavexp(8))
at a 351 kegel

24Ti8s EE (Ris)
rallel,-m nl nnI x 7 (Kutexp(8,) + Xurexp(B))

s=1 321 kej+l

The first term of equation 11.22 represents the observed score which is the count of the
number of objects higher than which Om is ranked in all the observed orderings. The
second term represents the expected score and is the sum, across all possible orderings, of
the numberof objects higher than which Om is ranked in each ordering, multiplied by the
probability of that ordering, all multiplied by the number of orderingsin the observed data.

Differentiating the log-likelihood again with respect to By,

yeT (z ) w AX (By) + *exp (B,) )

or iT eS hi TRaT emPRTGioeslug

PY en Fa: 3 ein) + aieoi att(11.23)
ar on nn(EX)? TF (Kptexp(B)) + Xajtexp(B)

1 1=1,7n j=l kejsl
nt nnT Tx (X,texp(B) + Xu,vexp(B)a1 31 kejel

These provide the specific forms ofthe terms of the general form of the Newton-Raphson
estimation equation for B,’, the improved estimate of B,, the measure corresponding to
object O,,,

o¥ oFry gee8, 6B.
(11.24) 5,

When the iterative process has converged, an asymptotic standard error of the estimate, B.,,
is given by

8%
(11.25) S.E.(B,) = IV(- —)

58,7

Rasch modelfit statistics, both information-weighted and outlier-sensitive, can also be
calculated (Wright and Masters 1982, 100).

11.7 ESTIMABILITY OF RANK ORDERED DATA
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For estimability ofall parameters in one frame of reference,it is required that the orderings

ofthe objects overlap in such a way that every object can be compared to every other

object, either directly or indirectly, in termsof both relative successes and relative failures.

I, for instance, one object is always ranked highest, then its parameteris inestimable. A

more subtle example of inestimability is a set of orderings in which the objects form two

groups, thehigh group and the low group, and no object in the high group is ever ranked

below any object in the low group.

11.8 TIED RANKINGS

In some judging situations, two or more objects may be given the sameranking. If two

objects O; and O,are given the same ranking, then this is equivalent to the statement that

orderings (O, Oy) and (O,, O) are equally probable as representations of the ordering of

the objects on the latent variable. Consequently,if the tied ranking in the empirical data

is replaced with two orderings (O; Oy) and (Oy, 0), each of which is given a weighting of

one-half, then the sum is equivalent to the tied ordering. Thus, if O; and O,are tied in an

ordering, then X, = 0.5 and X,; = 0.5 for the purposes of determining empirical scores.

Considered in this way, the admissibility of tied rankings does not add any more orderings

into the schemeof all possible rank orderings described above.

11.9 PAIRED-COMPARISON RANK ORDERING AS A MANY-FACET MODEL

The rank-order measurement model requiresin the construction of its denominators the

calculation of one term for each possible ordering. This calculation may need to be

repeated for each Newton-Raphson iteration. If the number of objects in the ordering is

large, problems relating to computation time and estimation precision arise. Consequently,

a useful way to apply the rank-order measurement model is to approximate it by a many-

facet modelin which one facet enters twice.

If the data set consisted of independent paired comparisons, rather than orderings, then the

measurement model underlying paired comparisons would be that given in equation 11.3,

1.26) log(Pu/Pu) = B. = By

As already discussed, ordering the objects prevents independence. Nevertheless a useful

approximation to the estimate of the rank-order measurement model could be

(1.27) log(Pu/(1-Pn)) = Ba = Bo

where P.,, is the probability that O,, is ranked higher than O, and this probability is treated

as independent of the constraint of rank ordering.

This has the form of a two-facet measurement model. Then, ifthe rank orders are recoded

in the data set in a form such that X,,, = 1 if O,, is ranked higher than O, in ordering r.

x
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and X,,,, = 0 if O,, is ranked lower than O, in ordering r, then the estimation.equations
become computationally equivalent to those fora two-facet model, namely,

(11.28)

where (Q|m) is the set of all paired comparisons, X,u, in which O,, takes part, with O,
representing the other object in each paired comparison.

In equation 11.28, the term, IX,,,, is the same as the leading term in equation 11.22.

Theeffect of the constraint of rank ordering, however, was to invalidate inconsistent paired
comparisons andso limit the combinations that could be observed. Thus the sample space
of rank orders is smaller than the sample space of paired combinations. consequently, the
probability of any particular rank ordering being observed is greater than would be the
probability of the same ordering if it were to occur through the accumulation of
independent paired comparisons. Thus, the term P,,, in equation 11.28 underestimates the
true probability, so that the one-facet version of the many-facet model overestimates the
differences between the measures of rank-ordered objects. The standard erroris also
overestimated.

With orderings ofonly two objects, the many-facet model and the rank-ordered model are
identical. As the number of objects increases, the bias introduced by ignoring the rank-
order constraint also increases. With seven objects, the difference between two measures
estimated without the ranking constraint is about twice that of constrained measures. A
simulation study indicates that the bias is of the order of 1.15 to the power of the number
of objects ranked. The amount of bias also dependson the distribution of the measures of -

the objects. With this bias correction, the many-facet model provides approximate estimates
with considerably less computational effort than the rank-order model. Consequently, the
many-facet model can be usedto provide convenient estimates for exploratory analysis, or
good starting values for the rank-order model.

11.10 RANK ORDERING CONSIDERED AS A RATING SCALE MODEL

Andrich (1978) proposed a Rasch model for rating scales with several properties relevant
to rank ordering.

1) Thecategoriesof the scale are ordered qualitatively.
2) Each higher category of the scale is qualitatively different to its predecessor.
3) The categories exhaust the possible levels of performance.
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4) Classification of an object in a category implies that the object supersedes all lower
categories.

5) The classification process allows theclassification of any object in any category, e.g.,
a rater always has thefull range of categories available when classifying an object.

Ranking can also be conductedin the same way. The judge can be instructed to classify the
objects into as many different hierarchically-ordered levels of quality as the judge
discriminates in the objects. The outcome will be a judge-defined rating scale for these

particular objects, that is also a ranking ofthe objects. The rankings across can then be
treated as ratingscale data and analyzed accordingly.



12 AN EXAMPLE OF THE MEASUREMENT OF RANK
ORDERED OBJECTS

Statistical analysis of rank-ordered data is generally limited to the application of non-

‘parametric tests, which, perhaps by means of some transformation, include “the assumption
of normality” in the distribution of the underlying variable (Brownlee 1965, 241). The

measurement model derived in chapter 11 makes no assumption about the distribution of

the parameters. In this chapter a demonstration ofthe properties of the measurement
model is performed by means of a small data set which is clearly bi-modal.

Calling the game Working with analyst|Broadcasting ability

1. Vin Scully 1. Bob Costas 1. Vin Scully
2. Bob Costas 2. Al Michaels 2. Al Michaels
3. Al Michaels 3. Vin Scully 3. Bob Costas
4. Skip Caray 4. Skip Caray 4. Skip Caray
5. Harry Caray 5. Steve Zabriskie 5. Harry Caray
6. Steve Zabriskie|6. Ralph Kiner 6. Steve Zabriskie
7. Ralph Kiner 7. Harry Caray 7. Ralph Kiner

Quality of anecdotes|Knowledge of baseball|Enthusiasm level

1. Vin Scully 1. Vin Scully 1. Harry Caray
2. Bob Costas 2. Ralph Kiner 2. Al Michaels
3. Al Michaels 3. Bob Costas 3. Bob Costas
4. Skip Caray 4. Al Michaels 4. Vin Scully
5. Ralph Kiner S. Harry Caray S. Steve Zabriskie
6. Harry Caray 6. Skip Caray 6. Skip Caray
7. Steve Zabriskie|7. Steve Zabriskie 7. Ralph Kiner

Fig. 12.1 Rank Orderings of Baseball Announcers (Polskin 1988).

Polskin (1988) publishes rank orderings of seven baseball announcers, reproduced here in

fig. 12.1. These are individuals who reported baseball during the 1987 seasonfor the U.S.

TV networks or major independent TV stations. Those whose responses were used in

compiling these rank orderings were themselves experienced bascball announcers.

The initial methodology was that the 44 expert respondents were asked to grade each of the

seven announcers on the six items of performance with a rating in the range of1 to 5.

These ratings were not published. They were, however, the basis of the rank orderings on

124
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the six items shown in fig. 12.1. These six items will be considered to be independent
manifestationsof a latent variable which can be termed “Quality of Announcing.”

12.1 A PAIRED-COMPARISON RASCH ANALYSIS OF THE RANK ORDERINGS

The paired-comparison rank-order measurement model can be used to answer such

questions as “How much betteris one announcer than another?”, “Which announcers have

the most consistent quality level?” and “Do these items represent one underlying ‘Quality
of announcing’ variable?”

TABLE 30
ABILITIES OF BASEBALL ANNOUNCERS

Ability Sum of Measure Mean Square Announcer Polskin's
Order~Rankings (Logits) S.E. Fit “overall” Rank

1 11 0.98 0.41 1.51 vin Scully 1

2 14 0.67 0.35 0.40 Bob Costas 2

3 1s 0.50 0.32 0.34 Al Michaels 3

a 28 -0.26 0.28 0.43 Skip Caray 5

5 29 -0.33 0.29 1.73 Harry Caray 4
& 3a —0.6s 0.33 2.12 Ralph Kiner 7

7 3s -0.87 0.37 0.54 Steve Zabriskie 6

Mean: 0.00 1.01

In answer to the question, “How muchbetter is one announcerthan another?”, Table 30

Jists the estimates of the measures obtained for this data set, using the estimation equations
presented in Chapter 11. The distinction between “information weighted”ft statistics and

“outlier sensitive” fit statistics does not exist here because the variance term for each

estimate is uniform across rankorderings. The right-hand column is an overall ranking of

the announcers presented by Polskin.

The relationship between the sum of each announcer’s ranks and his measure is close to
linearas can be seen in fig. 12.2, which plots each announcer’ measure against his rank.

According to these estimates, the top two announcers are significantly better than the

bottom two announcers.

Comparison of these results with Polskin's “Overall” ranking, in the last column of Table

30, shows that the order of the announcers, when ranked on measures, differs from that

published, which was based on the unpublished rating scale responses. According to the

Polskin, Vin Scully had the highest average rating of 4.4 and Ralph Kiner the lowest of 3.1

The ordering by measure and the “Overall” orderings do not differ in meaning, because the

measures obtained for Skip Caray and Harry Caray, and also for Ralph Kiner and Steve

Zabriskie, are not significantly different. This result, however, does show how misleading
is the equal-interval appearance of a sequentially numbered rank-ordered list.
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From Table 30, the announcer with the most consistent level of performance across

alf
items

is Al Michaels with a mean-square fit statistic of 0.34, and the most inconsistently

performing one is Ralph Kiner with a fit statistic of 2.12. How difficult misfit is to

determine, by eye, from lists of rank orderings, is indicated by the quite different

conclusions reached by Polskin. According to the analysis givenin the text ofhis article,

Polskin had the impression that Harry Caray was the least consistently rated announcer (due

to his first place on “Enthusiasm”) and Al Michacls was also somewhat inconsistent (not

due to his fourth place on “Knowledge,” but his third place on “Quality”).
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Fig. 122 Announcers measures plotted against sum of rankings.
M = estimated measure, H = M + standard error, L = M - standard error
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TABLE 31
MOST UNEXPECTED RANKINGS OF ANNOUNCERS

Ordering Announcer Rank Expected Difference 5.E. Z-Score

Knowledge Ralph Kimer 2 5.7 3.67 2:23 1512287

Enthusiasm Harry Caray 1 3.83 1.42 2.71
Working Bob Costas 1 133 118 13
Working Vin Seully 3 1.8 -1.27 0.98  -1.18
Working Harry Caray 7 4.8 -2.17 1.42 -1.53
Enthusiasm Vin Scully 4 1.8 -2.17 0.99 -2.13

Mean for all ranks: 0.0 0.00
Variance for all ranks: 1.00

Table 31 shows those rankings which were the least expected. This Table is an aid to the
diagnosis of aberrations in the measuring process and assists in identifying the sourcesof

* misfit. It supports oneof Polskin’s conclusions that Vin Scully was perceived to have
performed somewhat inconsistently, partially due to his fourth place on “Enthusiasm.” On
the other hand, Polskin failed to comment on the fact that Ralph Kiner's rankings have the
‘most inconsistency, and furtherthat the most unexpected ranking of all was thatof Ralph
Kiner on “Knowledge.” Again, a caveat is that Polskin had access to unpublished
information. Nevertheless, it is clear that the published rank orders are intended to
faithfully represent that information.

TABLE 32
FIT STATISTICS FOR RANK ORDERINGS

Information-weighted  Outlier-sensitive Item of Performance
Mean-Square fit Mean-Square Fit

0.29 0.32 Calling the game
0.51 0.51 Working with analyst
0.35 0.39 Broadcasting ability
0.38 0.41 Quality of anecdotes
1.77 1.80 Knowledge of baseball
2.29 2.22 Enthusiasm level

A fundamental question, not discussed by Polskin,is the uni-dimensionality of the “quality
of announcing” variable. Are the six items, on which the announcers have been ordered,
independent representationsof the same variable? Table 32 summarizes the degree of fit
within rank orderings. Since ordering provides no information on, say, how difficult it is to
“call the game” relative to the items used to create the other orderings, no difficulty
calibrations are shown. On the other hand, there is a numerical difference betweenthe two

‘meai-square fit statistics, though this has no substantive meaning in this data set.

The items are generally acting in a coherent mannerin defining the variable. It may well

be that “Calling the game” and “Broadcasting ability” are somewhat synonymous and not
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independent items, leading to a redundancy in the data, and hence mean-square fitstatistics
substantially less than their expected value of 1. On the other hand, hypotheses could be
presented as to why “Quality of anecdotes” and “Knowledge of baseball” which would
appearto be closely related have behaved differently. Only “Enthusiasm” has strong
indications of what may be a separate variable, and this is because, according to Polskin, it
is easier to announce when you are doing it for the “home-team fans,” as Harry Caray does.

122 CONCLUSION TO THE PAIRED-COMPARISON RANK ORDER ANALYSIS

The application ofthe principles of fundamental measurement to rank ordered data has
provided the means to convert entirely local rankings into generalizable measures of the
latent abilities. Moreover,fit statistics for each announcer and for each ordering enable a
determination of the success ofthe ranking process as a measurement operation.

Rasch analysis has yielded information consistent with the published analysis. Yet it has
gone beyondthat analysis in providing measures which enable the determination of whether
the difference between announcers is significant, or only an illusion of the manner of
presentation. Further, this analysis has broughtto the analyst's attention those aspects of
rank-ordered performance which are truly remarkable.

Rasch analysis has also permitted the confirmation or clarification of whether the rank
orderings are independent but alternative expressions of performance on the same uni-
dimensional latent variable.

123 A RATING-SCALE RASCH ANALYSIS OF THE RANK ORDERINGS

Treating rankingsas ordered rating scale categories enables measures to be estimated with
the many-facet Rasch modelderived earlier. The measurement model becomes

az.1) 10g (Pa/Ba) = -By + Fy

where
P, = the probability of a ranking of k by judgej, where
Py,=the probability of a higher ranking of k-1 by judge j
B,=the ability of sportscaster m
F, = the extra ability implicit in a rankingof k-1 beyondthat in a ranking of k,

according to judge j.

7

When tied rankings are not observed, and all judges rate all objects, then the {F,} are
identical across judges, and may be parameterized {F,}.
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TABLE 33
RATING SCALE MEASURES FOR RANK-ORDER DATA

Gbsva Obsva Fair
Count Average Avrge Msg sta

vin scully I

Bab Costas |
AL Michaels |
Skip Caray
Barry Caray
Ralph Kiner
Steve Zabriskie

RMSE 0.34 Ad) S.

Fixed (all same) cf

Random (normal) chi
significance
Significance: (32

Comparison of Rank Measurement Models
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Fig/123 Comparison of announcers’ measures from paired-comparison and rating
scale analyses. The points do not lie exactly on the identity line, indicating
that the methods vary slightly in measure discrimination, but the measures are
substantively identical. Vi = Vin Scully ete.
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Forthe Polskin data, a rating scale analysis using the UCON algorithm implemented.in the
Facets program yields Table 33. The relationship between the two analyzes is showftin fig.
123. All points li well within the confidence bands, indicating that they are substantively
identical. The slight skewness off the identity line indicatesa slight difference in test
discrimination between the two methods. 2

12.4 CONCLUSION TO RANK ORDER COMPARISON

Analysis of rank orders as rating scales is straight-forward to implement with generally
available Rasch analysis software, e.g, Facets. Rating scale analysis yields substantively
identical results to the paired-comparison approach, but without the latter’s significant
computational demands. With the rating scale approach, incomplete rankings, i.c., rankings
ofnot all objects, and tied rankings place no extra demands either on data collection or
analysis beyond those required ofall rating scale data for unambiguous measure estimation.

As was previously observed with the FCON and XCON algorithms, thestatistical niceties
of the more elaborate estimation algorithm, in this case the paired-comparison approach,
do not yield improvements with any substantive advantage beyond those of the simpler
UCON rating scale algorithm.



13 CONCLUSION

The many-facet Rasch model extends the possibility of objective measurement to

examinations which include subjective judgments. Its development enables the benefits of

“sample-free,” “test-free,” and “judge-free” measurement to be realized in this hitherto
intractable area. The use of the many-facet model permits greater freedom from judge bias

and greater generalizability of the resulting examinee measures than has previously been

available.

The many-facet model has a strong theoretical structure, but imposes a minimum of

restrictions on the data to be analyzed. If the empirical data cooperates in the construction

of a uni-dimensional variable, of the type required in order to summarize into one measure
*

an examinee’s performance on an examination, then the model provides such a measure on

a linear scale with a well-defined standard error. This is the information required by an
examination boardin determining pass-fail decisionsequitable to all examinees.

The degree of cooperation by the data, and hence the validity of the requirement that an
examinee’s performance can be represented by one number, is readily ascertainable by

means of fit statistics. These assist in the detection and diagnosis of aberrant examinee

performance, and can also be used to assist in judge training.

The many-facet model, however, can be applied to data sets of many forms. Both its

application to conventional judge-awarded ratings, and the application ofits underlying

principles to rank ordered data, demonstrate the flexibility of the analytical method. There
is no longer the requirementto administer multiple-choice or similar tests in orderto obtain

objective examinee measures.

The estimation techniques possess statistical consistency, and, for data sets of any size,

negligible bias. For small data sets, bias can be minimized with only a small computational

penalty. The ability to estimate parameters from incomplete data, with only the

requirement of an unambiguous parameter structure, allows data to be collected through

simple, convenient, and efficient judging designs.

From the chaos of judge disagreement, the many-facet model brings the order of objective

measurement.
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